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PREFACE
This book forms part of a thesis that I sub-

mitted over ten years ago to the University of

London for my Doctorate in Philosophy. To
Dr. L. D. Barnett, under whom I worked in

London and whose unfailing kindness to me
I can never forget, I owe a great debt of grati-

tude. Without his active and sympathetic
direction, my thesis could not have taken pro-

per shape
;

I have, therefore, great pleasure in

thanking him most sincerely for all that he has
done me.

The dates of many of the Virasaiva writers

referred to in the book have not yet been final-

ly fixed. I have tentatively given the dates

assigned by the late Rao Bahadur R.
Narasimhacharya in his Karnataka Kam carite -

My thanks are especially due to Professor
R. D. Ranade of the Allahabad University for

his kindness in acceding to my request for a
Foreword to my book.

My thanks are also due to Professor

S. S. Basawanal and Dr. K. R. Srinivasa

Iyengar for the help they rendered to me in

preparing the book for the press; to Mr. V. B.

Halbhavi for his encouragement to me while

the book was in progress; to the Literary

vii
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Committee of the L. E. Association, Dharwar,
for agreeing to publish the book

; and to the

Manager, Basel Mission Press, Mangalore,

for bringing out this book with care and taste.

Lingaraj College,

Belgaum,
3rd October 1941.

S. C. Nandimath.
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FOREWORD
I have great pleasure in contributing a

Foreword to this able monograph on Vira-

iaivism from the pen of my young friend,

Dr. S. C. Nandimath, Ph.D., Principal,

Lingaraj College, Belgaum. The present work
constitutes the main part of the thesis which
Dr. Nandimath presented for the Ph.D. of

the London University. He worked under

Dr. Barnett who was the internal examiner for

the thesis, while Dr. Thomas was the external

examiner. Now, those who have worked with

Dr. Thomas as examiners of Doctorate theses

know that it was not easily possible to get the

stamp of approbation from a deep and learned

scholar like him. I highly compliment Dr.

Nandimath, not merely for having pleased his

Ph.D. examiners, but for having also contri-

buted a new work on the subject of Vlrasaivism

so as to give to that system of thought a dignity

and a place which it deserves in the entire

scheme of Indian thought.

Dr. Nandimath has various qualifications

for that task. He is a Sanskritist at bottom.

Having got his M.A. degree in that subject

from the Bombay University, he has worked
for a number of years as professor of that

xi
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subject. He is also a deep Canarese scholar,

which fact might easily be seen from the varied

references to Canarese originals which he has

made in his work, as well as from the fact

that his erudition in the subject has been

rewarded by the Government of Bombay who
have made him the Chairman of the Canarese

Research Board they have set up at Dharwar.
From Dr. Barnett, Dr. Nandimath has also

learnt the principles of antiquarian research

which he is now applying to the province of

his own language, literature and history. Above
all, he belongs to the highest status of the

Lingayat community, as his name would indi-

cate, and he has still compassion, fellow-feeling

and sympathy for the poor and the low. This
was, in fact, what Basaweshwar taught, and we
are glad that we are having examples like

Dr. Nandimath who carry on the tradition of

the original teachings.

It was to me also a matter of very pleasant

surprise that, unlike the run of ordinary

Sanskritists, Dr. Nandimath should have had
such a keen philosophical understanding. His
mind is not fixed upon the interpretation of

texts, but on a construction of his thoughts
ahd beliefs into a synoptic whole. His critical

powers are seen especially in the comparison
and- contrast which he institutes between the

xii
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Virasaiva philosophy on the one hand and the

Saivasiddhanta, the Trika philosophy, the

Visistadvaita, Sakti-Viiistadvaita, and the

Advaita on the other. His chapter on the

“Pilgrim’s Progress” is an interesting monu-
ment of the aspirations which a true Virasaiva

must cherish in his heart. The sabbath of

man’s experience consists in his unison with

God—what has been termed Aikya; and this

has to be reached through a number of lower

rungs on the ladder. According to Virasaiva

philosophy, the world is neither ultimately real

nor ultimately unreal. It looks real at the

start but becomes unreal at the end.

The teachings of Virasaiva philosophy are,

as Dr. Nandimath points out, more particularly

moral and spiritual in nature, though one
can’t deny to them a certain metaphysical

background as well. Thus, for example, the

teaching of Cennabasava on the cosmological

head has a close resemblance to a scheme of

the Mahabharata, a very interesting point which
Dr. Nandimath brings out in his work along
with his discussion of other cosmological

theories in Virasaiva philosophy. His inter-

pretation of Maya also deserves our attention.

It is highly interesting to see how Vira-

bhadradeva understands Maya, not as an ulti-

mate unreality or illusion, but a veritable
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complex either of the six passions such as

Kama, Krodha and the rest, or the six changes

such as sr%T and so on, or else

the six waves of appetitive experience such as

hunger, thirst, old age and so forth, or else as a

complex of vanities like name, family, race

and creed, or finally even as the complex of

psycho-metaphysical sheaths such as the

physical, the astral, the mental, the intellective

and the beatific. To us the problem of various

Lingas is absolutely on a par with the problem
of the so-called sheaths of the soul in the

Upanisads to which Dr. Nandimath makes
reference in this work

;
and the Linga, on con-

sideration, would be seen to be nothing else

than the unity of flaming light which underlies

all states and existences.

Dr. Nandimath’s quotations from vernacular

Canarese literature of the old and new types,

and their beautiful renderings into English are

an ornament to the work. Who wT
ill not be

charmed by the utterance of Mahadevi Akka
when she says, while speaking about God, that

not merely the wood or the trees are God but

also the beasts of prey and the fowl of the

air which inhabit them, an idea which reminds
us closely of a similar utterance of Dr. Caird
about the field, the fighters and the strife being
all God? We hope very much that Dr. Nandi-
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math soon produces a work of translations

from the originals, that is Canarese Saivite

literature, philosophically arranged with a

commentary of his own so as not merely to

make a contribution to the history of Religion

as such, but also to provide suitable material

for the thought and imagination of the spiritual

aspirants, who seek after the fundamental

unity which through the ages has underlain all

human aspirations towards the Godhead.

ii&fcvti
?

m.a.

Nimbal, Head of the Dept, of Philosophy and
Dist. Bijapur, Dean of the Faculty of Arts,

i October 1941. Allahabad University.
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CHAPTER I

THE ORIGIN OF VIRASAIVISM
(Virasaivism, one of the important schools of

Saivism—literature on the subject mainly in

Kannada—Basava did not found Virasaivism, but

only revived it—our knowledge of pre-Basavan

Virasaivism is fragmentary and confusing—the

Kalamukha or Lakula sect flourished before Basava

in South India—many Kalamukha mathas were

transformed into Vlrasaiva mathas in the post-

Basavan era—Virasaivism in no way connected with

Bengal Saivism—Virasaivism deviates in some res-

pects from Saiva Siddhanta — relation between

Virasaivism and Saiva Agamas—Saiva Siddhanta

and Virasaivism both based on intense Bhakti to

Siva—traditional origin of Virasaivism—five tradi-

tional prophets of Virasaivism in each yuga, the

prophets of Kaliyuga being Revana, Maruja,

Ekorama, Panditaradhya and Vi£ve£vara, who
founded gotras and established mathas which

continue to this day.)

Saivism is one of the important branches of

Indian Philosophy, with Bhakti as its guiding
principle. It has flourished, with minor
differentiations, from the earliest times, and its

exponents have hailed from the North as well

as from the South. Of the schools of Saivism

i x
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current in South India, Saiva Siddhanta, that

first took shape in Tamil Nad several centuries

ago, was later considerably influenced by
Kashmir and Gauda Saivism. A not less im-

portant Saiva School and one whose vogue is

undiminished to this day has been for long

current in the Kannada country; but it was
probably revived and reformed by a band of

inspired Seekers after Truth in the 121th century.

This Saiva School is known as Vlrasaivism, or

more popularly, the Lingayata or Lingavanta

sect.

Some information about the sect has already

been supplied by learned scholars like Dr. Fleet,

Bhandarkar, Rice and others ;
1 but on the

whole it is very scanty and misleading in many
places, because they were not in possession of

the right material, which is now becoming

available. Another difficulty in the way is that

there is very little ancient Sanskrit literature

on the sect. Much of the available Sanskrit

literature on the sect seems to have been com-
posed later on. There is, however, a vast

Kannada literature which is mostly genuine and
was composed by the apostles of the movement
from the 12th century onwards. Hitherto un-
fortunately this literature has been completely

ignored. Rao Bahadur P. G. Halkatti is doing
excellent work in publishing Vacana Sastras

2
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through his magazine, Sivdnubhava
y
and the late

R. Narasimhacharya has rendered a great service

to Virasaivas by recording many facts about the

Vacana Sastra writers in his Kamcarite. A
critical examination of this literature may bring

to light many facts, historical as well as

religious, which will be of great use in under-

standing Virasaivism properly.

The early history of the sect is obscure and no
attempt has been made as yet to unravel it. It

is very unfortunate that no authoritative book on
the subject written before i ith century is avail-

able. The darkness surrounding the early history

of the sect has led almost all scholars (Dr.

Bhandarkar excepted) to conclude that it was
founded by Basava, the minister of Kalacuri

King Bijjala (1162-1167 A.D.). However, this is

far from the truth, for none of the books on
Virasaivism, either in Kannada or in Sanskrit,

ascribe the foundation of the sect to Basava.

They are unanimous on this point, though they

differ in narrating his life in detail. A critical

examination of the theology and metaphysics of

the sect suggests that it is very ancient. In

some essential points its dogmas seem to

resemble those of a Saiva school called the

Pasupata sect in the Mahabhdrata ,
2 The Karana-

hasuge of Cennabasava contains metaphysical

ideas which coincide neither with the Sankhya

3
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nor the Vedanta nor the Saiva Siddhanta .
8

Since Cennabasava makes it quite clear that his

book is based on the Vijayabhairavi Agama
, he

is apparently not the inventor of those ideas.

Besides, we find a similar conception elsewhere .
4

Indeed, the Basavapwrana and some other books,

•on the authority of which scholars believe Basava

to be the founder, clearly state that Basava,

the incarnation of Nandin, came to this world

to save Siva’s devotees, who were subjected to

much persecution and were therefore hiding

themselves .
5 What Basava did was to help such

Saivas and to raise them from the depressed

•condition to which they were reduced. We have

already pointed out that the Saiva movement is

very ancient and was spread all over India

•centuries before the birth of Basava. In the

Kannada country too there was an ancient form
•of Saivism, the cause of which was upheld by
Basava. The very fact that hundreds and
thousands of people from different parts of India

flocked to Basava within a very short time is

sufficient proof of the existence of a kind of

Saiva movement of which Basava cannot be the

originator. If we study carefully the history of

religions we find that an old faith when revived

will emerge in a considerably different form,

though it retains the old name and professes to

be exactly the same. Present day Hinduism,

4
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which is a revival of the old Vedic and
Upanisadic Aryanism, is a case in point. Simi-

larly Virasaivism as revived in the 12th century

may not be exactly identical with that existing

before, although it professes to be identical with

the old form and in all probability retained the

cardinal doctrines unbroken. The outstanding

feature of the revived Virasaivism is its zeal for

social reform. As the authoritative and un-

questionable materials of pre-Basavan Vlra-

£aivism are not available, we are in the dark as

to the extent to which it supported the social

reforms of post-Basavan Virasaivism; but as

Basava and Vacanasastra writers quote authori-

ties from ancient texts at every step in support

of their statements, it is possible that old

Virasaivism did support such a movement .
0

Perhaps in the nth and 12th centuries some
good rules of religion and social duties, being

overshadowed by the rules of Varnasrama-
dharma, were falling into desuetude in the old

form of Virasaivism
;
hence the Vacana writers

urged their observance, or perhaps their re-

introduction. The rejection of fire-worship,,

impurities (Pahca-sutakas)
,

caste-distinctions,,

etc., seem to indicate the antiquity of the sect

rather than an anti-Brahmanic spirit, as is be-
lieved by Dr. Bhandarkar .

7 In the unknown past

there might have been a sect which did not re-

5
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concile itself to Vaidika schools on these points,

and which perhaps remained aloof, admitting

Agamas as the sacred books and Siva as the

Supreme. This sect, on account of its belief in

the Supreme Godhood of Siva and also of its

similarity on many points to other Saiva

Churches, might have remained as an in-

conspicuous sub-sect of ancient Saivism, which

is commonly known as the Pasupata school.

From the noteworthy absence of reference to

Vlrasaivism in contemporary literature before

the 1 2th century it can be concluded either that

it was not existing or that it was insignificant.

From the Virasaiva literature of the 12th

century it is clear that it was existing at

that time. Again, from the analysis of the

theological and philosophical ideas of the sect

found in the works of important persons, we see

that rudiments of these ideas are undoubtedly

ancient. Besides, the analysis confirms the view

that there might have been a school which had

a well arranged plan of theology and philosophy.

Therefore it is not possible to accept the idea

of its non-existence before the 12th century.

Perhaps the other alternative, namely that it was
insignificant, may be true; or it might have
had another name, later replaced by that of

Vlrasaivism. As it was a small sect, and had
many features in common with other Saiva sects,

6
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perhaps contemporary writers before the 12th

century took it to be identical with one of the

existing Saiva sects. Madhava, the author of

the Sarva-darsana-sangraha
,
in whose days the

post-Basavan Vlrasaivism certainly existed, has

not mentioned it at all. Perhaps he thought it

to be identical with the Lakullsa-Pasupata, a

sect which was very prominent and influential

in the Kannada country, and about which we
have definite epigraphical records from the 9th

century onwards. Probably Vlrasaivism was not

identical with the Lakullsa-Pasupata sect. 8 We
do not know by what name it was styled before

the 1 2th century. Fragments of Saivagamas
named Vatula-siiddhakhya, Suksma and Para-

mesvara mention and hold in great esteem a
Saiva sect called “Virasaiva”. From some re-

ference in these it seems .that the Virasaiva sect

was a small section of Saivism which maintained

strictly an extreme form of the cult, on
account of which it was admitted by the then

existing Saiva sects to be superior to them. In

some points this sect seems to differ from the

post-Basavan Vlrasaivism. 9 The age of these

fragments is unknown, and to assign a parti-

cular period, at this stage, will be nothing more
than a conjecture; yet there is a circumstance

which is perhaps in favour of their antiquity.

Since the Virasaiva sect depicted in these

7
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passages has not the appearance of the post-

Basavan Vlrasaivism, in all probability it might

correspond to pre-Basavan Vlrasaivism. In that

case the composition of these fragments possibly

goes back to a period before the nth or 12th

centuries.

From epigraphy we learn that there existed

an influential Saiva sect named Kalamukha or

Lakula in the Kannada country centuries before

Basava, and it was existing even centuries after

him. The accounts of the teachers of this sect,

such as their genealogy, influence over Kings
and people, their deep learning etc. are recorded

in numerous Kannada inscriptions. From the

perusal of these records one gains the impression

that it was a vast and influential sect. The
Kalamukha sect is misunderstood and misre-

presented by many. Ramanuja, the great teacher

of Visistadvaita, wrongly identifies the Kala-

mukhas with the Kapalikas, and is followed by
Dr. Bhandarkar in this identification. 10 From
what we know of the Kalamukhas from
epigraphy it is impossible to identify them with

the Kapalikas, of whom we have accounts from
other sources such as Prabodha Candrodaya
and Malati-Madhava. We have many epigraphi-

eal records in which Kalamukha teachers are not

only stated to have commanded the greatest res-

pect from Kings and ruling Chiefs, but are also

8
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worshipped by Mahajanas, or corporation of

burgesses, consisting mostly of Brahmins. The
technical term “Kalam Karcci”, (laving the

feet,) used in the inscriptions at the time of

donating a gift to the teachers of this sect, points

to the fact that they were held in great

reverence .
11

The Kalamukha sect which dominated the

Kannada country once is now extinct. Its

philosophy seems to differ from that of other

Saiva sects. The inscriptions mention Lakul-

agama and Lakula Siddhanta .
12 The Kamikct

I. i. mentions Lakulagamas. Again, the origin

of the sect is not traced either to Durvasas or

to the five Acaryas, but to Bhattaraka Lakulisa,

an incarnation of Siva, who descended

(avatarat) and settled (adhyuvasa) at Karo-
hana. ls Therefore the Lakulisa sect seems in

all probability to be different from the Saiva

Siddhanta and Vlrasaivism. Epigraphy further

shows that it was not confined to the Kannada
and Gurjara countries, but also spread over to

the Tamil country as early as the gth century

A.D .
14 It is interesting to note that this influen-

tial sect was absorbed by the post-Basavan

Virasaivism. The great Kalamukha mathas are

transformed into Vlrasaiva mathas. We have

definite evidence on this point. The matha at

Puvalli, the modern Huli in the Belgaum

9
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district, is of epigraphical fame. The teachers

who presided over that matha had great influence

over the ruling classes, namely the local chiefs

and people. It had many branches. The matha,

its branch-mathas, and pontiffs are recorded in

many inscriptions .
15 Now this matha is a

Vlrasaiva-matha. The genealogy preserved in

the matha tallies with the genealogy recorded

in the inscriptions. Without the least shadow of

doubt the whilom Kalamukha-matha was
transformed into a Virasaiva-matha, at what

time we do not know. Perhaps the same may
have been the case with other Kalamukha
mathas, in the Kannada country at least. Slowly

and imperceptibly they were absorbed into

Vlrasaivism.

Dr. S. Krishnasvamy Aiyangar thinks that

Vlrasaivism was inaugurated by the settlement

of Brahmans from Bengal in the reign of the

Kakatiya Rudra I. 16 If, by this, he means
to connect Vlrasaivism with Golakimatha,

certainly he is mistaken. The Golakimatha

spread over the Tamil country. It seems to have

had no influence in the Kannada country, for

we scarcely hear of it there. The Managoli
inscription mentions the marriage of Vikrmamka
with BonthadevI, the daughter of Laksmana,
King of Dahal .

17 She was the mother of Taila,

who was dethroned by Bijjala. We are not sure

io
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how far this marriage contributed to the spread

of Saivism. The Saivism in Dahala under the

sect of Golagiri held views similar to those of

the Saiva Siddhanta rather than to those of

Virasaivism. If Virasaivism were connected in

any way with Bengal Saivism18 the latter should

have left some traces in Virasaiva philosophy;

but so far we do not find any such traces at all.

Moreover, Bengal Saivism seems to have become
prominent in the south since the days of

Vi£vesvarasambhu, the teacher of Kakatlya

King Ganapati. Visvesvara-sambhu flourished

after 1200 A.D .
19 but Virasaivism was in full

swing fifty years before him. Therefore it seems
unlikely that Bengal Saiva Brahmans inaugu-

rated Virasaivism.

The philosophy of the Vlrasaivas is called the

Virasaiva Siddhanta or the Satsthala-Siddhanta,

and is distinguished from the Saiva Siddhanta.

As in the Saiva Siddhanta, the most authoritative

books of the sect are the twenty-eight Saiv-

dgamas. In the available Saivagamas
,

the

worship of Siva either in the form of the Linga
or of images consecrated in temples is enjoined.

Virasaivism disapproves image-worship as

strongly as possible, and maintains that the

Supreme is to be worshipped in one’s own Ista-

linga, the Linga obtained from the Guru at the

time of initiation, Dlksa .
20 It looks with dis-

11
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favour even upon the worship of the Sthavara-

linga, the Linga consecrated in temples. 21 The
ceremony of initiation, Dlksa, resembles more
closely the Nirvana-dlksa of the Saivagamas . Its

burial-ceremony agrees generally with the form
prescribed for Yatis in the Suprabheda I. ix 45-

47. In the marriage-ceremony, instead of the use

of the sacred fire, which is enjoined by the

Suprabheddgama II. v., the Kalasas or pots,

the use of which is also allowed by the Saiv-

agamaSy are used. ’References either to Vlra-

saivism or to the Satsthala-siddhanta, etc., in

the available Saivagamas, are not many; yet

most, of the cardinal points in the doctrines of

the Vlrasaivas are visible here and there in

them. However, the available fragments do not

lend support to the theory that the 28 Saiva-

gamasy which the Saiva Siddhantins accept

and which the Vlrasaivas claim, preach Vlra-

£aivism
;

therefore it naturally occurs to us

to question the authority of the Saivagamas
over Vlrasaivism. An attempt to solve this

difficulty is made by a tradition current among
the Vlrasaivas, which states that the first

parts (Purva-bhaga) of the 28 Saivagamas deal

with the Saiva Siddhanta and the later parts

(uttara-bhaga) with Vlrasaivism. How far

this is justifiable cannot be said at this stage,

for the later parts alleged to deal with Vira-

12’
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saivism are not available. Surely the available

fragments of the Saivagamas contain the

doctrines of the Saiva Siddhanta, though they

do not subscribe completely to the Saiva

Siddhanta philosophy as was preached by the

Santanacaryas, for there we find the mixture of

Dvaita, Advaita and Visistadvaita ideas. If this

tradition can be interpreted to denote the

inter-relation of Virasaivism and Saiva Sid-

dhanta, it seems to be justified in many res-

pects. Irrespective of the divergences of the

philosophical ideas of both schools, they are

mutually indebted. It seems that the Vacana-

writers, the apostles of post-Basavan Vira-

saivism, hardly saw any differences between
their creed and that of the Tamil Saiva Saints

of the pre-Meykandan period. Indeed the Vira-

saiva Saints claimed the Tamilians as their own,
and the Kannada Vlrasaiva Literature teems

with the accounts of the Tamil Saiva Saints.

The Basava-purana devotes its major portion to

the accounts of the Tamil Saints, who must
have influenced the Kannada Vacana writers

immensely, for in the Vacanas the influence and
imitation of the songs of Tiru-jnana-sambandha
and Manikka-vacagar can be traced. The
intense Bhakti to Siva, the central point in both

groups, bridged such differences as there were.

The apparently mythical account of the origin

13
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of Vfrasaivism goes back to a period before

Brahman undertook the work of populating the

world i.e., the sect claims greater antiquity than

Brahmanism. In each successive Yuga it was
preached by a batch of five Acaryas. Revana,
Manila, Ekorama, Panditaradhya, and Vis-

vesvara being the teachers in the Kali age. The
accounts of these, as gathered from tradition, 2*

are as follows :

—

i. Revanaradhya: He is also known as

Revanasiddha. He is believed to be identical

with Renukacarya, the great mythical Saint of

the Virasaivas, whom the myth makes con-

temporary with the heroes of the Ramayana.
He is said to have taught Agastya, the sage of

Pancavati, with whom Rama resided, the

doctrines of Sat-sthala and ioi sthalas, as

embodied in the Siddhanta Sikhamani
,
and to

have presided over the ceremony of consecration

(Sthapana) of three crores (30,000,000) of

Lingas, which work was undertaken by

VibhTsana in honour of his brother Ravana>

whom Rama killed. According to the tradition

Revanaradhya sprang from the Some^vara linga

of Kollipaki, and lived for a very long time

preaching Vira^aivism and visiting almost all

places in India. He is said to have founded a

matha at Rambhapuri (modern Balehalli) and

H
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to have originated one of the five gotras of the

Virasaivas.

We know of many Revana-Siddhas, some of

whom are of epigraphic fame. 23 Many works
on the life of our Revana-siddha are written in

Kannada, but none of them contain accurate

historical facts. According to them the inci-

dents in the life of our Saint extended from

the early Cola Kings to the latter half of the

12th century A.D. He is said to have married

a Cola Princess by whom he had a son named
Rudramuni, to whom Sadaksarakavi (1655)

traces his lineage. It is said that there is a

Bhasya, or commentary, written by Renuka. 24

2. Marularadhya : He is also known as

Marula-Siddha, and is believed to be identical

with the mythical Vlra^aiva Saint Daruka. He is

apparently not so well known as Revana-siddha.

He is said to have sprung from the Siddhesa-

linga of Vataksetra and to have founded a matha
at Ujjain. He was also the originator of a

Vlrasaiva gotra.

3. Ekoramaradhya: He is believed to be
identical with Sanku-karna, and to have sprung-

from the Mallikarjuna-linga of Sudha-kunda.
He founded a matha in Sri-saila. Sripati-pandita

(about the beginning of the 12th century)

invokes Ekorama-Sivacarya and mentions a

commentary by him on the Brahma-sutras

+
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Dr. S. Krishnasvamy Aiyangar wrongly identi-

fies him with Ekantada Ramayya, a Vira^aiva

Saint of the Ablur inscription. Ekantada

Ramayya is known among the Vlrasaivas as a

Saint and senior contemporary of Basava, and
nowhere, as far as is known, can we find a

trace of an idea that he was a founder of the

sect. 9S

4. Panditaradhya : He is said to be identical

with Dhenukarna and to have sprung from the

Ramanatha-linga of Draksarama. The founda-

tion of a matha in Kedara (Himalaya) is

attributed to him. He was also the originator

of a Vlrasaiva gotra. Nothing more about him
is known. R. Narasimhacarya identifies him'
with Mallikarjuna Pandita, who lived in

Amaragunda and was a contemporary of

Basava .
96 Although Virasaiva tradition does

not lend support to this theory, there seems to

be no authoritative information to disprove the
statement of the veteran scholar. Yet the follow-
ing point deserves consideration. Panditaradhya
is one of the originators of Vlrasaiva gotras and
the founder of a matha, the line of which still

continues. We should like to know whether
Telugu literature throws any light on Malli-

karjuna Pandita; the Kannada and Sanskrit

Literatures seem to give no hint. The name of
the Amaragunda saint was Mallikarjuna. He is

16
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called Pandita on account of his learning, hence

his identification with Panditaradhya appears

doubtful. Moreover Mallikarjuna is not well

known beyond the Telugu country. From what
we know of Panditaradhya, it does not appear

satisfactory to make him a gotra-krt, for Basava
is admitted by him to be great and Prabhudeva
to be still greater. 37 None of these is a gotra*

krt. Indeed none of the great men of the time

seems to have had the honour of being a
gotra-krt.

5. Tisvaradhya : He is believed to be identi-

cal with Visvakarna and to have sprung from
the Visvesvara-linga of Kasi (Benares). He is

said to be the founder of a matha in Benares,
which is still existing and the locality around
which is known as Jangamavadi. He is also the

originator of a gotra. That is all we know about
him.

The VTrasaivas trace their gotra to these
Acaryas. Mathas believed to have been founded
by these are still existing in the places mentioned
above, and the chain of the presiding pontiffs

continues unbroken. The Viraiaiva priests who
conduct the religious functions of the sects are
heads of the mathas existing in each village or
town affiliated to one or the other of the five

principal mathas established by these Acaryas.
In other words, the religious functions of the
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ViraSaivas are conducted in the name of these

Acaryas by their proxies who claim descent from
them. In short, these five Aradhyas are believed

to be the first preachers of Virasaivism, i.e.,

they are the founders of Vlrasaivism according

to tradition. But, unfortunately, no authoritative

historical information about them has been made
available as yet.



CHAPTER II

THE VXRASAIVA WRITERS
(Vacana literature dating- from the nth century

—

chief source for Vlrasaivism—the 213 writers of

vacanas flourished between the nth and 18th

centuries—characteristics of vacana sahitya—the

vacana writers belonged to all sections of the com-

munity—their teachings emphasised on social and

religious reform, and extolled the dignity of labour

—

no anti-Brahmin or anti-Jain bias in the vacanas

—

Jedara Dasimayya—Ekantada Ramayya—Sivalenka

Mancanna—Sripati Pandita—Mallikarjuna Pandit-

aradhya — Sakalesa Madarasa — Prabhudeva —
Basava—not to be confused with the Basava of the

Managoli inscription—the paucity of epigraphic

evidence relating to Basava’s life accounted for

—

his works—Cennabasava—Siddharama—Udutadiya

Mahadevi — Harihara — Raghavanka — Kereya

Padmarasa—Some6wara—Bhimakavi—Nflakantha --

Maha-linga-deva — Lakkanna Dande^a — Jakka-

narya—Camarasa—Maggeya Mayideva—Tontada
Siddhalinga—Nijaguna Sivayogi—Gubbiya Malla-

narya—Virupaksa Pandita—Sadaksaradeva).

For the authentic history of Vlrasaivism we
have to go back to the nth century, about a

century before Basava, for we know definitely

that some of the Vacana writers lived in that
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century* As mentioned above, the Vacana-sastra

literature is the available reliable source for

Virasaivism. It is very vast, and ranges from the

nth to the 18th century A.D. The writers are

numerous, as many as 2.13 of them being known.

Of these, some of the important personalities

will be introduced below.

The Vacana-£astras are very popular, and
hold a high place in the heart of all Vlrasaivas

of the present day. These Vacanas, sayings or

utterances, have a peculiar charm as they are

composed in a simple language, easily to be

understood even by the ignorant and illiterate.

They are chiefly meant to convey to the common
people soul-stirring ideas in a style most simple,

terse, and convincing. They are in prose, but

their word-magic and cadence lift them to the

level of poetry. In many places the writers have

not obeyed even simple grammatical rules; yet

they have exhibited utmost care in conveying

the sense appropriately and vigorously. The
authors have created a unique feature in the

Kannada language unsurpassed in its history.

The primary aim of the writers of Vacanas
is apparently, not to propound a religious or

philosophical system, but to show to the people

the existing social and religious evils in their

nakedness. In their strong criticisms of these

evils, neither Vedas nor Agamas are spared. The
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Jainas and the followers of other sects, who are

believed to be heretics on account of their

atheistic beliefs, are attacked as much as the

followers of theistic sects for their insincerity

and for practices which are untenable in the

interests of humanity. It seems that the writers

favoured rational ideas, and tried to introduce

them without heeding opposition. They aimed

at universal brotherhood. They believed in

religious and social elevation through internal

purity and strict morality. They believed

absolutely in the existence of the Supreme, who
is only one, and whom they name Siva. They
condemned image-worship, and enjoined the

worship of the Ista-linga obtained from the Guru
at the tftne of initiation, which must never be

separated from the body. They showed the ut-

most respect to the Astavaranas, eightfold cover-

ings, and believed in and preached the Satsthala

Siddhanta. All Vacana Sastras seem to be

consistent in maintaining the doctrine of unity

with the Deity in the end.

The list of the Vacana-writers comprises men
of all sections, from Brahmans by birth to un-

touchables, 28 and women of all ranks, from
Basava’s wives and sister to an humble woman
earning her own maintenance by labour. Another
important feature deducible from their works is

the dignity of labour. Each and every writer

21
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followed a profession by which he or she earned

a livelihood. There are many interesting stories

embodied in the Basava^purana and other books
relating to the resentment of these Saranas to-

wards the patronising attitude of Basava. Some
of the writers were officers and some were men
of humble professions such as farming, basket-

making, faggot-collecting, washing of clothes

etc. They considered it a sin to take from others

anything in the form of money or rations unless

it was the wages of their labour; hence they

condemn begging and living on public charity,

Jangamas, however, being an exception to this

rule. Their views are governed by reason, and
on this account they came into conflict with

others. They became inflamed whenever pro-

voked, but otherwise they were peaceful and

amiable.

Writers on the Lingayat sect suggest that the

Saranas, Basava and his colleagues, were

imbued with an antagonistic spirit towards

Brahmans and Jainas. ®* The Vacanas lend no

support to this theory. Their authors seem to

hate none .*0 It is true they condemn some
practices of Brahmanism in strong language;

but they do not hesitate to condemn some of the

then existing practices of Vxraiaivas.*1 It seems
that, in all probability, the revival of Vlraiaivism

was due to a keen desire to purge social and reli-
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gious evils present in those days. As the Saranas
were most daring and reckless in their utter-

ances, perhaps they had to face opposition from
all sides. In all probability the movement suffer-

ed a temporary check after the chaos which
occurred in Kalyana, but soon it recovered and
spread like wild fire over a considerable portion

of the Dakkhan and southern India. It was very

influential in the Vijayanagara kingdom many
princes of which, if they did not make it a state

religion, at least showed extraordinary favour

to it. It became the state religion of the Keladi

or Ikkeri Chiefs, who ruled a considerable

portion of the Vijayanagara empire. The Hindu
rulers of Mysore, i.e., the ancestors of the

present Maharaja, were Lingayats till the 18th

century. A number of Paleyagars, subordinate

chiefs of small principalities, were also followers

of this sect.

I. JEDARA DASIMAYYA (1040 A.D) : He is

one of the early Vacana writers. He was a

weaver by profession, and apparently a great

and influential teacher. His story is narrated

in the Basava Purana ,
Cennabasava-purana and

Sankara-Dasimaryara carita. According to the

tradition narrated in these, he was the guru of

Suggaladevi, the queen of the Calukya

Desingaraya. He is said to have successfully

disputed in the King’s Court with the Jainas,
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and to have converted the King to Vira^aivism.

Dr. Fleet admits the validity of this tradition

and identifies Desinga with the Calukya
Jayasimha I (1018-1042 A.D.). An inscription**

in Hasan district (Belur Taluk) states that this

Jayasimha had a wife named Suggaladevi. **

A Kannada poet named Brahmasiva (1125 A.D.)
mentions our Dasimayya. He was therefore a
contemporary of the Calukya Jayasimha, i.e. he
lived about a century before Basava. His
Vacanas end with “Ramanatha”.

2. ekAntada RAMAYYA: Dr. Fleet has edited

the Ablur inscription, in which some incidents

in the life of this saint are narrated. 84 According
to the inscription, he was the son of Purusottama
and Padmambike, a devout Saiva Brahmana
couple of the Vatsagotra, residing in a place
named Ajande in the Kuntala country. As he
was intensely devoted to Siva, he was known as
“Ekantada Ramayya,” Ramayya, the intensely

devout. He came to Puligere in the course
of his wanderings to visit holy places, and from
there he went to Abbaluru, where he resided in

a temple of Brahmesvara. He is said to have
destroyed Jaina temples, as the Jainas did not
fulfil the conditions of the wager. According to
the inscription, he seems to have been honoured
by Bijjala (1162-1167 A.D.), the Calukya
SomeAvara (1182-1189 A.D.) and Mahamartda-
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le^vara Kamadeva of the family of the

Kadambas of Hanungal (1181-1203 A.D.).

Ramayya must have carried on a vigorous pro-

paganda for Virasaivism and a persecution of

hostile sects. The Basavapuruna Sandhis 49 to

52 narrate the same story of the Saint; but it

differs in many points from the inscription,

though on the whole there is some agreement.

The Cennabasava-purana also narrates his life.

He is wrongly believed by Dr. Fleet,

Dr. Bhandarkar and Dr. S. Krishnasvamy
Aiyangar to be the founder of the Lingayat

sect. Really he is no more than one of the many
influential Vira^aiva saints of the 12th century.

There is no support from the Vfrasaiva litera-

ture for the theory of the learned doctors, that

he is the founder of the sect. Ekantada Ramayya
is the author of Vacanas which end with

“Ennavya Cenna-rama”.

3. &VALENKA-MANCANNA (ll6o A.D.) : He
seems to have been a very learned man, and is

invoked by many Virasaiva poets. His grand-

father was Somasambhu-desika, and his father

was Sakalagamacarya, who wrote Vrttis and
Dipikas to the Kamika and other Saivagamas
and who firmly established Saivism. He is said

to have vanquished the teachers of hostile sects

in disputation in Benares. He is reported to have

seen Basava in Kalyana. He seems to have been
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a senior contemporary of Basava. He is an

author of Vacanas.

4. SrIPATI-PANDITA (ji6o A.D.) : He is the

author of a commentary on the Brahma sutras

named Srikara-bhasya. He seems to have held

disputations with Vaidika Brahmans. He is said

to have proved the sanctity of the Siva-prasada.

5. MALLIKARJUNA PANDITARADHYA (1160

A.D.). Gururaja (1430 A.D.), Nllakantha (1485

A.D.) and Siddha Nanjesa (1650 A.D.) narrate

the life of this teacher. According to these he was
the son of Bhimana Pandita and Gaurambike of

the family of Panasa, residing in Draksarama.

He was the disciple of Kotipallaradhya, who was
the pupil of Avantararya, the best of Mahesvaras
(Mahesvaragrani). He seems to have undertaken

a vigorous propaganda for Vlrasaivism and thus

to have incurred the wrath of Velanada Cola,

who, it is said, caused his eyes to be put out.

He settled in Amaragunda. He sympathised

fully with Basava’s movement and had a great

desire to see him personally; so he started for

Kalyana, but on his way, when he reached

Hanungal, he heard of the crisis which had
occurred at Kalyana. Then he went to Sri$aila

instead, where he is said to have taken his

samadhi (i.e., died).

The above three teachers are generally known
as the three Viraiaiva learned teachers (Pandita-
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traya), and all of them seem to have been senior

contemporaries of Basava.

6. SAKALeSa MADARASA (1150) : According to

the account found in the Basava-purdna, **

he was a prince—probably a chief, ruling the

territory round about Kallakurike. His father

Mallarasa spent the later part of his life

in Srisaila as a Vlraiaiva ascetic (Virakta).

Madarasa also became a Virakta, and wanted to

live with his father in Srisaila, but was asked

by the latter to go to Kalyana and help Basava

in his movement. He is the author of Vacanas.

7. prabhudeva(ii6o A.D.): He is one of the

most striking personalities among the con-

temporaries of Basava. His life is narrated in

a number of Virasaiva books, such as the

Basava pmana, Cenna basava purana, and
others. The Prabhu linga lile is specially

devoted to the narration of his life. According

to these, he was born to a devout Virasaiva

couple, Nirahankara and Sujnani, and seems
to have spent his early days in and near

Banavase (in Karwar district). From there he

went on visiting holy men and places. In the

course of his wanderings he met many holy

men and came to Kalyana. He had a magnetic

influence over Basava and all the Vira^aivas

of Kalyana. He was elected as the president of

the assembly established by Basava to discuss
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the doctrines of Virasaivism. He became the

head of the Virakta-matha (order of Vira^aiva

monks) in Kalyana, the pontifical seat, which

is known as the Sunya-Simhasana, the Throne

of Void. He was apparently a man of vast

learning, deep thinking and ability. His
Vacanas are full of deep meaning and attempt

to penetrate into the mysteries of the universe.

He imparted his spiritual lore to Gogarya,

Muktai, Siddharama, Cennabasava and other

Virasaiva saints of the time. He communicated
the doctrines of Nirvana to Mahadeviyakka, and
spent his last days in Sri£aila. His influence

seems to have been very great among his con-

temporaries. He is also known as Allama-

Prabhu. His title is “Mayakolahala”, one who
vanquished completely Maya. He is the author

of

( 1 )
Sat-sthala-jnana-caritrya

,

(2) Sunya-sampadane
,

(3) Mantra-gopya
,

(4) Srstiya Vacana
,

(5) Bedagina Vacana
,

(6) Mantra-Mahatmya
,
and

(7) Kalajnanada Vacana.

8. BASAVA (1160 A.D.): Basava’s life is

narrated in many books in Kannada, Telugu,
Tamil and Sanskrit, most of which were written

,by Virasaiva poets. The earliest of these is the
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work of Palkurike Soma (1195 A.D.) in Telugu

on which Bhlmakavi (1369) based his Kannada
Basava-pumna. A Jaina poet named Dharanl-

pandita (1650) has written a book dealing with

the life of JBijjala, in which he has painted

Basava in different colours. Basava’s life as re-

presented by both sides is fairly well-known

already. Here the examination of some facts in

the already known life of Basava may not be

unwelcome. Luckily we are now in possession

of fresh material which throws some light on
the facts which will be investigated below and
which the learned scholars who have written

on the Lingayat sect put forward vigorously.

'Regarding the parentage and the native place

of Basava, there is no dissension among the

Vlra^aiva writers; we may therefore take it to

be true that Basava was the son of a pious

Saiva Brahman named Madarasa, probably
a village officer, and his wife Madalambike, in

or near the modern Bagewadi, in Bijapur

district.

Dr. Fleet, in his preface to the Managoli in-

scription, opines that the Basava of the inscrip-

tion, who built a temple to Kalideva, is identical

with our Basava. 36 Apparently the learned

scholar is not right in his identification,

because 1

1. Basava of that inscription was the grand-
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son of Revadasa and son of Candiraja and
Candrambike. The relation of Madiraja, the

Mahapradhana of Managoli who was probably
the son of I^vara-ghalisasa, the Jagadguru, to

Basava, the builder of the temple, is not made
clear in the inscription. Probably there was no
relationship between the two. As is customary,

the head of the village is probably mentioned
in the inscription. All authorities are unanimous
as to the parentage of our Basava. The
Arjunavada inscription calls him the son of

Madiraja (Madirajana tanubhavam). 87

2. Basava or Basavarasayya of the Managoli
inscription built the temple before the time of

Jagadekamalla, II, in whose reign the subject-

matter of the first part of the inscription falls.

Therefore that Basava seems to be considerably
'

senior to our Basava.

3. From inscriptions we have not the least

shadow of doubt that the name Basava was
very common even before our Basava. There
were many Basavas who held high offices. 38

Even in Taddevadi in which Bagewadi is

included, there was one officer named Basava

who was perhaps a senior contemporary of our

Basava. Therefore Dr. Fleet’s identification,

based on the similarity of names, is untenable.

Dr. Venkata Subbayya has propounded a

theory that our Basava was not a contemporary
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of Bijjala, that he lived after 1200 A.D. and
that there are no epigraphic evidences for the

existence of our Basava. 39 All these points are

apparently imaginary, and the theory is

absolutely wrong, because :

1. The Arjunavada inscription, dated Saka
1182 i.e. 1260 A.D., mentions a fifth descendant

of our Basava; therefore it brings our Basava
nearer the time of Bijjala.

2. In the Basavesvara-Vacana the name of

Bijjala occurs many times.

3. The Arjunavada and Chauda-dampura in-

scriptions are sufficient epigraphic evidence for

the existence of our Basava. Unfortunately, the

epigraphic department has not concentrated its

attention on the Karnatak. What little we know
about the Karnatak we owe to Dr. Fleet and
the Mysore Government. Numerous inscriptions

in the Kannada speaking parts of the British

and jthe Nizam’s territories are being spoiled. If

a concentrated effort be made to rescue these in-

scriptions, I_am sure more inscriptions relating

to Basava and his colleagues will be brought

to light.

From the Vacanas of Basava we are sure that

he was an officer of Bijjala connected with the

treasury. He is called by Bhlma and others

“Bhandari”, a term more or less equivalent to

“treasurer”. In Ancient India it was the Prime
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Minister who was solely responsible for the

treasury ;
therefore there seems to be some

ground for calling Basava the Prime Minister

of Bijjala. In reply to the apparently sound

objection that Basava’s name does not occur in

the list of Ministers recorded in the inscriptions

of Bijjala, it may be urged that such names as

are recorded in the inscriptions of Bijjala are the

names of Dandanayakas, commanders-in-chief

or governors of particular portions of Bijjala’s

Kingdom. Moreover, there seems to have been

a custom of mentioning the name of the ruling

Prince and the name of the then governor of the

province in which the place of the inscription

is situated. We have no record of our Basava’s

ever being a governor of a province. Unless
he himself made some gifts and caused an
inscription to be engraved, there seems to be
no possibility of his name ever being mention-

ed in inscriptions unless of course an allusion

is made to him in contemporary inscriptions.

The above mentioned inscriptions show us that

there is such an allusion.

Our Basava is the author of

(1) Satsthalada Vacana
,
commonly known

as Basavesvara-Vacana
,

(2) Sikha-ratnada Vacana
,

(3) Kalanjndnada Vacana
t

(4) Mantra-gopya
,

etc.
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9. cennabasava (1160 A.D.) : He was one of

the most influential personalities of his days. He
seems to have surpassed Basava in influence

and learning* and was well versed in the Sat-

sthala Siddhanta. He succeeded Prabhudeva on
the pontifical seat, “Sunya-simhasana”, and
was the guru of Siddharama of Sonnalige. After

Basava, he seems to have assumed the reins of

Vira^aiva movement and to have led his

followers to Ulavi in the Karwar district, where
he took his Samadhi. He is the author of :

—

(1) Sat-sthalada Vacana
,

(2) Karana-hasuge,

(3) Misrarpana
,

(4) Pada-mantra-gopya
,

(5) Mantra-gopya
,

(6) Kalajnana
,

(7) Ghata-cakrada Vacana
,

(8) Rudra-bharata-Srsti
,
etc.

10. SIDDHARAMA (1160 A.D.) : An account of

him also is given in a number of Viraiaiva

books. The famous Kannada poet, Raghavanka
(1165 A.D.), has composed a poem on the life

of our Saint named Siddharamesvara-purana .

According to these books, Siddharama was the

son of Muddanagauda, the Chief of Sonnalige,

the modern Sholapur, and Suggavve. He re-

ceived the Vlrasaiva Diksa from Cennabasava.
He was apparently a man of great influence and
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piety; hence he is known as Siva-yogi. He built

a tank in his place and established many
Lingas before his initiation. He seems to have

been a staunch Saiva, and to all appearance was
not a Virasaiva previously. Prabhudeva visited

his place and recruited him to Virasaivism. The
Cennabascwa-pwrana is in the form of a dialogue

between him and Cennabasava. He is the author

of :

—

(1) (,Siddharamesvara) Vacana,

(2) Kala-jnana
,

(3) Misra-stotrada trividi
,

(4) Basava-stotrada trividi
,

(5) Astavarana-stotrada trividi
,

(6) Mantra-gopya .

II. UDUTADIYA MAHADEVIYAKKA (i 160 A.D.) :

Many Vlrasaiva books contain the life of this

saintly woman. According to tradition, she was
the daughter of a pious Virasaiva merchant of

Udutadi. The chief of the place, being charmed
by her beauty, wanted to marry her; but as he
was not a Virasaiva, she refused him and under-

took the life of a Virasaiva nun (Virakte). She
came to Kalyana and lived there for a long

time. She took an important part in the dis-

courses conducted under the presidency of

Prabhudeva. She spent the latter part of her life

at Sri^aila, and was initiated into the

mysteries of Nirvana (Nirvana-padavi) by
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Prabhudeva. Her influence over her con-

temporaries and writers who lived afterwards

was immense. Basava and other Saranas have

exhibited in their works an unbounded venera-

tion for her. All address her as “Akka’\ sister.

Her Vacanas, which are now printed, manifest

deep religious feeling, piety and a keen desire to

plunge into the mysteries of the universe. She
lived a very chaste and simple life. Her works
are :
—
(1) Vacanas

,
known as Mahadeviyakkana

Vacana or Akka Mahadeviyara Vacana
f

(2) Yogdnga Trividi,

(3) Srstiya Vacana
,

(4) Akkagala ptthike.

I2 * HARIHARA(ii65 A.D.) : He is also called
Hariga, Harideva, Harlsvara, Hariyanna
Pandita and Hampeya Harlsvara. According to

tradition, he was the son of Madarasa, son of
Sankara, and was a disciple of Mayideva. He
is said to have been the chief clerk in a Govern-
ment Office in the reign of Narasimha Ballala
at Halebidu. Afterwards he seems to have lived
in the temple of Virupaksa in Hampi. He is a
great poet, and is extolled by many Vlra^aiva
writers. His date is also a controversial point.
R. Narasimhacarya assigns the above date.
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Harihara is the author of

( 1) Girija-Kalyana
,

(2) Pampa-satakcLj

(3) Sivaganada Ragale
,

(4) Mudigeya Astaka ,

(5) Raksd-sataka and

(6) Sivaksara-male.

13. RAGHAVANKA (1 165 A.D.) : Siddhananjesa

(1650) tells us that he was the son of Mahadeva-
bhatta and Rudrani, and that he was the nephew
of Han^vara (No. 11). He is said to have dis-

puted successfully in the court of the Kakatiya

King Pratapa-Rudra. He is also a great poet,

and is praised by many Vlra^aiva writers. He
is the author of

(1) Hariscandra-kavya
,

(2) Somanatha-Carite
,

(3) Siddhammesvara-purana
,

(4) Viresvara-carite
,

(5) Sarabha-caritre
,

(6) Harihara-mahatva .

14. KEREYA PADMARASA (1165 A.D.) : His

life is narrated in the Padmaraja-purana or

Padmananka-carita (1385 A.D.). According to

it he was the grandson of Sakale^a Madarasa.

His father was Mayideva and his mother

Mangale, the eldest sister of Gaurapa of the

Kammekula, the governor (Danda-Nayaka) of

Narasimha Ballala. He married Madevi, the
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daughter of Danda-Nayaka Gaurapa, his

maternal uncle. As he is said to have built

miraculously a tank in Belur, he is called

Kereya Padmarasa. He was a very learned man,
and seems to have been a high Officer of

Narasimha Ballala. Tradition makes him the

latter’s minister. His contemporaries were

Harihara, Raghavanka and a host of Saiva

poets. His titles are :

—

(1) Sakala^Sabdikarsarvabhauma ,

(2) Uddhata-vadi-nikara-vesya - bhujangay

(3) Tarkika-cakravarti
,

(4) Sivadvaita-sakara-siddhanta-pratistha -

panacarya
,

(5) Sa/rana-kcmi,

(6) Bhavi-dura, etc.

Judging from these titles, he seems to have

been a great exponent of Vira^aivism. He is said

to have converted a Vaisnava pandit named
Tribhuvana-tata. He is invoked by Vlra£aiva

writers who succeeded him in their works. He
is the author of the Diksa-bodhe .

15. PALKURIKE SOMA or SOMESVARA (1195

A.D.) : His genealogy is:

—

(1) Vemanaradhya whose disciple was

(2) Gurulingarya „ „ „
(3) Basavesa ,, ,, ,,

(4) Basavesa, son was

(5) Soma (our poet).
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His native place was Palkurike in the

Godavari district. He was apparently well

versed in Kannada, Telugu and Sanskrit. His

titles are:—
(1) Taitva-vidyd-kalapa

,

(2) Kavita-sara
,

(3) Anya-daiva-Kolahala
,

(4) Pratyaksa-B hrngl§anavatdray
etc.

In his Gana-sahasra-nama he mentions all the

contemporaries and colleagues of Basava with-

out exception, even including Ekantada

Ramayya. He was greatly honoured by the

Vlra^aiva writers who succeeded him. He is the

author of :
—

(1) Basavannana Panca-gadya
,

(21) Sadguru Ragale
,

(3) Cenna-basava Ragale
,

(4) Saranu Basava Ragale
y

(5) Somanatha-bhasya
,

(6) $ambhavt-jnana-drksa-vacana
y

(7) Sila-sampadana
,

(8) Somesvara-Sataka
,

{9) Gana-Sahasra-ndma
,

(10) PaHca-ratna
,

(1 r) Caturveda-sdra-sangraha
f

(12) Gangodaya.
The authorship of some of these is doubtful,

as is the case of No. 8, for though it is very
charming poetry it is full of grammatical mis-
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takes, which could not have been committed by
a Sanskrit scholar like the poet.

16. BHIMAKAVI (1369 A.D.) ; From his

Basava-purana we learn very little of this great

poet. He mentions that he was the son of Siva-

deva-kavi and invokes “Siddha-vatadhama”,

apparently his titulary deity. He is praised by
many Virasaiva poets who succeeded him, and
naturally was a source of inspiration to them.

His Basava-purana

,

according to him, is the

Kannada version of Palkurike Soma's Telugu
work of the same name. It is a Vlrasaiva

hagiology and not only deals with the life of

Basava but also supplies information on
Basava’s co-workers and his predecessors. An
abstract of the portion relating to the life of

Basava is published by the Rev. G. Wurth
in the J.B.B.R.A.S. 1905-06. Bhlmakavi is the

author of

(1) Basava-purana
,

(2) Bhima-kavisvara Ragale,

(3) Bhrngtdandaka
,

I7.NILAKANTHA(I400 A.D.) : He is the author
of a Sanskrit work named Kriyasara . From its

introduction we learn that he was the son of

Mallayadeva and Cennamamba. The book con-

tains 32 Upadesas (Chapters), of which the first

five summarise the Brahma-mimamsa, a com-
mentary on the Brahma-sutras by Srikantha or
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Nilakantha according to our author. Our
Nilakantha supposes Srikantha to be a

Virasaiva, and believes that the latter’s com-
mentary is in accordance with the philosophical

doctrines of Vlrasaivism. Accordingly, he makes

the philosophy of Vlrasaivism a system of

qualified monism (Visistadvaita). Dr. Bhandar-

kar’s conclusions regarding the philosophy of

the sect are based on this book. Nirvanamantri

(18th century) has written a commentary on it.

In the preface the author says that Siva

(Nilakantha) appeared to him in a dream and
commanded him to write a Vartika on the

Brahma-mimamsa. It is interesting to note that

Appaya Diksita (17th century), who has written

a commentary named Sivarka-mani-dipikd on

the same Bhasya, gives the same reason for

writing his commentary. The above date for our
Nilakantha is tentatively assigned by R. Nara-

simhacarya. Our Nilakantha is quoted by
Gubbiya Mallanarya in the Virasaivamrta-

maha-purana (1530 A.D.).

18. MAHALINGADEVA (1425 A.D.) : It seems
that at the beginning of the 15th century the

Virasaiva movement again attained a promin-

ence which in some respects was equal to that

of the 12th century. The favour it gained from
the princes of Vijayanagar raised the prestige

of the* sect and brought into prominence some
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Vlra^aiva writers and workers. Of these the

earliest known influential personality is our

Mahalingadeva. According to him, he was the

20th descendant of Somasambhudesika, the

grandfather of Sivalenka Mancanna. His
disciple was Kumara Bankanatha, who initiated

Jakkanarya, a high official (Dandesa) of the

Vijayanagar King Praudha Devaraya (1419-

1446 A.D.). He is also called “ Vamnaslndra

He must have been a very influential teacher.

He is the author of the Ekottara-sata-sthala and
the Prabhudevara Sat - sthala - jnana - caritra -

Vacanada tike

.

19. LAKKANNA DANDESA (1428 A.D.) : He was
a minister and trusted friend of the Vijayanagar
King Praudha Devaraya (1419-1446 A.D).
Epigraphic records confirm the statement that

he was a high official. He is also known as

Lakkanamatya and Lakkanna Odeya. According
to inscriptions (Mulabagil, Nos. 2 and 29), he

had a brother named Madanna Dannayaka, and
was a son of Heggadadeva and Ommayamma
of the Visnu-vardhana-gotra. The Persian

Ambassader, Abdul-Razzak, who visited Vijaya-

nagara in the reign of Devaraya II, describes

our Lakkanna Dandesa as a brave soldier and
poet. He is the author of the Siva-tattva-

cintamani.

20. JAKKANARYA (1430 A.D.) : He is common-
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ly known as Jakkanna, Jakkappa or Jakkanna

Dande^a. Virasaiva writers give him the title

of “Bhakti-bhandari”, store house of devotion.

He is also said to have been a minister of

Devaraya II (1419-1446) A.D.). He was

apparently very influential and rendered great

services to Virasaivism by patronising its

writers. 101 Viraktas were his contemporaries,

all of whom kept the Virasaiva movement active

in the capital as well as in the empire of

Viajayanagar. He is the author of the Nurondu
Sthala (101 sthalas).

2i.CAMARASA(i430 A. D.): Regarding him and
his work, Santalinga-de^ika (1672) writes: “In

the reign of Praudharaya, Vaisnava teachers,

Mukunda Peddi and Vrndacarya, preached

Vaisnavism and emphasised the glorification of

the Bharata and the ’Ramayana. Jakkanarva, at

the desire of his guru Kumara Bankanatha,

compiled the Ekkottara-sata-sthala and other

works, which he and other Virasaiva leaders,

including 101 Viraktas, took in procession. The
Vaisnava teachers complained to the King of

this act of the Virasaivas. Then ensued a dis-

putation between Jakkanna and the Vaisnava

teachers, in which the latter challenged the

former to produce a book superior to the Bharata

and the Ramayana in a month’s time. Jakkanna
accepted the challenge. On that night Camayya
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saw a dream in which the god Vlrabhadra asked

him to compose a poem in 25 gatis (chapters)

comprising 1111 padas (verses). Accordingly,

Camayya composed in 11 days the Prabhu-
linga-ltle> which was then read before the King
and was approved’ \ Whatever may be the truth

of this narration, the existing Kannada version

of the book contains exactly the same number
of verses (viz., mi) and chapters (viz., 25).

It further tells us the name of the author, which

Is not found in the book. The book narrates the

life of Prabhudeva, alias Allama-prabhu, and
seems to have been based on the Sunya-
sampadane

,

the authorship of which is ascribed

to Prabhudeva himself. It is one of the best

books in Vlrasaiva literature. Mr. C. P. Brown
says

:

“It is an allegorical poem of considerable beauty,

and is particularly attractive from the pleasing

manner in which it describes the female sex ;
neither

as Goddesses (as they are described in the

Brahmanical poems) nor as brutes, which is too

often the style of the Brahmanical Puranas. It is

not only amusing but is written with such delicacy

that any Hindu female might read it with

gratification”.

From other accounts, it appears that

Camarasa was formerly a Saiva Brahman and
was related to Kumara Vyasa (1430), the author
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of the Kannada Bharata. Siddha-nanje^a (1650)

mentions in his Raghavanka-carite that

Camarasa received the Vira^aiva initiation

(Virasaivopadesa) from Uddana Vire^a. The
Prabhu-Linga~tile has been translated into

Telugu, Tamil, Sanskrit and Marathi.

22. MAGGEYA MAYIDEVA (1430 A.D.) : His
genealogy is :

—

(1) Upamanyu Sivacarya, whose son was

(2) Bhlmanatha ,, ,, ,,

(3) Kalesvara „ ,, ,,

(4) Boppanatha „ ,, „
(5) Nakiraja ,, disciple was

(6) Sangame^vara, whose son was

(7) Mayideva, (our author).

He seems to have been a resident of Magge
on the bank of the river Malaprabha. Tradition

makes him a contemporary of the Vijayanagara

King Devaraya II (1419-1446 A.D.). He
therefore seems to have been a contemporary of

Jakkanna, Camarasa, etc. His works are brief

and excellent for understanding the doctrines of

Vfrasaivism. He was well versed in Sanskrit and
Kannada, and well read in Upanisadic and
Agamic lore. His Anubhava-siitra

,
said to be

an abstract of the Uttara Vatula
,

is considered

to be an Agama itself. Dr. Bhandarkar is mainly

dependent on this book in presenting the

philosophical ideas of Vlra£aivism. Mayideva is
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also styled Prabhu and Vibhu, which may
indicate his being an officer or chief. He is the

author of

( 1 ) Anubhava~sutra
y

(2) Ekottara-sata-sthala-satpadi
,

(3) Sat-sthala-gadyay

(4) Scdaka~traya
}

(5) Vacanas
,

(6) Visesartha Prakasikd .

23. TONTADA SIDDHALINGA (1470 A.D.) : He
is said to have lived for a long time in a garden

on the bank of the river Nagini near Keggere
in the Siva-yoga, hence the appellation

Tontada. He was a disciple of Gosala Cenna-
basavesvara of Haradana-halli. He is the most

famous Virasaiva Saint and teacher, and is in-

voked by all Virasaiva writers after him. A
temple built on his Samadhi still exists, and

it contains an inscription dated 1500 A.D.,

which narrates his glorification as a Saint and
mentions the names of his disciples. He has had

a large following, and many works in Kanarese

narrate his life. He is the author of the Sat

-

sthala-jnanamrta-sara .

24. NIJAGUNA SIVAYOGI (1500 A.D.). Tradi-

tion says that he was a chief ruling a territory

around the Sambhu-lingada-betta. In the latter

part of his life he renounced the world and
devoted himself to study and piety. His works
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are very popular among Lingayats and the

Kannada people generally. R. Narasimhacarya

says that he is not identical with Nijaguna, the

author of Vacanas and contemporary of

Basava. In the Viveka-cintamani
,

the Kal-

pataru
,

a commentary on the Brahma-sutras

by Amalananda (1250 A.D.), is mentioned,'

therefore he must have lived after that date.

Sadaksaradeva (1655 A.D.) mentions him,

R. Narasimhacarya provisionally assigns 1500

A.D. as his date, which is rather arbitrary. His
works are

(1) Aravattu-muvara tripadi,

(2) Kaivalya-Paddhati

,

(3) Viveka-cintamani
,

(4) Anubhava-sara
,

(5) Paramanubhava-bodhe
,

(6) Paramartha-gite,

(7) Paramartha-prakaHke .

Of these No. 5 is a dialogue between

Yajnavalkya, the celebrated teacher of Upani-

sadic fame and his wife Maitreyi. It seems to be
a Kannada abstract of the Brhadaranyakopani-

sat . No. 3 is very important, for it is encyclo-

paedic, and contains very valuable information

about the Saivagamas and their doctrines. It

has been translated into Tamil.

25. GUBBIYA MALLANARYA (1513 A.D.) : He
was a grandson of Mallanna and disciple of
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Siddha Mallesa and Santa Nanje&i. He was well

versed in both Sanskrit and Kannada. He is

known as Basava-puranada Mallanarya. He is

the author of

( 1 ) Bhava-cinta-ratna
f

(2) Vira-saivdmrta-maha-purana
,

(3) Puratana Ragale .

He wrote No. 1 in A.D. 1513 and No. 2 in

1530 A.D.
26. VIRUPAKSA PANDITA(i584 A.D.) : He was

a descendant of Maleya Mallesa, and disciple

of Siddha Viresa, the head of the Hiriya

matha of Vijayanagara. He succeeded his

guru on the pontifical seat. He was apparent-

ly a great poet and a teacher well versed in

Saiva lore in general and Virasaivism in parti-

cular. He is the author of the Cennabasava-

pwrana
,

a poem and a hagiology which is

considered to be one of the great works of

Kannada literature. It comprises the legendary

stories of about 25 sports of Siva, the lives of

Cenna-basava and almost all the VlraSaiva

Saints, and the doctrines of Virasaivism.

Cennabasava is made to narrate the stories to

Siddharama. Historically it is inaccurate; but it

seems to be a faithful narration of the accounts

current among Vlrasaivas in his day.

27. SADAKSARADEVA(i655 A.D.) :His geneaU

ogy is :
—
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(1) Revana-siddha, whose son was

(2) Rudra-muni ,, descendant was

(3) Uddana, ,, disciple ,,

(4) Annadanlsa, ,, ,, ,,

(5) Cika-vlra-de^ika ,, ,, ,,

(6) Sadaksari (the poet).

He was born at Danaguru in Malavalli

Taluka. He is said to have been the spiritual

teacher of the paternal family of the wife of

Mudduraja, the ruler of the Hadinada country.

At the invitation of the ruler he lived at

Yalanduru, where his Samadhi still stands. He
is one of the great Kannada poets. Though most

of his works are poems, they contain the

doctrines of Vlra^aivism. He had a great mastery

over Sanskrit and Kannada, as is shown by his

title “Ubhaya Kavita Vi^arada”, well versed in

the poetry of both languages. His works are :

(1) Rajasekhara-Vilasa

,

based on the

Bhava-cintaratna of Mallanna,

(2) Vrsabhendra-Vijaya
,

based on the

Bascma-purana of Bhima-kavi,

(3) ScLbara-Sankara-Vilasa ,
narrating the

fight between Arjuna and Siva,

(4) Vlrabhadra dandaka
,

(5) Sivadhikya,

(6) Bhaktadhikya
,

(7) Kavi-karna-rasayana .
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The last three are in Sanskrit* He is also

said to have written Stotras in Sanskrit.

Besides these writers there flourished a number
of other Virasaiva teachers and writers (des-

cribed in Appendix I), many of whom were
patronised by the rulers of Keladi and Ikkeri.

There were many members of the royal family

who were poets and authors; of these, Basava-
raja, the author of that encyclopaedic Sanskrit

work Keladi-nrpa-vijaya
,
is already well known.

Sadaksara-mantri, Nirvana-mantri, Monappa
and others have also written books.
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CHAPTER III

THE AIDS TO FAITH :

THE ASTAVARANAS

(Vlrasaivism, unlike Saiva Siddhanta, rebelled

against the sacerdotal traditions of Vedic

Hinduism—emancipation from Vedic ritualism was
gradual, but was completed by Vlrasaivism about

the 12th century—ViraSaivism has its own rites,

unrelated to those in the Vedas—the astavarana

—

the guru—the linga—the jangama—the above com-

pared with Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha of the

Bauddhas—the Padodaka—the prasada—social and

philosophical significance of these—the vibhuti—the

rudraksa—the mantra—these avaranas are the

marks of the ViraSaiva, not his sacraments).

From the vast material preserved in the

ancient Sanskrit Literature, it appears that the

sacerdotal form of religion made its appearance

before philosophy in the Vaidika religion. The
Brahmanas, which follow the Samhitas, are

distinct theological treatises, embodying the

sacerdotal tradition foreshadowed in the hymns
of the Vedas. The last portions of the

Brahmanas, known as the Aranyakas, ‘Forest

books', contain in their last Chapters the

TJpanisads, the famous philosophical treatises,
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probably unrivalled in the history of mankind
of that period. The ceremonials which formed

the earliest portion of the Brahmanas are

systematically codified in the Sutras, which

“aim at giving a plain and methodical account

of the whole course of the rites or the practices

with which they deal ”. 40 These Sutras are

again grouped into three divisions, namely, the

Srauta-Sutras, which deal with the Srauta-

rites, fourteen in number; the Smarta-Sutras,

including the Grhya-Sutras, which deal in

detail with the household ceremonies or rites

to be performed in daily life in the presence of

the domestic fire, including the sacraments

(Samskaras), forty in number
;
and the Dharma-

Sutras, the original source of the present Hindu
law. The very careful attention bestowed on

these rites, the minute description of them, the

strict observance and hard rules for expiation in

case of their violation and the voluminous

literature written in exposition of them from

the Vedic period to the days of Hemadri or

Nilakantha, obviously prove the great import-

ance they occupy in Hinduism even at the

present day.

But this very important factor in Hinduism
is relegated to a secondary place in Saivism in

general and in Virasaivism in particular. In

Vlrasaivism not only is it completely ignored,
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but, strange to see, it is criticised with all force.

In the Saiva-Siddhanta many such important
rites as would take place on the occasion of

birth, marriage, death etc., do not differ

materially from those mentioned in the Gryha-
Sutras, the process being generally the same.
The Saiva-Siddhanta, though it owes allegiance

to the Saivagamas, in feet does not disclaim

loyalty to ritualism based on those ritual works
which form portions of and are included in the

expansive Vedic literature, generally known as

the Vedas. But Virasaivism boldly rebelled and
completely achieved its independence by liberat-

ing itself from the thraldom of the laborious

sacerdotal tradition.

The influence of these rites was already

waning in the Saivagamas. It cannot be

definitely said, at present, why and at what

time in the religious history of India ritualism

began to lose its hold. It is true that the rise of

Buddhism dealt a very strong blow to the

sacrificial phase of Hinduism; but if Dr.

Macdonell is right in assigning 500—200 B.C.

to the Sutra period, 41 then it is not anterior

to, but contemporary with, the Bauddha period.

In the Sutras, there appears to be no sign of

a decline in the influence of ritualism. 42 What
we are now concerned with is the waning

influence of the ritualism, not outside the pale
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of Hinduism, but inside. Saivism claims to be

a member of Hinduism. Many passages of the

Saivagamas clearly assert this claim .
45 There

is another view which tries to trace Saivism to

an aboriginal cult. Much can be said on both

sides; yet the final word must be reserved till

more reliable materials are made available in

course of time. The available Saiva books un-

animously claim the inclusion of Saivism in

Hinduism with the Vedas as the fountain-head.

The Saivas never seem to have separated them-

selves from Brahmanism in ancient days as the

Bauddhas or Jainas did, though it is more pro-

bable that Saivism was a revolt from within,

while Buddhism and Jainism were revolts

from the outside. The universally admitted

authority of some of the sectarian Upanisads,

like the Svetasvatara, is sufficient to indicate

the place of Saivism in Brahmanical Hinduism.

The Saivagamas prepared the ground for

secession from some of the authoritative rites

of the Sutras 44 by assigning to them less im-

portance than is claimed for them, and also

by emphasizing the worship of a deity in a

temple, which is entirely absent in the Sutras.

Vlrasaivism went a step further in openly

declaring the futility of these rites. It even

discourages the worship of a deity in the temple,

though such worship is emphasized by the
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Saivagamas, which it accepts as its authority.

At what period Virasaivism established its

ground firmly cannot now be conclusively

ascertained; but it certainly reached this con-

clusion before the advent of the 12th century

i.e., before Basava and other Siva-Saranas

undertook the work of reconstruction.

By this it must not be understood that the

Vlrasaivas have no ceremonies. Their Church
retains some ceremonies which are very simple

and bear no resemblance to those of the Vedas.

Virasaivism attaches great importance to the

Astavarana, the eight coverings or emblems,

which form one of the essential factors of their

creed. These are :
—

(1). THE GURU:—The spiritual guide who initi-

ates the novice into the Vlra^aiva fold with due

forms. The reverence to the Guru, in the

Vlrasaiva, has no limit. He is superior to father

and mother, since it is he who is the cause of

the spiritual birth, which is far more important

than the birth of a corporeal body. He is con-

sidered to be worthy of more reverence than is

due to Siva, the Supreme, because it is he who
leads the soul to unity with Siva. In short, his

place in Virasaivism is unique. Some suggest

th^at the veneration of the Guru in Virasaivism

is
+

traceable to Buddhism, But in Upanisadic
stories there are many instances in which the
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Guru, the expounder of the Brahma-Vidya, the

lore of Brahman, is looked upon with great awe
and respect by his pupils, whether they may
be kings, as in the case of Janaka, Janantapi

Pautrayana, or Brahmans, as in the case of

Aruni, who approached King Caitra Gargya-
yana for spiritual education, or Gargya, a proud

Brahman who approached King Ajata Satru

for the same purpose .
45 In the Brahmanas, too,

the principal officiating priest is highly res-

pected. Therefore there is no justification for

deriving the reverence for the Guru from
Buddhism. But in Vlrasaivism the Guru is

looked upon as something more than a highly

respected person. Vlrasaivism mentions three

kinds, or more correctly, three functions of the

Guru, namely, the initiator or Dlksa-Guru, the

trainer or Siksa-Guru, and the Moksa-Guru,
who secures the final goal. One or more persons

can do these duties
;
but if they are different, all

are equally honoured as if they are one. In

the original stage of Vlrasaivism, it appears that

only one person undertook all the three

functions.

(2) THE LINGA:—The Linga is an emblem of

the Supreme God. Nowhere in the sacred books

of the Vlrasaivas or even in the tradition current

among them is to be found the remotest

suggestion that the Linga is Phallus or the
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male generative organ. To them it is not an
image of Siva, but Siva himself. He resides

in the disciple in the form of Caitanya, and He
is extracted in the form of Linga by the Guru
through his spiritual power and given into the

disciple’s hands for worship. It is described as

a great mass of light on the palm shining before

the eye, mind and bhava .
46 The Linga is be-

lieved to be equal to the Guru in respect of the

reverence due to it, though it is offered by him,

since it represents Siva. It must on no account

be separated from the body, since its separation

is equivalent to a spiritual death. Siva is not to

be worshipped in any other form but that of

the Linga, obtained from the Guru at the time

of the initiaton, DTksa. The worship offered

to Siva in any other form is condemned .
47

(3) THE JANGAMA :—This is a Sanskrit word,

meaning 'moving object’ or that which is not

fixed in one place, the opposite of Sthavara,

fixed. It is generally applied in Virasaivism to

a person of a religious order, who is always

travelling from place to place preaching religion

and morality to the Virasaivas and to others

who like to hear him. This is the original mean-

ing of Jangama; but now many Jangamas have

abandoned this vocation and have settled in

towns and villages, usually superintending the

religious functions of the community; in other
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words, they have now become the priests of the

community. What kind of a person can be

called a Jangama is explained by a Sarana, the

author of Sangana-basava’s Vacana.

“A man under Upadhis and attached to women can

never be a Cara or Jangama. I never admit such

a thing. To admit such a thing is a sin. Jangama

is one who has negatived six things—attachment,

Upadhis, Office, Dependence, Karana, and Lampata.

He who is firm in the path of the Pramathas, who
is a great Sarana and who has wiped out the

distinctions such as Guru, Sisya, Bhakta, Jangama,

Father, Son, I and You, is a Jangama to whom
I bow.” 48

The Vlragama describes a Jangama as one who
is free from worldly attachments, free from

burdens, free from restrictions, free from

Upadhis, free from bodily cravings, and free

from the influence of Malas .

49 No distinctions

are made between the Guru, the Linga and the

Jangama, all of whom are believed to be equal

and to share the same reverence.

There seems to be a striking similarity

between the Guru, Linga and Jangama of the

Vlrasaivas and the Buddha, Dhamma and
Sangha of the Bauddhas. The Guru of the

Vlrasaivas coincides with the Buddha, who is

practically a teacher. The Linga, the symbol of

Siva, probably agrees with the Dhamma, since
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the Linga is one of the central topics like the

Dhamma of the Bauddhas .
50 The Jangama pro-

bably tallies with the Sangha, since Jangama
does not mean an individual but a group or class

of individuals whose vocation is to preach re-

ligion and morality like that of the Bhikkus,

who form the Sangha. Moreover, the followers

of each religion show the same reverence and

devotion to these,

4. THE PADODAKA*. This literally means the

water from the feet of the Guru, hence ‘holy

water’. The Virasaivas have a perfect faith in

the holiness of their Gurus and Jangamas, who
are believed to lead a life of purity and chastity.

It is believed that all objects touched by such

holy men become holy. Theoretically, a member
of the Vlrasaiva community is to make use of

such objects as are made holy by the touch of

the Guru, Linga and Jangama. The Padodaka
is one of them. There are passages in the

Virasaiva books representing extreme views,

namely that “no water which is not touched by
the Guru or Jangama should be used” for the

purpose of drinking or cooking; but according

to a moderate view, the Padodaka is holy water

obtained from the Guru specially at the time of

his Linga-puja for the purpose of sipping,

which the Virasaivas believe, purifies the mind
and body. There is a process of preparing
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Padodaka which is observed very minutely

even today in the course of which the Guru
utters some formulas (mantras). There is no
uncleanliness or indecency at all, as is imagined

by some non-Lingayats. It is simply based on
a belief, and is an indication of extreme devotion

(Bhakti) towards the Guru or Jangama. Accord-

ing to Sangana-basava’s Vacana
,
there are ten

modes of the Padodaka, of which four are

principal and the remaining are subsidiary.

5. THE PRASADA: This is a Sanskrit word
meaning ‘favour', and is used in the sense of an

object indicating favour, i.e., an object given

by the Guru to indicate his favour towards him
to whom he gives it. It generally takes the form

of some eatable thing such as fruits, food, etc.

Here Prasada means consecrated food : to

describe it more clearly, it is food offered by
the devotee to his Guru, who hands it back to

him, thus making it holy. According to

Sangana-basava’s Vacana
,

there are eleven

modes of Prasada. The word Prasada is not met
with in the Vlrasaiva literature in the sense of

Bhuktasesa, the remainder of what is eaten, as

is imagined by non-Lingayats, 51 but it may be

interpreted as a ‘food’ to be partaken of by the

Guru and his devotee in the same place. There
is nothing indecent or unclean in this, even

from a non-Lingayat point of view, just as there
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is no indecency or uncleanliness in eating at the

same table, as is done in England, and in many
Christian families in India.

The Padodaka and Prasada are interpreted

ideally in many passages of the Vacana£astra,

which clearly point to the great reverence and
importance attached to them. Sangana-basava’

s

Vacana says

:

“Sir, I call him alone the true PrasadI, one who
attained Prasada, who floats in the ocean of bliss

of great satisfaction derived from offering ten modes

of Padodaka, uttering 21 mantras, to ten aspects

of the Linga with free and open mind.” 52

The same book in another place says:

“Prasada is not what is touched by the Guru, Linga,

or Jangama separately. Guru-Linga-Jangama is he

who has attained to the secret of the Anadi-Linga,

the beginningless Linga, who turns his eight

internal forms into eight forms of worship and who
has conquered completely the influence of the Pasas,

such as Mala, Maya, etc. Whatever comes into

contact with him or whatever he touches, becomes

the Prasada (Mahaprasada).”w

It is more probable that the originators of

Vlrasaivism had a social and philosophic pur-

pose in introducing the Padodaka and Prasada

into the cult. They wanted probably to achieve

what they preached by bringing it into practice.

Their aim in philosophy was to show the
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divinity in man, by reason of which man can be
raised to the godhead. He can rise so high as

to become one with the Supreme, the achieve-

ment of which stage they designate as Aikya-
Sthala. By the Padodaka form they probably
sought to show the unity of God and man. The
Padodaka form, briefly described, is as

follows :

—

At the time of the Linga-puja, the Guru
pours a small quantity of consecrated holy

water, Padodaka, which he himself has given,

over his Linga and sips it; the devotee then

pours a small quantity of the remaining holy

water over his Linga and sips it. This indicates

probably that there is no distinction between

the Guru, the Linga and the devotee, all being

one unity in the Aikya-Sthala.

Their social aim was to remove all kinds

of distinctions such as caste, (Brahmana,

Ksatriya, etc.,) rank, (high-born, low-born,

rich or poor etc.) and sex, (male or female), and
to introduce equality and common brotherhood

in religion as well as in society. To achieve

this, probably, the Prasada was introduced. The
Prasada is partaken of by the Guru and the

devotee, whatever may be his rank or sect, or

vocation in life, in the same place, which fact

serves to remove the barriers of caste, rank, sex,

etc. Only one who is well versed in the
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traditions of Hinduism can understand the

importance of dining together in the same place

and appreciate these key-notes, introduced into

Vlra^aivism by its originators under the zeal

of religion. What a storm of protest and
persecution these bold reformers must have
faced ! It is no wonder that they were depicted

by the contemporary Brahmans as heretics and
so on. 54

6. THE VIBHUTI:—This is a Sanskrit word
meaning ‘great prosperity’ but is used in the

technical sense of ‘holy ash’. It is believed to

be sacred in all schools of Saivism. Siva is

described in the puranas as very fond of bes-

mearing his body with ashes. But in Vira-

saivism, the Vibhuti does not mean ordinary

ash, but holy ash prepared by a virtuous, re-

ligious and learned man by a special process.

There are elaborate rules to be strictly observed

in its preparation, which state how and from
what kind of cow the dung is to be collected,

dried and burnt with utterance of the Mantras,

and mixed with other holy vegetable ingredients,

etc. All these processes are even today strictly

observed. Some staunch Vlra^aivas do not use

matches for producing fire in the process of

preparing the Vibhuti. They obtain fire either

by rubbing wood or metal and stone, or by
means of lenses.
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7. THE RUDRAKSA:—These are a kind of seeds

sacred to Siva. The Saivas of all schools

believe that these originated from the eyes

of Rudra
; hence they are called Rudraksa

:

These being the common property of all

schools of Saivism, all Saivas wear them in

the form of garlands round their neck, wrist,

head etc. They also serve the purpose of beads

in counting during prayers :

8. THE MANTRA :—This is a sacred formula

and consists of five syllables, Namas-Sivaya,

altogether forming a sentence, meaning “Obeis-

ance to Siva”. This is called the Pancaksara-

mahamantra, the great mantra of five letters.

The addition of “OM” makes it the six-lettered

mantra, Sadaksara-mantra. It is to the Saivas

what the Gayatri or Savitri is to the Brahmans.
The Saivas glorify it as the King of mantras,

Mantrarat, and to them it is far weightier than

the 70 million other mantras put together. It

is the only mantra to the Saivas, though some
schools, such as the Saiva Siddhanta, accept the

Gayatri as a subordinate mantra. The VTraiSaivas

do not accept any other mantras except this.

These eight are known as Avaranas, cover-

ings, clothings, emblems, or marks, which
distinguish a Vira^aiva from other sects.

Certainly these are not sacraments, as is

mentioned in the Encyclopaedia of Religion
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and Ethics. 6* Surely Mr. Enthoven is misin-

formed about these in believing and describing

them to be sacraments.
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CHAPTER IV

VIRASAIVA RITES

(Vlraiaiva rites do not require the services of a

Brahmin priest—the jangama officiates during the

Virasaiva ceremonies—diksa or initiation—import-

ant in all schools of Saivism and essential for attain-

ing the final goal—in Virasaivism diksa is simultane-

ous with lingadharana—diksa takes place immedi-

ately after birth—absence of fire in Virasaiva rites,

the linga taking the place of fire—the kalasa, an

important factor in the marriage and diksa

ceremonies—description of kalasa-sthapana—the

initiation ceremony — initiation of children —
marriage—description of the ceremony—varapuja,

or the honouring of the bridegroom—absence of

child-marriage among the Virasaivas—re-marriage

of widows allowed among the Viragaivas—the new
householder’s duties—ahimsa, an article of the

Virasaiva’s ethical creed—samanya, visesa and

nirabhara refer to different modes of living, and not

to caste distinctions among the Vlra^aivas—the five

acaras which the householder should follow—the

burial of the dead—the funeral rites—description of

vibhutivlle—the singing of puspanjali—the funeral

procession—no impurity or sraddha associated with

death among the Vlra^aivas—lingaikya, technical
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word for death—vibhutivlle compared with

Samllekhanavrata of the Jainas—abolition of sex and
•caste restrictions and the five pollutions in

ViraSaivism—Virasaivas do not wear the yajnopavlta

and are not required to grow a tuft—Vlrasaivism

compared with the Pasupata school).

In Vlrasaivism there is no elaborate descrip-

tion of sacraments, which fact justifies the

conclusion that the Virasaivas do not pay much
importance to> all the sacraments of the Grhya-

sutra. Some rites similar to those of Nama-
karana, Caula, etc., are current among the

people even to-day. But one important thing

deserving notice is that in none of these are the

services of a Brahmin priest required. Only a

Jangama is invited and fed, and he performs

the function as simply as possible in a few

minutes. The important rites that require a

clear description, though in a concise form as

far as possible, are Dlksa, the initiation, Vivaha,

the Marriage, and Antyesti, the funeral

ceremony.

i. Dlksa or Initiation .

Dlksa, initiation, is a very important

ceremony in all schools of Saivism. It - is

essential for attaining the final goal. The Saiva

Siddhanta • emphasises this very much, and

Vlrasaivism goes a step further in making it
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compulsory for each member. In Vlrasaivism,

the Dlksa is simultaneous with the Linga-

dharana, the rite for wearing the Linga. It is

Diksa that opens the door of Vlrasaivism, being

a ceremony used also to admit into the fold a

non-Vlrasaiva. It is as essential as the Dlksa

or initiation of the Yajamana and his wife before

the beginning of a sacrifice which is very

minutely described in the Brahmanas, though

in Vlrasaivism it is neither so elaborate nor so

intricate. It is a simple rite combined with

ethical preachings and with the mysticism of the

Yoga, which contains features of modern
hypnotism, mesmerism and probably some
more ‘‘ism’s” yet unknown, if there are any and
if they are true. The Dlksa of the Vlrasaivas

will be described below as briefly as possible.

In Vlrasaivism, the Dlksa is to be performed,

probably only once in the life of a follower, and
at the very beginning of his career. Therefore

it is enjoined that it should take place immediate-
ly after the birth of an individual. The instance

of Basava, mentioned in the Basava-purana, and
some other instances in Vlra^aiva religious

literature, mostly as old as 13th or 14th century

A.D., and the tradition still preserved among
Vlrasaivas, confirm this view. But probably on
account of the influence of other surrounding
systems and probably also through the confusion
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of some Vlra^aiva writers between the Vlra-

£aivas and the Aradhyas, who are closely akin

to one another there are at least two Diksas to

be performed for a member, one at the time of

his birth and the other when he reaches his

eighth year, probably in imitation of the Upana-
yana of the Brahmans. Besides these there

appear to be other forms of Diksas, to be per-

formed when one feels disgusted with the

worldly life and so on. But none of these diksas,

except the first, viz., that performed at the time

of birth, seems to have any support from the

Vacana Sastra, the oldest existing books on

Vira^aivism.

The most important feature in the ceremonies

of Vlrasaivism is the absence of fire. The fire

plays an important and essential part in the

rites of the ‘twice born’. It appears that the

place of the fire is taken by the Linga in the

ceremonies of the Vlrasaivas. Probably this is

the key to the interpretation of the Linga as

Agni, with which the Linga is identified; and

to the Agni-hymns of the Rgveda the origin of

the Linga is traced by some Vlra£aiva Sanskrit

writers .
66 The Vlrasaivas in the case of

Dlksa and Vivaha, substitute for the fire a jar

(JCala£a) and a member of the Vira^aiva faith,

whp is a Jangama, and who officiates at the

function. The kala£a forms an important factor
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in the ceremonies of marriage and initiation;

therefore the kalasa-sthapana takes place first.

A raised seat, either in the house or in the

specially erected temporary hall, is arranged

or erected and is cleaned by means of water

mixed with substances considered holy by all

Hindus, such as cow-dung and vegetable

ingredients. This may be compared to a

Brahman ic Vedi or altar prepared for the

sacrificial fire. On this seat the Svastika and
other sacred designs are drawn on rice. Four
round pots made of metals or earth are placed,

one at each cardinal point, with one more pot

in the middle. These are known as Panca-
Kalasas, representing the five Aradhyas, the

traditional founders of Virasaivism, who are

believed to have sprung from the five mouths
of Sadasiva, the first manifested aspect of the

Supreme. The middlemost pot represents

Vi^vesvararadhya and Isana-mukha of Sadaiiva;

that placed to the East of the middle,

Revanaradhya and Tatpurusamukha; that to the

South, Marularadhya and Aghora-mukha ; that

to the west, Panditaradhya and Vamadeva-
mukha; and that to the North, Ekoramaradhya
and the Sadyojata-mukha. These pots are filled

with water mixed with sandalpaste, sprouts, and
barks of five kinds of trees, with five kinds of

jewels and five kinds of earth. Gold can be
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used in the absence of jewels. There is a minute
description of these pots. Five Mantras common
in the Saivagamas, which are mentioned in the

Pauskara as five Saktis, are to be uttered, each

mantra being pronounced while filling each pot

with water mixed with the other ingredients

mentioned above respectively. Then five men
belonging to the Gotra of each Aradhya are to

be selected, 97 each one sitting near the pot, re-

presenting the Aradhya to whose Gotra he

belongs, takes charge of that pot. Then a white

home-made cotton thread is woven in the form

of a design connecting the five pots, the

seat of the Guru who officiates at the cere-

mony and the seat of the person to be initiated.

This is known as the Kalasa-sthapana. The
main object of this appears to be that the re-

ligious ceremonies should be performed in the

presence of the founders, whose blessing the

person concerned needs, and who bear witness

to the fact, or in the presence of Sadasiva, the

first form of the Supreme, just as the fire is

supposed to do in the case of the rites of the

Brahmans.

.The Kalasa-sthapana appears to be an ancient

custom among the Saivas, as we find numerous

passages referring to the establishment and

worship of a Kala£a in -the existing portions

of the Kamika and other Agamas.
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Then the person to be initiated, who has

washed himself very clean and dressed in the

necessary clean white garments, is asked to sit

on the seat. In the case of an adult, he or she

has to undergo some preliminary process, such

as a short examination to test the sincerity and
genuine desire to enter into the fold of the

Virasaiva, and a preliminary fast, etc. But in

the case of a child nothing is required except

a bath. Then the Guru observes him very

minutely and slowly introduces him to the

topic. In the course of this, the Guru says to

him, *

‘Child, in future, behave not in a way
which is not good”, and obtains a solemn

promise from him. This is called Ajna-diksa.

Then again the Guru says, “My son, hence-

forward, be true to your ancient and glorious

tradition by leading a pure and virtuous life”,

and obtains a solemn promise. This is known
as Upama-dlksa. There are 21 processes of this

kind according to Sangana-basava’s Vacana
,

and seven according to some others .
58 Then the

Guru gives him the Pancagavya to sip, or

preparation of five products of the cow, namely,

milk, curds, ghee, etc. Then the Guru looks very

intently into the eyes of the pupil and resorts

to Yoga, in the course of which he places his

hand on the head of the pupil. Through this

process, it is believed, the Guru extracts
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Caitanya existing in the body of the pupil and
places it in the Linga, which is all the while on
the lap of the Guru, being already consecrated

by him. In this process of extracting the internal

Caitanya, the Guru fixes two internal Lingas,

namely Pranalinga and Bhavalinga, in the two
internal bodies of the pupil. Then the pupil is

supplied with the eight emblems of Vira£aivism,

the Astavarana mentioned above. There is the

Guru, who also represents the Jangama; the

Linga is given
;
the Padodaka and Prasada are

supplied; the vibhuti is applied to the forehead

and the body of the pupil
;
the Rudraksas are

worn; the mantra is communicated to the ear.

Thus supplied with all, and made pure in mind
and body by the Guru, the pupil is now a

perfect Vlra^aiva. Henceforward he is supposed

to adhere scrupulously to his promise given to

his Guru at the time of initiation to lead a

virtuous and pious life
;
therefore he is expected

not to suffer a re-birth, but to attain Mukti in

this very life. The Guru at the time of handing
over the Linga to his pupil says these words
“My child; believe, this is your Pranalinga; my son,

think this to be the Supreme beyond all Tattvas

;

my son, this is the Real Entity, not seen by Aja

and Hari; wear this on your body carefully without

parting from it even for a moment and attend to

it steadfastly. Worship this thrice regularly every
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day. Do not eat anything without offering it to this

Linga, your life’s essence in reality. Believe this

firmly, confidently and sincerely. This Linga brings

all objects of Bhoga and Moksa to your hand.

May happiness unalloyed be yours eternally. This

is true; this is true”. 5&

In the case of a newly born child, the child

is bathed and covered with white, clean, freshly

washed clothes, and placed on the seat before

the Guru. Then follows the process mentioned

above. The Guru ties the Linga to such objects

as are always connected with the child and do

not inconvenience the child in the least. He
obtains a solemn promise from the parents or

those who take spiritual and physical responsi-

bility for the child to take care of the Linga
and the child, till the child is old enough to

take care of itself. This is a concise account of

the Vlrasaiva-Diksa, an important rite which is

considered to be a means of spiritual birth, and
which is described here as faithfully as possible

on the basis of the Vlrasaiva texts.

2. Marriage .

The marriage ceremony in Viraiaivism is also

simple and remarkable on account of the absence

of some features considered to be most important

and essential in the Vaidika form of marriage.

The selection of a bride and the settlement of
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a marriage are common to most of the sects in

India, and have no special religious features.

The marriage is performed mostly in the house
of either of the parties. There are also instances

of a marriage being performed in Mathas, but
they are rare.

For the purpose of marriage a temporary hall

is specially erected in front of the house, with

a raised seat big enough to accommodate com-
fortably the officiating Jangama, the kalasas,

and the bridal couple. The seat is cleansed and
besmeared with cow-dung, clay etc., and is then

allowed to dry up. Then designs in white powder
are drawn on the seat. Rice is also strewn on
the seat. In the middle, Kalasas are placed, in

the same order as in the Dlksa, the only

difference being that the pots are placed at the

corners instead of directly facing the cardinal

points. After the Kalasa-sthapana is over, the

process being the same as in the Dlksa, the

Kalasas are covered with pieces of white cloth.

Five married young ladies decorate the seat, on

which the bridal couple are to sit, with designs

in rice. Meanwhile in another place some other

preliminaries, such as bathing and decorating

of the bride and bridegroom are completed. The
chaplet is tied to the head of -the bride, and a

crownlike object, called JBasinga, is attached to

the forehead of the bridegroom. Then the couple
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are brought in procession to the hall on horse-

back or in a carriage to the accompaniment of

music. In the hall is arranged a separate

temporary seat, on which the bridegroom is

seated. Then takes place what is called Vara-

puja, honouring the bridegroom, the essential

feature underlying which is that the parents of

the bride request him to accept their daughter

as his partner in life, to which he consents.

They present him with clothes and utensils. The
friends of both the families offer their marriage

presents at this time. Then the bridegroom is

led to the raised platform where he is placed on

the seat, that had been decorated as aforesaid by
five married young ladies, with his bride on his

right. The officiating Jangama uncovers the

kalasas and gives the string that connects the

pots, the Guru’s seat, and that of the bridal

couple into the hands of the bride to be held to-

gether. The hands of the bride together witli

the string are then placed in the hands of the

bridegroom. The priest utters sacred Mantras,

the purport of which is :

“This couple is being married in the presence of

Siva and his followers who bear witness. Let them

be devoted to each other till the end. Let the couple

be bound together firmly to one another faithfully.

May Siva bestow upon them his blessing and grant

them happiness, abundance etc.”
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The presence of the parents of both is essential.

Then the bride is made to wear the Mangala-
Sutra, the marriage token, on the neck and silver

rings on the toes, which are considered by-

Hindus of all sects, including Jainas, to be
essential and auspicious. It is the bridegroom
who ties the Mangala-Sutra around the neck of

the bride, uttering a Mantra which means;
“This is very lucky; this is prosperity; this is

my token
;
by offering this I offer my life to

you”. Then the couple change seats, the bride

occupying the left and the bridegroom the right.

The priest invokes the divine blessing. All

people gathered throw rice on the couple and
bless them. Then follows the mutual entertain-

ment in the form of marriage feasts.

Another important rite in connection with

the marriage ceremony is worth noting here.

It is the handing over of the bride to the parents

of the bridegroom. The parents of the bride with

their party come to the bridegroom’s residence

and tell his parents how fond they are of their

daughter, how affectionately they love her, how
tenderly they have brought her up, how she had
always been the joy of their house, and so on;

therefore they expect the same treatment for her

in her new family. Then the parents of the

bridegroom solemnly assure them that they will

treat her with the same or even greater affection,
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and so on. Then the parents and the party of

the bride depart to their homes, leaving the bride

in her new home. The bride and the bridegroom

are not to remain in the house where the

marriage had taken place one or more nights,-

accordingly, they spend those nights in the

distant house of a relative. Perhaps, it was
originally something like a honeymoon. These
customs, which are mechanically observed now,

clearly point to the absence of child marriage

among the Virasaivas.

Another very remarkable fact in the marriage

ceremony of the Virasaivas is the entire absence

of important items such as the Saptapadi, the

stepping on the stone, the presence of fire, and
offerings to the fire, to mention only a few,

which are enjoined in the Sutras, and which

are very scrupulously observed to this day by
all Brahmans, and even by the followers of the

Saiva Siddhanta.

Vlrasaivism allows re-marriage of widows, the

ceremonial form of which is very simple. The
bride is dressed in new garments, and is

decorated with ornaments. Then both the bride

and the bridegroom are led to the hall where
the family Guru, a Jangama, the friends of

both parties, and the principal local persons of

the community, are sitting. The couple bow
down to the Guru, who blesses them and declares
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that the couple are married. Betel-leaves and
betel-nuts are given to all gathered there as an
indication of their approval and of their bearing
witness to the marriage. It is believed that the

status of such a woman in religious functions

is inferior to that of a woman married according

to the first form, but socially and in every-day

life she ranks as equal in regard to respectability

with any member of the community.
The life of a new householder, according to

the Vaidika rites, is saddled with “the regular

daily offerings of the five great sacrifices or

Mahayajnas”, viz., Brahmayajna, Devayajna,

Pitryajna, Brutayajna and Manusyayajna, and
the periodical sacrifices on the fullmoon and new
moon days .

60 According to Virasaivism, the life

of a new householder is entirely free from any
of these encumbrances ;

but he is to observe his

daily Lingapuja, and to be hospitable to

Jangamas and to the needy. There are some very

good ethical codes by observing which the new
householder, not only increases his own happi-

ness and health, but becomes serviceable to the

creatures of God. The principle of non-injury,

Ahimsa, is observed by the Vlrasaivas as strictly

as by the Jainas or the Bauddhas. Like them, the

Vlrasaivas are strict vegetarians in the Indian

or Jaina sense, and drink no kind of strong

drink.- Mr. C. P. Brown is wrongly informed
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about the Samanya Virasaivas, whom he

describes as non-vegetarians drinking intoxicat-

ing liquors. 61

The distinction among the Virasaivas, viz.,

Samanya, Visesa, and Nirabhara, mentioned by
Mr. C. P. Brown, is not found in the Vacana-
Sastras. In fact, this distinction is against the

spirit of the Vacana-Sastras, which in unmistak-

able terms declare the equality and unity of

mankind, and protest against the caste-distinc-

tions of Brahmanism. It is not possible that a

cult which opens its arms to embrace even one
whom Brahmanism despised as Candaia, or un-

touchable, should make distinctions among its

followers. But these names mentioned by
Mr. C. P. Brown are met with in Sanskrit

books composed lately; but there the meaning
of these words is different from what Mr. Brown
was made to understand. In the Vlrasaiva

community there are, even now, some Jangamas
who remain unmarried throughout life, and are

not attached to any town or Matha. They are

to live chaste and pure lives ; no further

restrictions are placed on their lives or move-
ments; they are called Viraktas, unattached, or

Nirabharis, without burdens of any kind. Some
other Jangamas, while remaining unmarried and
leading a life, of chastity and purity like the

Viraktas, are heads of Mathas and are entrusted
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with the duty of conducting the religious

ceremonies of the Vlrasaivas of the town ; these

are called Pattadadevaru, or Visesas. All

Vlrasaiva householders are called Samanyas or

Commoners, In other words, a householder is

known as a Samanya
;
a monk who officiates for

a householder is a Visesa or special person
;
and

a monk who has nothing to do with householders

or with anything worldly is a Virakta or

Nirabharin. Socially they claim honour from

a householder, but religiously and philosophi-

cally the goal of all is the same, and can be
reached by all irrespective of their orders.

These, therefore, are religious orders or modes
of living, and not divisions, distinctions, castes

etc. Another important fact deserving notice is

that in Virasaivism a householder attains to the

same goal as a monk without abandoning his

order, while in Buddhism or Jainism the final

goal is not allowed to a householder unless he
abandons his order and becomes a Bhikku or

Sramana.

The Vlrasaiva householder, besides the

observance of these, has to follow strictly

five Acaras, viz., i. Lingacara
,
his conduct or

behaviour towards the Linga, about which he

must be very careful; 2. Sadacara
,
his praise-

worthy or good character; 3. Bhakidcara
,

his

behaviour or conduct towards Siva’s devotees or
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towards other members of the Virasaiva faith;

4. Sivacara
,

his conduct towards Siva; and

5. Ganacara
,

his conduct towards Siva’s band
of spirits. In spite of sectarian colouring, some
similarity in their object may be traced between

these five Acaras and Pancamahayajnas of the

Vaidika householder. The spirit of both appears

to be the same, namely to be useful to God and
men. These five Acaras are as important as the

Astavaranas. The description of a Vlrasaiva

as a Saiva who is united always to the Asta-

varanas and observes the five Acaras, seems to

be much nearer the mark.

3. The Funeral .

The Virasaivas bury their dead, which is

again another departure from Vaidika rules.

They have completely disregarded the Vaidika

rules in this case as well. Their reason for bury-

ing their dead is as follows:—Together with

life depart four elements of the five which

constitute a living body, and mix with those of

the Cosmos. The remaining element should

therefore be united with that of the Cosmos.

There is no impurity at all in the case of death.

There should not be any mourning, since the

dead man is one with Siva. It is an occasion

for rejoicing and not for mourning. The
Virasaiva teachers, as is already shown, are not
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merely theoretical men preaching some impossi-

bilities which cannot be reached in practice, but

are also practical men who have brought into

practice whatever rules they preached, however
difficult it might be, which even today, in spite

of the influence of other schools, are retained.

The attitude of Vira^aivas evidenced in their

burial ceremony is an instance of this.

On the eve of the death of a member of the

community, his Guru or a Jangama is invited

and is worshipped. The sick man is bathed and
covered with clean clothes. The Guru offers his

Prasada to him. All the members and guests

dine together. Then what is known technically

as Vibhuti-vlle is performed. A short description

of it is as follows :
—

The Guru sits at the head of the sick man,

so that he could hold his Guru’s feet and touch

them with his head. In the ears of the sick man
the sacred Pancaksarl-mantra is continually

whispered
;
sacred syllables such as Om, Si, Va,

etc., are written on his limbs with Vibhuti, and

eleven Rudraksas are placed on eleven parts of

his body
;
alms and gifts are freely distributed ;

all members of the family mix with the guests in

singing the glories of Siva and His followers;

no sign of mourning or weeping is visible. This

is called Vibhuti-vfle.

After death has taken place, the corpse is
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dressed well with beautiful clothes and orna-

ments like one who is going to attend a festivity

and it is kept in a sitting posture. Then they

sing a hymn known as Puspanjali, offering a

handful of flowers, which is a very remarkable

funeral hymn quite unlike that of the Rgveda.
It is in Kannada Vardhika-Satpadi-metre.

When and by whom it was composed is not

known. At the conclusion of each verse, which

ends with “I offer these flowers”, the crowd
throw flowers and Bilva-leaves over the corpse.

This hymn contains some points which are

worth noting here. It contains the cardinal

points of Virasaiva philosophy, that the soul

comes from Siva and returns to Him after death.

In a concise way it describes the career of the

soul in this world .
62

While this funeral hymn is sung and flowers

and Bilva-leaves are thrown on the corpse, they

prepare a kind of sedan-chair, then and there,

which they beautifully decorate with fine silken

clothes and coloured papers. They place the

corpse in it in a sitting posture, and four men
carry it on their shoulders. All the members of

the Community gather round it. In a grand

procession, with an accompaniment of music,

fire-works and singing, it is led to the burial

ground, where a grave is dug in accordance with

strict rules. It is in the form of a cave with steps
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leading to a small room inside, the floor and
walls of which are covered with sacred syllables

and Bilva-leaves. Another passage may be
quoted here which points to the spirit in which
the Vira^aivas regard death .

68 When the pro-

cession is at a distance of about sixteen feet

from the grave-yard, one or more Jangamas
approach the procession from the side of the

grave-yard. An elderly person in the crowd
comes forward and asks them who they are and
from what world they come. The Jangamas say,

“We come from Siva-loka”.

The Person asks: “Why, pray, have you come?”
The Jangamas reply: “Sir, we heard of the

absorption into the Lihga of this Sarana; so

we came this way”.

The person: “Very well; since you came by this

way, take him with you to the Siva-world”.

Jangamas: “Right ! Sir, we are very glad but—

”

The Person: “Why that “but” Sirs?”

Jangamas: “Sir, you see ! but we can take him,

if you, all Saranas here, allow us”.

The Person: “Certainly! we do allow you”.

Jangamas: “Thank you, we are very glad, come

with us”.

The whole crowd raises a cry of ‘Hurrah

|Pghe), the expression of joy, and all enter the

grave-yard.

They place the sedan-chair near the grave and
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take the corpse out and sing the funeral hymn
again, throwing flowers and Bilva-leaves. They
very carefully place the corpse in the niche in

that cave-like grave, in a sitting posture, the

posture being Padmasana, and place his Linga
in his palm, the position of daily worship

during life being preserved. They fill the grave

with clay. On the grave his Guru stands

;

water is poured over his feet and a cocoanut is

broken, the kernel of which is distributed among
the crowd. Alms and gifts are distributed freely.

All depart to their homes. There is no impurity,

no Sraddha, no other rites mentioned in the

Grhya Sutras.

The technical word for grave in Vira^aivism

is Samadhi, a Yogic word indicating absence

of external consciousness on account of absorp-

tion in mental vision, but used in the sense of

a place where a man, who achieves such

absorption, sits; therefore the Vlraiaivas, who
do not believe in the death of a member, but

think him to be absorbed in mental vision, give

the name Samadhi to the place where such a

one is deposited.

The technical word for death in Viraiaivism is

Lingaikya, absorption in the Linga. Basava and
his colleagues are described as being absorbed

in their Lingas. Even today the Virasaivas do
not use the word ‘death’, but the technical word.
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Some, being ignorant of the technical meaning
of the word, interpret it to mean that Basava
and other Saranas were swallowed up by the

deity together with their corporeal bodies,

which is really a mistaken view.

The ceremony of performing Vibuti-Vile,

described above, over a dying man was most
probably in origin akin to that of the Samlle-

khana-vrata of the Jainas, the spirit of which is

visible in the stage, Vanaprastha^rama,

in the life of an ancient Vaidika Hindu. It is

true that now the Vibhuti-vxle is performed

over a man who is almost dead and whose life

would probably be extended only a few minutes

or seconds rather than hours. But the passages

clearly mention that it is to be performed over

a man who is disgusted with life and has taken

leave of all his family, after adjusting all his

secular affairs. After the performance of the

ceremony, he is not to take water or food but

to enter Samadhi. All his connections with this

world are cut off. The same description is met
with in Jainism, regarding Samllekhana.

This brief summary of the ceremonies current

among the Vxrasaivas clearly shows their

attitude towards the established traditions of

the Vedas, from which they have almost com-
pletely departed, paying no heed even to the

'most ancient forms, that admittedly go back
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to the Indo-European period, such as the

investiture with the cord (Upanayana), offerings

in the nuptial fire by the bride and bridegroom,

the soma sacrifices, etc. It is true that

Vlrasaivism has preserved the spirit, though
not the form of these ancient rites. The most
important departures from established traditions

are :

—

i. The abolition of sex and caste distinctions.

The female sex and the members of the lowest

strata of Society are given full and equal status

with the members of the higher classes, socially

and religiously. In Vaidika Hinduism, Sudras
and females are unfit to perform the rites. Even
among the twice-born (Dvijas), there is inequali-

ty based on gradation. One born as a Vaisya

should remain throughout his life as a Vaisya. In

the case of females, the first samskara begins

with the marriage-ceremony; but the unlucky

Sudra has no right whatsoever. He is always

kept in his own circle with a strong hand. An
attempt on his part to rise above it, even by
means of highly praised practices, such as

penance etc., is not tolerated by the Brahmans,
and meets with severe punishment, as is clear

in the case of Sambhuka, killed by the most
virtuous ’Rama .

64 Everything depends on the

right of being born in a particular community,
in which he is strictly enclosed. Death alone can
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liberate him from that enclosure. We see the

tendency to remove this barrier in the Upanisads
and Buddhism; yet it seems that no material

progress was achieved in this laudable attempt

during those days.

2. The abolition of the five pollutions (Panca-

Sutakas) such as the impurity at the time of

birth, death, monthly courses of women, etc.,

which are even to-day observed by Brahmans
and others inferior to Brahmans in the social

and religious order, but entirely dependent on
them for their religious functions. The
Virasaivas firmly believe in the purity of man-
kind, which will never be polluted as long as

the Linga is worn on the body. The Linga is

believed to be a fire which burns all impurities.

The validity of this argument is admitted by
the most orthodox Saiva-Brahmans, who are

opposed to wearing the Linga on the body,

but worship devoutly a linga either established

in a Temple or made for the occasion. Since

Virasaivas wear the Linga at all times on their

bodies, they believe that they are immune from

pollution.

3. The Virasaivas do not wear the thread

(Yajnopavita), which is essential for a member
of the Brahmanical orders. It also appears that

a Sikha or tuft of hair on the head, which is

essential for a member of the Brahmanical
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orders and which according to the Sutras has

to be worn in different modes by members of

different Gotras, is not essential for a Virasaiva.

The Virasaiva monk shaves his head and face

clean, and wears a long robe dyed in yellow or

red (Skt. Kasaya), like a Buddhist monk.
The mode of life in the case of both appears to

be the same, with the distinction that the

Virasaiva wears a Linga on his body with other

factors of Astavarana. Some passages in the

Mahabharata quoted by Dr. Hopkins, such as

:

“Those who cast off the Vedas and wander
about as beggars shaved and wearing the

yellow robe”; “(Those who) have no fear of

return to this world and no dread of another”, 85

which he thinks refer to Buddhist monks, in

all probability refer also to monks of a Saiva

order, probably the Pasupata, or some such

sect, who seem to have some relationship with

the present Virasaivas.

These features, to name only a few, which

are not prominent, if not absent entirely,

in the Saiva Siddhanta and the Trika, and
which are intolerable in a Vaidika school,

clearly mark the position of Virasaivism as

against Vaidika Hinduism. In the history of

ancient religions we see that, though difference

of opinion on some vital points has resulted in

rupture and complete severance from the mother
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religion, some important and ancient forms of

ceremonies are preserved intact, as in the case

of Jainism. The Jainas do not pay any allegiance

to Vaidika Hinduism, but preserve the use of

fire in initiation, marriage and some other re-

ligious ceremonies, still continue to wear the

thread (Yajnopavita), and observe the pollutions

(Sutakas) such as Rajas^sutaka, etc. Although
preserving these forms Jainism severed all its

connections with Hinduism and formed a

separate religion of its own. Vlrasaivism,

though going a step further, remained within

Hinduisim. All these features of Vlrasaivism

tempt us to compare it with a Saiva school in

the Mahabharata, called the Pa^upata, which is

expressly accused of subverting caste

:

“I, Rudra, formerly invested for the first time the

mysterious Pasupata religion, beneficent to all,

facing in all directions, one that takes years or only

ten days to learn, one which, though blamed by

the unintelligent (because it is) here and there

opposed to the rules of the Sastra and those of the

order, is nevertheless appreciated by those of

perfected wisdom, gatantas, and is really superior

to the orders”. 66

The doctrines of Vlrasaivism are simple enough
for an intelligent man to grasp in a day.
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CHAPTER V

THE PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND
(Vlrasaivism compared with Saiva Siddhanta and

Trika—Vlrasaivism lays emphasis on both know-

ledge and works for achieving salvation—it attaches

slight importance to the tattvas—Vlrasaivism lays

more stress on the ethical and spiritual, rather than

the philosophical, aspects of religion—the final

union, mukti, between the soul and God to be

attained in 6 stages—bayalu nirbayalu contrasted

with Nirvana—the 63 Tamil saints of Saiva

Siddhanta accepted as Puratanas by Vlrasaivism

—

Virasaiva philosophy monistic—Nilakantha’s attempt

to give a ViSistadvaita bias to Vlrasaivism

—

Virasaiva philosophy variously called as bhedabheda

and visesadvaita).

The philosophy of the Virasaivas has some
characteristics which differentiate it from both

the Saiva Siddhanta and the Trika. It believes

like the Trika in the identity of the soul and
the Supreme Being, who is the only entity and
reality, and who, assuming existence first, be-

comes the material as well as the efficient cause

of all the after creation
,

67 while in the Saiva-

Siddhanta the Supreme God is only the

efficient cause/8 Like the Advaita-Vedanta, it

traces the origin of the world to Avidya, or

9i
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Maya; Maya, which is also known as Sakti of

Siva, is the origin of matter, as in the Saiva-

Siddhanta, and is also an illusion, as in the

Advaita-Vedanta. Vlrasaivism in this respect

agrees apparently with the Trika, where Maya,
the power, Sakti, of Siva, is an illusion but real

as it comes from the Real, the Supreme God;
but it appears to hold that Maya is real in the

beginning of the soul’s spiritual journey and
unreal in the end.

The individual soul, as in the Trika and
Advaita-Vedanta, is the Supreme Siva under

the influence of Avidya or Upadhis, the removal

of which can be achieved, not only by Jnana,

knowledge of the Supreme Self, as in the

Advaita-Vedanta, but also by Kriya, strict

observance of prescribed forms. 69 Vlrasaivism

compares him who observes these prescribed

forms, Kriya, to a blind man, and him who has

the knowledge of the self alone and no Kriya

to a lame man ;
therefore it emphatically

insists on the necessity of both Jnana and Kriya

to achieve the end. 70

A remarkable feature of Vlrasaivism is the

slight importance that it attaches to the 36 or

96 Tattvas, the fundamental factors in building

hp the universe, which are very elaborately and
‘minutely dealt with in the Trika and Saiva

Siddhanta. They are casually alluded to in
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Virasaivism, and sometimes an attempt is

made by later teachers to explain them. It

seems more probable that Viraiaivism did not

pay much attention to the metaphysical process

of the other Saiva Schools ; on the other hand,

it apparently has an ancient metaphysical

system which is entirely different from that of

the Saiva Siddhanta, the Trika, and the

Sankhya, known or unknown.

Virasaivism lays more stress on the spiritual

and ethical than on the philosophical aspect of

religion. It believes that the proper observance

of prescribed duties purifies the soul and elevates

it step by step, during the course of which the

soul, gaining knowledge, is automatically freed

from Maya or Avidya, on the complete removal

of which it becomes united to Siva. This union

consists in becoming entirely one without

distinctness or separate existence. It is not “an
inseparable union” like that of the Saiva

Siddhanta. This union is called Mukti and to

attain it there are six steps (sthalas-stages) or

rungs of a ladder, which form the centre of

Vlrasaiva philosophy, and are entirely original

to it. It has many technical terms, such as Anga,
Linga, etc., which are not met with in any

other branches of Saivism in the same sense.

The Vira£aiva teachers describe the condition of

this “union” with the Supreme as “Bayalu,
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Nirbayalu” meaning “that where there is

nothing, void, or that where existence itself is

not existing” 71 A description which corresponds
to that of the Bauddha Nirvana; yet the
Virasaiva is a staunch theist, and firmly be-

lieves in the existence of the power above all.

In spite of many divergencies in philosophy

and ritualism between Vira£aivism and the

Saiva Siddhanta, there appears to be something
common to both. We have no authentic books
on Virasaivism written before the 12th century,

which would have helped us to ascertain its

exact relation to other Saiva Schools before that

date; but after that century, when the revival

took place, the sixty-three Canonical Saiva

Saints, whom the Saiva Siddhanta considers to

be its apostles, were raised to the position of

Puratanas, the ancient ones, the pillars of

Virasaivism as well. There is ample reference

to these sixty-three Saiva Saints in the Vacanas

of Basava and his colleagues (1160 A.D.). Their

conception of God in the lower stages exactly

coincides with that of Saiva Siddhanta. Many
passages from the Vacana-Sastra contain not

only the ideas found in the Tiruvacakam of

Manikkavacagar and other Saiva Saints, but are

also couched in similar words, so as to suggest

borrowing. As these two schools exist side by
side iii Southern India even to-day, the
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influence of one over the other and mutual free

borrowing of ideas is not an impossibility.

The tendency of Vlrasaivism as indicated in

the Vacana-Sastras, a vast literature in Kannada,
composed in 12th century A.D., is undoubtedly

monistic (Advaita), generally agreeing with the

teachings of Sankaracarya. It must be re-

membered that it does not imitate slavishly the

Advaita-Vedanta, but that it has a system of

its own on the same lines, taking care to avoid

‘aridity’ for devout souls and softening down
considerably the theory of nonentity, which is

applicable only in the last stage. But we find

later on a tendency on the part of some teachers

to interpret the philosophy of Vlrasaivism in

the light of Visistadvaita. Nilakantha, the

author of the Kriyasdra (before 1400 A.D.),

following in the foot-steps of Srlkantha, the

author of the Brahma^rmmamsa, has tried to

give it the colour of Visistadvaita and names
the Virasaiva philosophy SaktI-Visistadvaita,

qualified monism characterised by Sakti.

Ramanuja was bold enough to diminish in his

philosophy, if not to banish entirely, Sakti, the

important factor of early Vaisnavism. Srlkantha

retained in his system Sakti, the important

factor of early Saivism also, on account of which

his philosophy is styled the Sakti-Visistadvaita.

Nilakantha, undoubtedly a Virasaiva, believes
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Srikantha to be also a Vlrasaiva—a view which
lacks corroboration, and he attempts to show
that the philosophy of Srikantha is that of
Vira^aivism.

Though the ultimate goal of the Vlrasaiva

philosophy is “merging of the soul in the

Supreme”, it begins with a belief in the

distinctness of the soul from God. To efface

this distinctness, the soul has to climb six steps,

as already mentioned. Before reaching the first

step, called Bhakta-sthala, the stage of a

devotee or layman, God is viewed as a personal

Supreme Being, in the midst of a Samsara in

the shape of wife, children, attendants, a place

to live in, from which He enforces his will, etc.

The conception of the personality of God
vanishes when the individual soul mounts the

first step; but the belief in the distinctions

between the soul and the deity is still kept up.

At this stage an attempt is first made by the

individual soul to realise the Supreme Reality.

The realisation begun in this step continues in

succeeding stages, increasing step by step, and

reaches its climax in the fifth step. Side by side

with realisation of the deity, the distinctness,

apparent in the first step, goes on decreasing

as the individual soul rises higher and higher,

and, completely vanishes in the fifth step, which

is called Sarana-sthala the stage where the
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individual soul is completely surrendered to

God, Again, side by side with the decrease of

the soul’s distinctness, the confirmation of its

oneness with God gains ground slowly, and

reaches its climax in the fifth step. In the sixth

step, called Aikya-sthala, there is complete

union and identification of the individual soul

with Siva. Then the individual soul is merged

in the Supreme, as the ether in a jar is merged

in the supreme universal ether. In the begin-

ning there is distinctness, and in the end there

is unity. It is probably on the basis of this that

the Virasaiva philosophy is styled Bhedabheda

or Dvaitadvaita by Sripati Pandita, the author

of a commentary on the Badarayana-Sutras

named Srikara or Srinkar, but Hayavadana Rao
understands Srlpati as propounding views

similar to those of the Bhedabheda school of

Nimbarka.

But Srlpati
5

s views appear to agree with the

interpretation mentioned above because he calls,

again, the Virasaiva philosophy Visesadvaiia,

monism with its own speciality. We have seen
the speciality of the Virasaiva philosophy
already, namely a speciality in the belief of

the unity of the soul with God after full

realisation and achievement, or in the Aikya-
Sthala only and not before, which is not the
case in the Advaita-Vedanta.
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CHAPTER VI

THE CONCEPTION OF GOD
(Virasaivas firmly believe in God, Siva, the One

without a second—Vlralaivism protests against poly-

theism—Siva presented in Vacanasahitya in more
attractive colours than in the ancient puranas—Siva

is visualized as a personal god so that the unknown
may be approached through the known—the con-

ception of God the same in Vlrasaivism and Saiva

Siddhanta—Virasaivas, unlike the Saiva Siddhan-

tins, insist on understanding as well as achieve-

ment—in the later stages the Virasaivas realize the

unfathomable nature of the Infinite—no incarnations

of Siva in Saiva mythology—Siva, all-pervading

and all-transcending—like Saiva Siddhanta, Vira-

6aivism believes that all things are not God though

God pervades them all—in the final stage the

Vlra^aiva goes further and views all objects also

as God—the final stage is to be apprehended, not

comprehended and described—the bayalu of aikya-

sthala similar to Sankara’s nirgunabrahman —
Sankara’s vyavahara differentiated from Vlra£aiva

bhakti-sthala).

The idea of God in Vlrasaivism is subject to

stages, Sthalas, in the spiritual development of

the soul. It has been already mentioned that in

the first stage, Bhakta-sthala, there is a clear
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duality or distinction between the soul and God,
and in the last stage, Aikyasthala, there is unity.

The individual soul starts on its spiritual journey

with a firm belief that it is a devotee, Bhakta, or

servant to Guru, Linga and Jangama ;
therefore

the conception of God in this stage is very

similar to that of the Saiva Siddhanta, where

souls long to remain as Siva’s servants even in

Mukti. 7* How this duality is developed into

unity is briefly sketched in the following pages.

The first striking point in the first stage is

the belief in the existence of God who is One
only, without a second.

The Vlrasaiva is a staunch believer in the exis-

tence of the Supreme Power above all, which is

identified with Siva. Akka Mahadevi, the most

respected woman saint of the 12th century

A.D. says

:

4‘Who supplied sour water to oranges, lemons,

mango, and Madala? Who supplied sweet water to

sugar-cane, plantain, Halasu, and cocoanut? Who
supplied nourishing water to the rice crop? Who
supplied scented water to Maruga, Jasmine, Paccha?

The water is one, the earth is one, the sky is one.

One water in union with other objects, produces

different qualities ; similarly my God Cennamalli-

kSrjunayya, though united to infinite worlds, has

his own nature.” 73

Vlra^aivism very strongly protests against
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polytheism. It rejects the divinity of Brahma,
Visnu, and Rudra, like the Saiva Siddhanta,
in which these are classed under souls,

and it proclaims that there is only one
God, the Supreme Being, who is identi-

fied with Siva, the Benign One. Basava says

:

“Do not boast. There are no two or three Gods.

Note, there is only one God. To speak of two

Gods is false. Kudalasangamadeva is the only God.

The Vedas say, ‘There are no two Gods* ”. 74

Siva, the ancient God, is one of the mighty
triad of the Puranas. In the Vacana-Sastra, as

in the poems of Manikka-Vacagar and other

Saiva Saints, there are many allusions to the

mighty deeds of this mighty God, narrated in

the Puranas. Vlrasaivism, like the Saiva

Siddhanta, presents Siva in a more graceful and
attractive form. The simple Siva of the

Puranas, who, by conferring boons indiscrimi-

nately on anyone that succeeds in pleasing him
by severe penance, brings untold dangers and
calamities on gods, the denizens of heaven, to

remove which Visnu had to assume one or the

other form, is not the Siva of the Vira^aiva,

or of the Saiva-Siddhanta. Moreover some of

the deeds of Siva, such as haunting the burning

ground, eating out of the human skull, etc.,

which are so magnified in the Puranas as to

appear disgusting, are not seen in these Saiva
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systems. Some among such deeds of Siva

are interpreted in quite a different way so as to

make Siva appear more attractive to the devout.

The following is one among many such

examples

:

“Some say Siva dines out of a fresh human skull.

I do not think it is false, since he dines through the

mouth of his devotee. Some say he is decked with

bones. I am sure it is true, since he is the God, who
has his body in the body of his devotee. Some say

he is dressed in skin. It is not false, since he ever

resides in the heart of his devotee; therefore Oh,

Mahalinga Railedvara, You act through your

devotees.” 75

Siva is described sometimes as a very beauti-

ful and attractive young man, and sometimes

as a benevolent and indulgent father whose
kindness knows no bounds. The fact that each

Siva Sarana conceived the personality of God
so as to suit his likings and imagination,

without the least opposition from others, and
with full liberty for his conscience, points to

the unimportance attached to any particular

fixed form of the Deity; but generally Siva-

Saranas conceived the form of Siva as it was
represented in the Puranas. Only where they

felt it impossible to agree, they interpreted it

in a refined way, and even modified it so that it

may appear more agreeable and attractive. The

IOI
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underlying principle in Viraiaivism in conceiv-

ing the Supreme Being in a personal form seems
to be to approach the unknown through
the known. But it must be remembered that

even in the Bhakta Sthala the Siva Sarana is

to imagine his Linga, and his Linga alone, as

Siva, the Supreme, of any form he likes. He
must not worship any of Siva’s forms or images
established in temples. In the conception of God
the Viraiaiva is not a whit below the standard

of the Saiva Siddhanta. They both resemble one
another in their description of God, since

Viraiaivism claims the same 63 Saiva Saints

as its sponsors. Naturally the religious and
devotional conception of God in both schools

is the same. It is already pointed out that the

spirit of the early Tamil Saiva Saints permeates

the vast Kannada Literature called the Vacant
Sastra. Therefore there seems to be no necessity

for dealing in detail with the conception of the

Deity according to the Viraiaiva. However, a

few important points, with similarities, will be

glanced over.

As has been mentioned already, when the

individual soul reaches the Bhakta-Sthala, the

first stage, which is the starting point of

Viraiaiva Philosophy, the belief in the ’person-

ality: t>f the Supreme Being slowly becomes
subject to investigation of the real nature of
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the Reality, which investigation continues until

the soul reaches the well advanced stage in the

5th Sthala. During the course of this investiga-

tion, the soul reaches conclusions which are

very similar to those mentioned in the Saiva

Siddhanta under the Philosophical interpreta-

tions of the Supreme Siva. Another peculiarity

of Vira^aivism is that it insists, not only on
reaching conclusions, but on achieving what is

disclosed in the investigation. From the first to

the last stage, the revelation of truth, and its

achievement, go hand in hand at every step in

the investigation. In other words, Virasaivism

clearly distinguishes understanding from achiev-

ing, and insists on both, while in the Saiva

Siddhanta and other schools knowing includes

also achievement.

In the course of the soul’s search after truth,

it sees that the description of God in the

mythologies is not true. Caudayya, a ferryman

(Ambiga) by profession, declares

:

“No garland of human skulls is worn by God, nor

has he trident and drum, nor does he besmear his

body with sacred ashes ;
in fact not even the

slightest tinge of Samsara can be traced to him.

He, being such a One, by what name, can he be

addressed? He has no name whatsoever.” 76

God has neither form, nor no-form, but has

both form and no-form ; he has in reality
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formless form which is indescribable, invisible,

unimaginable etc. It is spoken of as the glorious

essence of lustre in all lustres. He is not of

this world, nor of the other world. In his

investigations the Virasaiva Saint slowly enters

into the mystery of the Universe. He attributes

that mystery to the Supreme God, thus ex-

pressing the belief in the existence of the

Supreme Being who placed the earth on the

ocean without its being melted and who fixed

the sky above without support. Here Vira-

3aivism exactly coincides with the Saiva

Siddhanta. The Virasaiva Saranas admit the

impossibility of tracing the beginning of the

Supreme Deity;

4

4

Before Brahmabrahma appeared, before Visnu-

maya and Jagamaya existed, before the creation of

the universe occurred, before Kalinga-Kalakantha

were created, before Uma’s marriage was celebrated,

before twelve Adityas were made visible, before

Nandinatha and Dandanatha came on the scene,

before poison was turned into nectar, before

Lihgasthala, Jangamasthala, Prasadisthala were

formed, who* knows You, Oh, Visve^vara dear to

Urilingapeddi. ’ ’

In many passages of the same nature they have
made clear not only the beginningless nature

of the Supreme but also the incapacity of human
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beings to gauge the depth of the Infinite.

This sentiment is embodied in :

“You do not possess what they call origin and

cognisable sign. You sprung up by yourself. You
became so

!
you became so ! So you came. Your

greatness is known to you and you alone ! Oh !

Kapilasiddha-Mallinathayya, my own Guru.” 78

Possibly, the sentiment of this passage can be

compared with the description of the Absolute

in Buddhism, which is described by Asvaghosa
as “Suchness'

*

(Tathata). 79

Siva, being eternal, is beyond the state where

creation, subsistence, and dissolution prevail

;

therefore the incarnation of Siva as a human
being is absent in the Saiva mythology.

Basava puts a straight-forward question : “Tell

me, can there be parents to our Kudalasangama-
deva, who is outside the range of birth, living

and death ?” 80

Siva is Caitanya Svarupa, and as Caitanya

resides in all things, including individual

beings. The Siva Sarana feels inexpressible

wonder at the way in which God mixes himself

with his creation without being known :

“You placed fire in the tree without burning it;

You placed ghee in the foamy milk without smell,

You placed Atman in the body without being seen;

Oh, Ramanatha, I wonder at the way You mix

Yourself !

’ 5

si
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Siva is all-pervading and also all-transcend-

ing*. He is in the Universe, pervades the

Universe completely without leaving any space,

is of the form of the Universe, and is beyond
the Universe. Allama Prabhu exclaims

:

‘
‘Deva ! You are in fields, in valleys, in caves and

in mountains; wherever we cast our eyes, there You
are. Impossible to conceive; impossible to- see.

Here, there, everywhere, You are, Oh, Guhe3-

vara !” 82

Though God pervades all things and is seen

in all things, all things are not God : “Though
all spring from Siva, can they be Siva? The
farmer sows seeds; can the crop be a farmer?

The potter makes pots; can the pot be a pot-

maker ?”88 This is quite in agreement with the

Saiva Siddhanta, where Siva pervades every-

thing like flavour the fruit, scent the flower,

heat the water in the jar, but he is entirely a
different entity above all, untouched and
unaffected by the effects in the Universe.

The same idea is put in clear terms in

“Siva is in the Universe like the Sun’s reflection in

water. What if He is connected with Lokadiloka?

Is He subject to merit, demerit, etc.? No, never.

To wit, changes, i.e., effects, affect water and not

the Sun. Effects of the world affect the world and

not Siva; but infinite universes are hidden in His

womb. If He is outside these, where is the room
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for them? Therefore our Vi£ve£vara, dear to

Uriiingapeddi, can be connected and can remain

disconnected with the Universe, and can also be

master of the Universe.” 84

The Saiva Siddhanta differs from Upanisadic

pantheism, which views all objects as Brahman,
the Supreme, since it believes firmly in the

different existence of different eternal entities;

all things, in the Saiva Siddhanta, are not

God, though God pervades them all. So far

Vlra^aivism is in complete agreement with the

Saiva Siddhanta; but it must not be forgotten

that this is not the final stage of Vlraiaivism.

It is truth, no doubt, but only a relative truth.

To reach the final truth the soul must rise higher

still. The higher it rises, the brighter becomes
the truth. Then it not only realises its identity

with God, but it also sees all objects around as

God. This idea is confirmed by passages

such as

:

“All groves You are; all trees in all groves You are;

all animals that play in trees You are; Oh, Cenna-

Mallikarjuna, all You are; disclose yourself to

me !”85 “Wherever I cast my glances, there You
are, my God; the form of all space You are, my
God; universal eye You are, my God; universal

mouth You are, my God. . . . Oh, my God,

Kudala-Sangama !” 85

The Siva Sarana, while he is rising higher
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and higher in the advanced stage, sings of

the Supreme as a great inexplicable light

:

“With a view to see You, I intently gazed on You.

I felt I was facing the brilliance of multi-millions

of suns suddenly arisen. I, a poor creature, lost

myself in amazement when I saw streaks of

lightning only. Imagine what would have been my
condition at the look of your brilliance, Guhesvara !

When You become Jyotirlinga, there is nothing to

compare with, and nobody is able to face it.’* 87

“They say He is knowledge (Arivu), but it is im-

possible to know Him. Hearken, He is Himself the

mass (Ghana) of masses. I am stranded without com-

ing to the determination of Cennamallikarjuna.” 88

These and innumerable other passages clearly

indicate the far advanced stage of Siva Saranas

in spiritual mysticism. Still, according to Vira-

£aivism, this is not the final conclusion in the

realisation of the Supreme. Something nearing

the final stage is expressed in :

“There is nothing to say what; there is nothing to

speak, so- that It (The Supreme) may be heard
; is it

possible to feel cognition in the blissful union with

the reality? It (The Supreme) is not in Itself. The
void (Bayalu), about which there is nothing to say

what, does not search anything, nor is it to be found

after a search. It is not in the front
; Itself it is not

;

Siddhalinga, dear to Cikkayya is not; It is not l” 88

In this passage there appears to be a reflection
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of the description of the Upanisadic Absolute

Brahman as “Neti, Neti”.

The Viraiaiva Saints seem to understand the

last stage as beyond the power of any human
beings to express and indicate, and only to be

felt and experienced:

“Sire can there possibly be a land-mark, if void

(Bayalu) is joined to void? Sire, can it be possibly

distinguished, if milk is mixed with milk?

Sire, can it be possibly shown again, the cognition

of him who is united to You, the Reality? Oh
Akhande^vara !’\ 90

At this stage the Vlrasaiva Saint addresses the

Supreme God, not with any name, as he realises

that no name is appropriate to the Supreme,
but only as Bayalu (Void, or space, where there

is nothing)

:

“It is Bayalu that has neither beginning nor no-

beginning, that is neither Sunya nor Nis^unya, that

is neither Nirala (without support) nor Surala (with

support), and that has neither parts (Savayava) nor

no-parts (Niravayava). I do not know where I am
with my consciousness lost in that Bayalu, mere

Bayalu, very thick Bayalu, which is Bayalu in the

Bayalu, named Akhandesvara”. 91

From these and many . similar passages

describing the final stage in the conception of

the Supreme Deity, it appears that the views of

Vlrasaivism coincide almost exactly with those
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of Sankaracarya regarding his Nirguna
Brahman, for which doctrines he has been

accused of being a disguised Buddhist (Prac-

channa-Bauddha). The use of the word Bayalu

in describing God and the last stage, Aikya-

sthala, takes us back to the doctrines of void

(Sunya-vada) of the Buddhist Nagarjuna. 9* The
void of the Vlra*4aivas is most probably not the

same as the void of Buddhism, It is something

which cannot be named, gauged, seen, etc,, and
corresponds to the Upanisadic Absolute, which
is described as “Not that, not that, Neti, Neti.”

Though the Virasaiva mentions six stages to

reach the final conception of the Deity, there are

only two clear-cut distinctions in the conception,

one viewing the Deity as distinct from the soul,

and the other viewing him as the Absolute one

and identical with the Soul. These two very well

agree with Sankaracarya’s distinctions of reality

as Vyavahara (lower stage) and Paramartha

(higher stage). 95 The Vyavahara is false, since

it is an illusion like a dream. The only truth is

Paramartha. Vlra^aivism does not speak like

this. It says that the Bhakta-sthala, correspond-

ing to Vyavahara, is as true as the Aikyasthala,,

corresponding to Paramartha, since the last

stage can be achieved only by starting from

the first stage. The Bhaktasthala cannot be an

illusion like a dream, since it leads to the final

no
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truth. Siva of the Virasaivas, in the last stage,

appears to resemble more the Upanisadic

Absolute Brahman. Yet it is not improbable that

Virasaivism may have been influenced greatly

by the Advaita Vedanta and the Vijnanavada.
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CHAPTER VII

THE LINGA
(Various views on the Linga—as the phallus, as

a miniature stupa, and as a column of fire—views of

Nanjanacarya, Sivayogi Sivacarya, and others—to

the Vlrasaivas, the Linga is Parasiva and Paraiakti

combined, and not an image—the Linga is identical

with the Supreme—as the visible symbol of

Reality, the Lihga is a means to God-realization

—

it removes from the wearer the inclination towards

evil—two bodies within the body, and each of

these provided with a lihga for its purification

—

the six stages, satsthala, have also corresponding

lihgas—the idea of linga among the Virasaivas is

enveloped in mysticism.)

One of the most important features of

Vira^aivism is the introduction of the Linga, the

emblem of Siva, to be worn always on the body
of every member of the faith. There are various

views held by scholars regarding the interpreta-

tion of the Linga, of which the following are

important :

—

i. The Linga is interpreted as a phallus or

a male generative organ .*4 This interpre-

tation has found much favour with the

majority of Oriental scholars, though the

reasons on which they base this
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interpretation are not quite satisfactory*

However some scholars are raising their

voices against this interpretation.

2. Some scholars advance the view that the

Linga is a miniature stupa adopted by the

Saivas in imitation of the Bauddha Stupa
consisting of the relic of the Buddha. 05

From the discoveries made by the Indian

Archaeological department it is clear that

from B.C. 200 onwards the veneration of

the Bauddha and Jaina Stupas was very

common and popular. Later on the Saivas,

many of whom were converts from
Buddhism and Jainism, might have im-

ported it into Saivism. The shape of the

Linga which closely resembles that of the

Stupa is a point in favour of this argu-

ment. But the archaeologists tell us that

they have discovered Lingas which go
back in antiquity to 2nd century B.C- 96

If they are right, we are to reject this

interpretation, for it shows that the Linga

worship was in existence in the 2nd
century B.C. side by side with the

veneration of Stupas.

3. There is another view which interprets

the Linga as the “mass of light’
1

or

“column of blazing fire”. The Paura-

nika “Jyotirlinga” to find out the

1 13 3
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extremities of which Brahma and Visnu
attempted in vain is said to be connected

with the “Skambha” of the Atharvaveda.

These are the three important theories

advanced for the interpretation of the Linga.

Now let us see by investigating the religious

literature of Virasaivism which of these theories

it favours. In the great mass of the vast

literature, mostly genuine, in the Kannada
language known as the Vacana Sastra, it can

be definitely said that there is not the least

trace which supports the theory identifying the

Linga with the Phallus; therefore the first

theory based on this identification lacks support

from Virasaivism. Regarding the second,

though it is difficult to deny the Bauddha
influence on Virasaivism, the antiquity of the

Linga worship appears to go farther back than

the period in which the Bauddhas began to

honour Stupas; therefore we can pass it by.

Now, let us see whether there is any support for

the last theory.

Nisthura Nanjanacarya interprets the Linga

as Siva, the Supreme, and identifies it with the

Para-Brahman of the Upanisads .
97 He sees the

reference to the Linga in many Upanisadic

passages which are interpreted by others such

as Sankara, Ramanuja, etc., as referring to

Para-Brahman, the Absolute. According to him.
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the Linga is the Brahman from which all beings

are born, by which those that are born live,

and in which they enter after death; therefore

it is the cause of absorption and production.

He, therefore, derives the word Linga from

two roots, Gam to go (out), to issue out, from

which the idea of production is developed and

Li to absorb, from which the idea of absorp-

tion is developed; this interpretation is pro-

bably suggested by transposing the letters

in the word Linga .®8 Siva}rogi Sivacarya also

holds the same views regarding the derivation

as well as the interpretation." It seems, no
doubt, that it is a fanciful derivation, but all

the same, it indicates clearly what they meant
by the Linga. Again, Nanjanacarya derives the

Linga from the root Gam alone, meaning to

go (deep), to penetrate in, to understand, as is

in the case of Adhigama ;

100 hence the Linga
means the object sought by Yogi. He comes to

the same conclusion, namely, that it is the

Paramatman which is the object sought by
Yogis. He further condemns the views of

others who identify the Linga with the Avyakta
or Prakrti, and tries to prove his view, namely,

that the Linga in reality is Siva .
101

To a Virasaiva Saint, the Linga is the real

body of Parasiva and Paraiakti combined,

which is not to be interpreted as a material
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body, having any form, but as the mass of the

highest lustre, the joy of excessive bliss, the

highest knowledge, the birthplace of the world,

and the unbroken aggregate (Akhanda) of the

Vedas. 10* It is not an image. It is the real

entity and ever existing joy which is eternally

perfect (Saccidananda-nitya~paripurna)

.

It is the

Caitanya which fills completely all the Tattvas,

the boat to cross over the ocean of Samsara,

and the lamp that emits light in the heart of

Saranas. 108 The Vfrasaiva Saints declare it to

be smaller than the smallest and bigger than

the biggest ;
it is beyond comparison

;
speech

cannot describe it; mind cannot guess it; it

stands higher by ten Angulas above the head

of the multitudes of Srutis, meaning that the

Vedas are unable to describe it adequately; it

pervades the Bhava, faith (Bhava-Bharita), and
can be felt through Jnana alone, achieved by
following the precepts of the Guru, through

the Linga. The whole Universe is housed in it;

it has swallowed up the multi-millions of

Brahmandas, all of which originated from

Maya, like a seed of a banyan that has swallowed

up the multi-millions of Vata-trees. In short,

the Linga is not a particular form framed out

of clay, wood, stone, and metals.

“The real form of the object to be realised, shining

at the tip of the top of the experiencing mind, is
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the Linga; if thoroughly investigated, the real Guru,

Svatantra-Siddhalinga, is himself the Linga”. 1W

“The Parandda-Para-Brahma, the Supreme, who is

of the form of Jnana, existing above the gross

(Sthula) and the subtle (Suksma) is the Linga. It

is the unbroken mass of knowledge (Arivu

Akhandarupu). ’ 9 105

From this description of the Linga, it is quite

clear that the Virasaiva Saint does not distin-

guish the Linga from the Supreme, and that he
feels the Linga to be quite identical with the

Supreme.
We have seen that Vlrasaivism seeks to

realise the Supreme step by step. The Supreme
Siva, according to it, is beyond the power of

expression
;
hence it calls him, in the final stage,

the bayalu (void), to reach which a start is to

be made with something. This sentiment is

admirably expressed by Molige Marayya, a

contemporary and colleague of Basava

:

“In the light of the lamp, the defect of the lamp

is seen; by looking at a mirror, the defect in the

eye is found; therefore one should realise himself

through himself. How can he, who has not realised

himself, know You? To know oneself, He (Siva in

the form of a Guru) placed the symbol in the hand

;

to add, He made Citta to think; He fixed finally

the Citta in the symbol (Ista). What more is wanted?

Camphor in the fire ! the fire in the blaze ! ! Is
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there any limit ! The body joined to the Linga has

no concern with the world. He is a Sarana who
becomes himself the spotless Mallikarjuna-lmga. , ’ w*

“One should realise the Paratattva by remaining

himself in five Tattvas. The cow is milked properly

when the calf is in front of it, but not when the

calf is in its womb. Similarly to realise the Reality

existing in beings, an external symbol of that

Reality is essential. Though one is very brave, can

he win the battle without weapons? To realise

Sada^iva-murti-linga, there must be a symbol in

front.” 107

A kite (Pata) floating in the sky must have a
string

;

108 one can see by means of the eyes;

but though the eyes are open one cannot see

in the darkness. One requires the help of a

lamp; similarly the visible symbol serves the

purpose of a lamp at darkness for realisation. 100

The Saranas insist that mere knowledge of

the Reality alone is not sufficient, but that

it is essential to feel and experience it. This can

be achieved, according to them, step by step

through the visible symbol of the Reality
;
there-

fore, the very learned Urilingapeddi insists on

offering our worship through the symbol of

Him, and warns us not to jump at once to the

Formless .
110 In order to meet this need, which

the apostles of Vlrasaivism felt to be essential,

they introduced a particular symbol of the
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Reality. The image of Siva, however gracefully

conceived, did not appeal to them as they

condemn idol worship outright
;

lu therefore

they probably favoured the Linga, the ancient

symbol of Siva.

This visible symbol they interpret as the

Supreme Siva, the Para-Brahman, the lustre of

all lustres, the joy of the eternal bliss, know-
ledge, etc. They believe it to be the great light

of the innermost heart which is brought out and
shaped into form by the Guru. The Linga is also

described as a column of blazing fire in many
passages. In the Vacanasastra, in which the

Linga is described as a mass of blazing light

(Akhanda Tejas), the para-Brahman, that from

which the Universe has come out and in which
it is absorbed, etc. It seems probable that the

authors had in their minds the interpretation

put on the Skambha of the Atharvaveda. In

some passages a description of the Linga as

“round (Golaka) in shape”, 112 is also met with.

The Linga, as a means to reach realisation,

is essential; therefore, it is insisted upon that

every member of the Vlrasaiva faith must be

always in possession of it; hence the rule that

every one must wear the Linga on the body.

The Vlrasaiva Saint believes that the Linga

removes the inclination towards evil inherent in

man, (Prakrti-svabhava). The learned Urilinga-
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peddi proclaims that he is freed from birth, life

and death through the contact of the Linga .
115

In the Taittiriyopanisad
, “we are told that

various (five) bodies are put up within this

physical body—as if the physical body were like

a Pandora’s box—” which bodies, Professor

R.D. Ranade understands, “are nothing more
than mere allegorical representations of certain

psychological conceptions”. 114 A similar idea,

namely, a belief in the bodies within the

physical body, is met with in Viraiaivism.

Though many passages in the Vacanasastra lend

their support to Prof. R.D. Ranade in his

interpretation of these as “allegorical representa-

tions of certain psychological conceptions”, the

very idea of fixing a linga to each of these

bodies to purify them suggests something more
than their being mere psychological conceptions.

The description of the Puryastakatanu of the

Saiva Siddhanta clearly indicates that it is a

material body formed of subtle matter, and that

it is liable to remain for a long time even after

death. Surely therefore it is not a psychological

conception. In Virasaivism, too, the use of the

word “subtle (Suksma)” to denote the second

body in the physical body suggests, in all pro-

bability, the presence of substance at bottom.

Virasaivism, however, believes in two bodies

within the physical body. The three bodies,
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according to it, are the Karana-tanu, Causal

body ;
the Suksmatanu, subtle body correspond-

ing to the Puryastaka of the Saiva Siddhanta or

the Linga-Sarira of the Sankhyas
;
and the

Sthulatanu, gross or material body. Each of

these requires guidance and enlightenment in

their own way to attain purity
;
therefore every

one of them is provided with a Linga. The
Linga, which is only one, becomes three, namely
Istalinga connected with gross body, Prana-

linga connected with the subtle, and Bhava-
linga connected with the causal body. Basava
embodies all this in :

“Sir, You turned the great light of Cit (Parama-

Cidbelagu) hidden in my heart into a greater light

(Maha-Belagu) by the touch of Your hand on my
head. Sir, that great light collected in my head.

You transferred to my Bhava. Sir, that greater light

accumulated in my mind, You carried to my eyes.

Sir, that greater light stored in my eyes. You placed

on the palm of my hand. Sir, that great ever

blazing light in the palm of my hand is the Ista-

lihga. So You produced determination in my ears

in the shape of Nada. Sir, You remaining Yourself

in my ears, waxed in greatness. Sir, my worshipful

Kudala sahgamadeva ! Your existence in me is of

this nature.” 113

As already stated, there are six steps, accord-

ing to Vlrasaivism, to reach the Reality; each

2 2 1
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one of these steps has a corresponding Linga;

therefore the one Linga becomes threefold,

which being doubled, becomes sixfold in

accordance with six Sthalas. Virasaivism be-

lieves that the search for truth through the

Linga and its sub-lingas, technically called the

LinganusandMna
,

which is the main and
essential purpose of VlraSaiva worship, leads to

the Lingaikyatva
,
the act of absorption in the

Linga i.e., becoming one with the Linga without

the least distinction. This is the Mukti, the final

goal which is attainable in this present life.

One Virasaiva Saint, in a mood of ecstasy,

says

:

“The Guru established the Linga on the body and

the Mantra in the mind and bestowed graciously his

blessings. The Mantra sprouted on the tongue, and

spreading all over the body made the body Mantra-

Sarira by removing the Bhutatattva. The Linga

sprouted in the eyes, spread all over the mind, and

turned the mind itself into the Linga by removing

^egoism (Ahankara) of the mind. When the body

became Mantra-maya and the mind Linga-maya, it

became quite natural that the Linga existed in the

Mantra, just as the Purusa is in the name. The

Pranalinga existing in the mind and in the body,

became submerged in the Mantra. Susupti was

established in the Mantra and the Linga. Then

Prapahca became a dream. The union of the Jnana
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in the Mantra and the Ananda in the Linga is the

truth which is Himself. To realise that there is

nothing- besides Himself is Kevala Kaivalya ! Oh,

Desikayya Prabhu, the greatest among the great t” 11<s

The Virasaiva Saint’s greatest aspiration is to

be in union with his Linga. He prays to God to

bestow on him this union always:
“Lord ! Keep me in the Linga like fire in the stone;

keep me in the Linga like the wind embraced to

the scent
; Oh ! Naginatha, dear to Rekanna, keep

me in the Linga just as the oil is hidden in the

light of the lamp. It is the innermost place of

residence in you.” 117

Such is the idea of the Linga among the Vlra-

saivas, which is enveloped in mysticism.

To sum up, according to the Virasaivas, the

Linga is (i) the symbol of the Para Brahman,
the Supreme Lord, (2) the mass of light or the

column of blazing fire, (3) the cosmic principle

which is the source of the Universe, and (4) the

visible symbol of the invisible Caitanya existing

internally in beings.
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SAKTI OR MAYA
(Sakti according to Saiva Siddhanta, Trika,

Pancaratra, and Vlrasaivism—origin of matter

traced to 4akti by Virasaiva writers—kal&iakti and

bhaktisakti—they are the same, the difference being

in their effects—from each of them issue six sub-

saktis—kalasakti identified with Maya—maya
according to Saiva Siddhanta contrasted with the

Virasaiva view—the removal of maya to be achieved

by the knowledge and realization of the Supreme by

a practice of the satsthala).

In the Saiva Siddhanta, Sakti is not Maya,
but an important factor eternally associated with

Siva, without the co-operation of which Siva is

powerless and cannot bring into existence the

Universe hidden within him .
118 In the Trika,

however, Sakti is not different from Siva, but

has its source in Siva, and in fact is the power

of Siva, and becomes the source of Maya, or

cosmic matter .
119 In the Pancaratra, Sakti, or

Laksmi, gives rise to Kriyasakti and Bhuti-

Sakti, which is really a small portion of

Kriyasakti, and which is the source of matter;

therefore matter is traced to Laksmi or Sakti .
180

Like these schools, Vlrasaivism believes in the
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necessity of Sakti for the production of the

Universe, and agrees with the Trika and the

Pancaratra in tracing the origin of matter to it.

It believes with the Trika in Sakti’s origin

in Siva. Havinahala Kallayya explicitly says

that Sakti originates in Siva. He says

:

4 *

Just as the invisible particles of water in the sky

are turned into hailstones, so Siva’s ideas (Nenahu:

Skt. Sahkalpavisaya Smrtih) assumed the shape of

Sakti, which is the first step in the origin of the

Universe”. 121

This view exactly coincides with that of the

Trika.

According to Maggeya Mayideva, Sakti is

incomparable, and is embodied with all charac-

teristics (Dharma) of Siva, as she is united to him
eternally. She witnesses everything (Sarva-

saksinl), is the complete truth (Satya-Sampurna),

the one free from change (Nirvikalpa) and
is the great Isvari. Through her own independ-

ent power she becomes two, namely Kalasakti

and Bhakti-Sakti. The Kala-Sakti, which

attaches to the Linga, which is nothing'' but

Para-Brahman, is potentiality (Kala) in building

the universe. Being of the form of idea or notion

(Vasana-rupa), it is the means of activity

(pravrtti); therefore from this Sakti, the Pra-

patica, the universe with all its entanglements,

is manifested. The Bhakti-Sakti attaches itself
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to the Anga, which is nothing else but the soul,

and destroys existence (Bhava) i.e., the bondage
caused by the universal entanglements. Just as

the great hidden universal light appears in the

form of a lamp and dispels the darkness before

our eyes, similarly the Mahe^vari-Sakti, being

divided, becomes Bhakti; therefore the Bhakti-

Sakti is the greater one, the pure, the very

subtle, the auspicious, the highest, of the form
of Saccidananda and the bestower of the fruits

of enjoyment (Bhukti) and release (Mukti). The
Bhakti, being without Vasana, desire, is the

means of Cessation (Nivrtti)
;

therefore this

Sakti, by helping the soul to cast off its bondage
in the form of worldly existence, leads it to

Moksa, absorption into the Deity. Really,

Bhakti and (Kala) Sakti are one and the same,

the distinction being in their effects. The Sakti

presses the soul down, i.e., it casts the bondage

of the soul .
122 In other words, according to the

Vlrasaivas, these two aspects of Sakti are the

downward and upward forces. The interpretation

of Tirodhana-Sakti according to Meykandadeva,

Umapati and Srikumara, who identify it with

Parasakti, having the two functions of binding

and liberating souls, seems to agree exactly with

the Vlrasaiva idea of Sakti.

From Kala-Sakti, issue six sub-Saktis, namely

Cicchakti
,

Pard-Sakti
y
AdiSakti ,

Iccha-Sakti
,
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JnanaSakiii and Kriya-Sakii , and not five y

as in the case of the Trika, or three, as in the

Saiva Siddhanta, but they include all of them.

This division is in accordance with the six

Sthalas, each one of which is provided with a

Linga, to each of which the corresponding Sakti

is attached. Behind the fact that these Saktis are

attached to the Sub-Lingas of the various

Lingasthalas, probably lies the idea prominently

put forward in the Saiva Siddhanta that the co-

operation of Sakti (or her phases) with Siva (or

his phases) is necessary to produce the effects.

From the Bhakti-Sakti issue six sub-Saktis,

namely Samarasabhakii
,

Anandabhakti , Anu-
bhava-bhakti, Avadhanabhakti, Naisthikibhakti

and Sadbhaktiy which attach themselves to the

six Angas of the Angasthalas .
124

According to Virasaivas, the Kalasakti

appears to be Maya, also called Avidya, which

is the great gulf that separates Siva and Jiva.

Nisthura Nanjanacarya seems to hold Maya to

be Kriyasakti, the sixth sub-Sakti of the

Kalasakti .
125 Maggeya Mayideva seems to

identify Maya with Kalasakti .
126 Dhakkeya

Bhimanna, probably a contemporary of Basava,

understands Maya to be a Devi, the source of

creation, preservation and absorption, who
appears as a goddess to those who realise them-

selves and as a Mari, the evil spirit, to those
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who do not. 1*7 This and many other passages
of the same nature in the Vacana-Sastra, seem
to identify the Kalasakti with Maya. The K ala,

in Vira^aivism seems to be not only the art of

building, as suggested by Mr. Chatterji, 188 but

also the cosmic potentiality. The Kalaiakti

appears to include all functions of Maya and its

products of the Saiva Siddhanta and the Trika,

where Kala represents only one important

product of Maya. In the Saiva Siddhanta,

Maya is enlightening (Prakasasvarupa), and
helps souls to liberate themselves from the

clutches of bondage, 129 while in Virasaivism it

binds the soul more and more. Again, in the

Saiva Siddhanta, Maya is an eternal entity, 180

having its source not in the Deity, while in

Virasaivism the only eternal entity is the Deity,

everything also having its source in the Deity.

Generally the word Maya is used in the

Vacanasastra in the sense of “worldly entangle-

ment”; 1*1 “that which causes an attachment to

the objects of the world”
;

1S* “that which exists

in each and every soul like oil in sesamum, the

sharp point in the thorn and the scent in

flowers”; 188 “forgetfulness caused by the

Samsara”
;

18* etc.

Maya in the Advaita Vedanta is the energy

of I£vara, his inherent force, by which he trans-

forms his potential into two modes of desire
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(Kama) and determination (Sankalpa). It is the

creative power of the eternal God and therefore

it is eternal, and by means of it, the Supreme
God creates the world. Maya has no separate

dwelling place. “It is in Isvara as heat in

fire”. 185 This passage seems to contain the

spirit of the Virasaiva Vacana-Sastra with

regard to the interpretation of Maya. The re-

moval of this Maya can be achieved by the

knowledge and realization of the self, which can

be automatically derived from the practice of

Satsthala.

129 9
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CHAPTER IX

APPEARANCE AND REALITY
(The nature of the visible world according to Saiva

Siddhanta and Trika—the Vlrasaiva starts with the

reality of the world but the reality vanishes for him

with his spiritual progress—Vlrasaiva metaphysics

—

borrowed elements in Vlrasaiva metaphysics—the

universe is created by Siva for his sport—the Soul

and the Supreme Being).

In the Saiva Siddhanta, the world, having its

origin in matter (Maya, the impure, potentiality

of the Universe) which is a real and eternal

entity, is admitted to be real .
136 But Meykanda-

deva asserts that it is unreal (Asattu), its un-

reality being interpreted not as equivalent to

the “illusion” like the rope-serpent theory

(Rajjusarpa-nyaya) of the Advaita Vedanta, but

as meaning “non-eternal” or “subject to

creation and destruction.” 137 The Trika,

though Advaita, admits the reality of the world,

in the sense that Maya, the source of the world,

is admitted to be real on account of its origin

from the Real Paramasiva .
188 Vlrasaivism,

which represents a peculiar Advaita, seems to

start with the belief in the reality of the world,

but this reality vanishes gradually as the in-

dividual soul advances spiritually. It, like all
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other schools, asserts the unreality of the

Samsara; it attributes the cause or origin of

Samsara to Avidya, lsg which appears to be used

in the same sense as in Sankara’s Advaita, its

other synonym being Upadhi (Adjunct).

As Vira^aivism starts with the reality of the

world, it has made some provision to explain

how and why the world came into existence. Its

metaphysics, though not so complicated as that

of either the Saiva Siddhanta or the Trika,

comprises a physiology of the human body as in

the Yoga system, and is not without importance

in offering some clue to trace its probable origin

and antiquity. It deserves to note here that

it does not agree with either of the two Saiva

systems or with the Sankhya, so far as meta-

physical method is concerned. But in some
passages of the Vacana Sastra and in some
Sanskrit books of later date, there is an inter-

mingling of the metaphysical ideas of the other

systems. This is probably due to the fact that

when the Saiva Siddhanta, the Trika and
Vlrasaivism came together, principles and ideas

were mutually borrowed, and incorporated into

their respective doctrines, which resulted in a

considerable improvement in the Saiva Sid-

dhanta and Vlrasaivism. But the metaphysical

ideas, namely the Tattvas, the essential factors

in building up the universe, borrowed by
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Virasaivism, stand so prominently apart in the

Vacana Sastra that, without overhauling what
appear to be original and genuine ideas in

Virasaivism, the incorporation of these Tattvas

was impossible. The authors of such passages

in the Vacana Sastra made no attempt to recon-

cile the original Virasaiva plan of the develop-

ment of the universe with the attractive plan of

other systems. Later on, Svaprabhananda

appears to have carried through successfully the

amalgamation.

In the Vacana Sastras, there is ample refer-

ence to 36 Tattvas, but in the oldest portion

they do not mean the 36 Tattvas dealt with in

the Saiva Siddhanta or the Trika. There are

36 Sthalas, which are also called Tattvas; the

six Sthalas, each one of which is further divided

into six sub-sthalas, namely Bhakta-Sthala in

the Bhakta-Sthala, Mahe^varasthala in the

Bhaktasthala and so on, are thus developed into

36 Sthalas, 140 just as three Gunas intermixed

with one another result in many Gunas.

Another important point deserving notice

in Virasaivism is the reason advanced as to why
the world has been brought into existence by
the Supreme. The Saiva Siddhanta definitely

asserts that the object of the Supreme Being

in bringing the Universe into existence is

to wash away the original impurity attached
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to souls from the very beginning. 141 Naturally

this leads to the conclusion that, when all

souls achieve their purification, the Universe
ceases to exist. Then there will be neither Srsti

nor Pralaya. This idea exactly coincides with

that in the Sankhya Karika :

4 ‘The Prakrti

retires like an actress from the stage at the end
of the play’*, 149 and is liable to the same
criticism. The Trika traces the origin of the

purpose of the Universe to the idea of Parama
Siva. 14S Here the Trika seems to be much nearer

to Vlrasaivism, which definitely states that the

Universe is created by Siva for his sport, 144

probably meaning that there will be no end to

the Universe, even logically, since Siva can

create it at any time and absorb it at any time.

This attribution of the purpose of the Universe

to Siva’s Lila seems to be an improvement on

that of the Saiva Siddhanta, since it removes

the ground for that criticism to which the

Sankhya and the Saiva Siddhanta are liable.

According to the Trika and Vlrasaivism, every-

thing has emanated from God, the soul is

nothing else but the Supreme Being under

limitations
; therefore the soul is not to be

cleansed, but its limitations are to be removed.

No mention of Vlrasaivism by name seems

to occur in the works of Meykandadeva or

Umapati which is strange, since it was at its
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height when these Acaryas flourished. A school,

probably consisting of Saivas, under the title of

Krida-Brahmavadis, is criticised by both

Umapati and Meykandadeva in their works. 118

In all probability this may allude to the Vira-

saivas. The idea of Krida-Brahma-vada seems

to be very old, as it is referred to in the Sutra

of Badarayana, which is commented upon and

criticised by Sankaracarya.
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CHAPTER X

THE UNIVERSE AND THE SOUL
(The evolution of the Universe according to

Cennabasava’s karana-hasuge—from void, through

the operations of Nada, Bindu and Kala, the five

lustres, the five faces, and the five elements, emerge

the worlds, oceans, stars, etc.—similarity of

terminology in Trika, Saiva Siddhanta and Vira-

saivism—the views of Prabhudeva, Cennabasava,

Akka Mahadevi and Mayideva—the Vira£aiva

theory of initial void held since the Samhita period

—

Cennabasava’s view that the physical body of beings

is based on the model of the Universe—the process

of pancikarana, quintuplication—the 75 gunas or

tattvas—little philosophical significance in the classi-

fication—the 75 gunas compared with the 75 stable

elements of Buddhism—the 25 tattvas which consti-

tute a physical body—Cennabasava’s system

compared with that of Advaita Vedanta—similarities

and differences—the scheme described in the Maha-

bharata closer to Cennabasava’s scheme—the

dissolution of the Universe—Cennabasava’s views on

the subject—dissolution is the reverse process to

that of evolution—Cennabasava’s physiological

discussions—Jivas traced to the Supreme Being

—

avidya, the cause of the soul’s entanglement in

samsara—progress from bhakti to aikva—visva.
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taijasa and prajna refer, not to classes of souls,

but only to the three conditions of the same soul).

Regarding the process of the evolution of the

Universe and formation of the physical bodies of

beings, the Vira^aiva seems to have held views

different from and independent of those of the

Saiva Siddhanta and the Trika, both of which
advocate the doctrine of 36 Tattvas, the essential

factors in building the Universe. At least in the

12th century A.D., when Virasaivism was
revived, it plainly was not influenced on this

subject by either of these sister schools, in spite

of their probable contact with one another.

Here we must confine ourselves to the views on
this subject ascribed to persons who flourished

in the latter half of the 12th century, and who
are considered even to-day as apostles of

Virasaivism. Probably these are the earliest

views available, since nothing authentic before

the 1 2th Century A.D. is known.

The Evolution of the Universe

The most popular of the available books on

the subject is the Karana-hasuge
,

written by
Cennabasava, the nephew of Basava, who
became the spiritual head of the Vira^aiva order

of monks (Virakta) after Prabhudeva. According

to this book, the evolution of the universe is

as follows :

—
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In the beginning—logically, and not in

time—there was nothing. It was a complete void

(Sunya), unimaginable void, where nothing
could be traced (Sarva-Sunya) ; on nothing was
it supported (Niralamba). This void (Sunya) was
known as Niralamba-Brahma, Brahma without

support; next it became Niranjana-Brahma,
spotless, pure, simple Brahma, devoid of passion

or emotion. The idea (Nenahu) of this Brahma
is known as Niranjana-Onkara-Sakti, the power
which is only the pure letter

cOm’ devoid of

emotion. The appearance of this idea in the

Niranjana-Brahma manifested the Sunya-linga,

the linga of the void, which was simply of the

nature of the spoken Pranava, the letter
£Om’.

This Linga had the Maha-jnana-Cittu, thought

in the form of the highest knowledge, as its

Anga, body. As the result of the idea of this

Linga, there issued the Niskala-Brahma, the

Brahma without parts, which had the Jnana-

Cittu, thought in the form of knowledge, as its

Anga, body. This Brahman, through the co-

operation of the Jnana-Cittu, brought forth

Cinnada, Cidbindu, and Cit-Kala, the Cit as

sound, the Cit as potentiality, and the Cit as

the art of building (Kala). But in all these

cases it appears that the word Cit is used, not

only in the sense of thought or idea but also

in the sense of something like Caitanya.
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Then Cinnada, Cidbindu, and Cit-kala- to-

gether with their source, Jnana-Cit, all four

assuming solid shape, became the Mahalinga,

the great Linga, entire, perfect and highest in

lustre, in shape a blazing round column with

the letter ‘Om 5
as its seat. Next the Mahalinga

transformed itself into the form which, after

manifesting five Lingas, became united to five

Sadakhyas
,

146 the lustres of the five Lingas,

namely the Karma-Sadakhya, or lustre of

Acara-linga, the Kartr-Sadakhya, or lustre of

Gurulinga, the Murti-Sadakhya, or lustre of

Sivalinga, the Amurti-Sadakhya, or lustre of

Jangama-linga, and the Siva-Sadakhya, or

lustre of Prasada-Linga. These five lustres of

five Lingas became Sadyojata, Vamadeva,
Aghora, Tatpurusa, and Isana, the five faces of

the form assumed by the Mahalinga which then

became Sadaiiva-murti. From these five faces

issued five letters, namely, Na, Ma, Si, Va and
Ya respectively, which became in their turn, the

sources of five Kalas, namely Nivrtti, Pra-

tistha, Vidya, Santi and Santyatlta respectively.

These five Kalas are known in their turn as

five Saktis, namely Kriya, Jnana, Iccha, Adi,

and Para, respectively. From the secret face of

the S&da£iva-murti came Atma .
147

Then from the five faces, eyes, and, mind of

Sada£iva-murti are produced five great elements,
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the Sun and Moon respectively, which become
the sources of the Universe, consisting of

movable and immovable objects. These ele-

ments are to be conceived not as products but

as emanations. All these elements, the Sun
Moon and the Self (Atma), are Siva in these

forms; therefore these are described as eight

forms of Siva or Sadasiva. From these come
forth worlds, oceans, stars, mountains, etc.

This is called Brahmanda or Ajanda, the egg
of Brahman.
Though many of these technical terms are not

met with in any of the other Saiva systems, we
notice here some important terms which are

generally common to all systems of Saivism.

The Supreme, when manifest, becomes Sadaiiva

with five faces, a description which is common.
There are again the five Saktis, the names of

which are common to the Saiva Siddhanta and
the Trika .

148 Their source also appears to agree

with that of the Siddhanta and Trika-Saktis*

since all are traced to the Supreme Sakti

associated with the Supreme. There are Nada,

Bindu and Kala; but the explanation of these

differs from that given in the Saiva Siddhanta,

where Bindu is an eternal entity, the source of

Nada and Kala. Again, these Kalas are not

identical with five Saktis, which are entirely

different from Kalas, having their source in the
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highest Sakti ;
149 besides, the method in which

they evolve these is peculiar to Vlrasaivism and
seems to be absent in the Saiva Siddhanta. In

Vira^aivism, Nada, Bindu and Kala are import-

ant factors in the evolution of the Universe,

while in the Saiva Siddhanta, there is only

Bindu, the source of all matter, etc. These three

factors appear to be very ancient in the Saiva

philosophy. The very loose connection of Nada
and Kala in the Saiva Siddhanta suggests that

it is borrowed from a system or systems of

old Saivism.

Moreover, we find neither in the Saiva

Siddhanta nor in the Trika any trace of the

doctrine which views the elements, the Sun,

Moon and the self (Atma), as eight forms of

Siva, which is very prominent in Vlrasaivism.

Manikka-Vacagar has made mention of this

feature many times in his Tiru-Vdcagam

;

but

the philosophy of the Saiva Siddhanta cannot

allow this idea though it admits the existence

and pervasion of Siva in all the elements,

because, according to it, the elements are pro-

ducts of Maya, the cosmic matter, which is a
different eternal entity

; as souls are also different

eternal entities, they can never be Siva. The
idea of viewing these eight as forms of Siva

seems to be very old and genuine to Saivism.

Kalidasa has very clearly made mention of
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those eight as the eight forms of the Lord, Isa, in

the invocatory stanza of his great masterpiece,

Sakuntala.

Cennabasava and Prabhudeva trace the origin

of the Mahabhutas to the five faces of Sadasiva,

but a different view is ascribed to their con-

temporary, Akka Mahadevi. A passage ascribed

to her viz. Srstiya Vacana states that from five

Saktis issued forth five internal organs which

became sources of Tanmatras, which in their

turn produced five Mahabhutas. This view

generally appears to have some resemblance to

the Sankhya or Yoga view, but it contains some

ideas essentially different. In the first place

there is no mention of Gunas, though the Saktis,

may represent Prakrti. In the second place

Jnana is mentioned as one of the internal

organs, and lastly Manas is not the product of

Ahankara, nor Ahankara of Buddhi. These

three are products of Adi^akti, Iccha-Sakti and

Jnana-Sakti respectively.

In ascribing this view to Akka Mahadevi,

there seems to be some mistake because there

appears to be uncertainty about her holding such

a view. She was in Kalyana deriving inspiration

from the teachings of Prabhudeva and Cenna-

basava. In her book called MahadevLAkkana-

Vacana
,
she has clearly mentioned that she was
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a disciple of Prabhudeva; therefore it is likely

that she held the same views.

Maggeya Mayideva, 150 following the Upani-
sads, says that there was Non-being (Asat) in

the beginning; from it came Being (Sat); from
it issued forth Atma, self

;
from Atma

emanated Aka£a
;

from Aka£a, Vayu
;

from
Vayu, Ap; from Ap, Prthvi. This is an echo- of

Taittiriyopanisad ii. i., which he quotes in his

support. Yet it is not difficult to reconcile this

with the view of Cennabasava. We know that,

according to Prabhudeva, the five faces of

Sadasiva did not appear at once, but one after

another and one from the other. The Tsana-

mukha came first, to which the source of the

element ether is attributed. Then from Isana-

mukha came Tatpurusa, which is described as

the source of wind, and so on. Therefore the

ether can be looked upon as the source of wind.

Behind the sectarian interpretation of Cenna-

basava we can see the Upanisadic view followed

by Mayideva, who therefore does not appear to

have departed from the traditional view.

We have seen in this exposition of Cenna-

basava that he advocates the doctrine of Non-
Being or Void which existed in the beginning

and from which Being and then from It the

Universe were developed. In all available books
on Vira^aivism there is no dissent on this point

;
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therefore we may take it to be the authoritative

doctrine. This belief in the Non-Being' or

Nothing is undoubtedly a very ancient idea.

In the famous hymn of the Rgveda (X. 129)

it is very clearly mentioned that

“In the beginning there was neither Non-Being nor

Being, neither atmosphere nor sky beyond. At that

time there was neither mortal nor immortal, neither

night nor day. That Being, the only one, breathed

without air in independence. Beyond it nought

existed.” 151

This points to the philosophical ideas prevalent

in the Samhita period, on the authority of

which we may believe in the existence of a

School or group of philosophers who pro-

pounded the doctrine of the existence of nothing

in the beginning. This school seems not to have

lost its importance in the Upanisadic period,

as we meet many passages which in very clear

terms advocate the doctrine of Not-Being or

Nothing in the beginning. In Chandogya
VI. 2.1, it is said: “In the beginning verily

Not-Being alone existed and that it was later

Being was born from it.” 152 In the Taittiriyo-

panisad II. 7. we read that “at the beginning

of all things that existed was Not-Being, From
it was born Being. Being shaped itself of its

own accord. It is thus that it is called well-

made or self-made”. 158 Though commentators

H3
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interpret the word “Asat” in such passages as

signifying “as if nothing existed,’
5

or that it was
the semblance of non-existence, Prof. R.D.
Ranade holds that “it must be remembered that

in this agnostic conception of a primal non-

existent, the Taittiriyopanisad is anticipated by
that famous Sukta in the Rgveda which is called

after its opening words the Nasadiya Sukta”. 154

He further says, “we are to understand that a

reference was made to a doctrine which was to

become fully fledged in the later denial of exis-

tence and the maintenance of a Void in

Buddhist literature
5 5

.
155

From the close and striking similarity

between these views it seems reasonable to con-

clude that Vlrasaivism has preserved the ancient

belief in the existence of Non-Being in the

beginning. It was natural for Maggeya Mayi-

deva, a great Sanskrit Scholar, well-read in the

ancient Sanskrit literature, to trace the -Virasaiva

idea of evolution to its origins in the Taittiriyo-

panisad II. i. ignoring the traditional account.

Cennabasava describes the Mahalinga as a

blazing column of light. There is again no
dissent on this point in Virasaiva literature. We
find a parallel idea in the Kathopanisad II. 5. 15

where God is described as the Supreme resplen-

dence, the supplier of luminosity to the Sun,

Moon, Stars, Lightning, etc. “It is only when
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the Absolute shines first, that all these objects

shine afterwards. It is only by his luminosity

that they become luminous”. 156 We may again

without hesitation identify the Mahalinga of

Vlrasaivism with the “Skambha” of the

Atharva-veda, which in all probability became

the Linga of the burning column of fire

(Urilinga) in the Puranas, the extremities of

which Brahma and Visnu attempted in vain to

find. 157

Cennabasava further says that the construction

of the physical body of beings (Pindanda) is

based on the model of the Universe. The body
(Sarlra) is built up of 75 Gunas. In addition to

these there are also 25 Tattvas, which altogether

serve the purpose of the self (Atman). Vlra-

saivism, in common with the Vedanta and other

philosophical schools, maintains that the five

Mahabhutas are not the visible and perceptible

elements. Earth, Water, etc., the products of the

Mahabhutas, are obtained from them through
the process of quintuplication (Pancikarana).

The physical bodies of beings are framed of

earth, water, etc. Again, earth has five Gunas,
namely sound (Sabda), touch (Sparsa), form
(Rupa), taste (Rasa) and smell (Gandha)

;

water, four out of the five excepting smell

;

fire, three, excepting smell and taste
;
wind

two, touch and sound; and ether has sound
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only. Again, since sound is seen to be pro-

duced from contact of hard substances, it is be-

lieved to be of solid substances ; similarly touch,

of soft or liquid substances; form of hot sub-

stances; and so on. All elements in the physical

body are grouped into five substances, namely

solid, liquid, hot, aerial, and ethereal. Again,

in the physical body, there are five solid sub-

stances namely, bone (Asthin), flesh (Mamsa),

skin (Tvak), nerves (Nadi), hair (Roma); five

liquids, namely saliva or spittle (Lala), urine

(Mutra), bile (Pitta), semen (Sukra) and blood
(Sonita)

;
five hot, namely hunger (Ksudha),

thirst (Trsa), sleep (Nidra), sloth or idleness

(Alasya) and sexual union (Sanga); five aerial,

namely running (Dhavana), galloping (Val-

gana), moving to and fro (Kuncana), gathering

(Pracarana) and separating; and five ethereal

namely desire (Raga), hatred (Dvesa), fear

(Bhaya), bashfulness (Lajja), and delusion of

mind due to strong attachment to objects such

as wealth, wife, etc. (Moha). All these five

groups of substances have five Gunas, namely
sound, touch, form, taste and smell respectively.

The earth possesses all the five Gunas. Therefore

it is present in all the above mentioned 25 sub-

stances; in other words, these 25 are of the

element earth. The element water has four

Gunas ; therefore it has 20 substances, which are
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believed to be of the element water. Similarly 1

5

substances are of the element fire, 10 of the

element mind, and 5 of the element ether.

Again, these substances in the body are called

Gunas or Tattvas. The number 75 is arrived at

by adding the Gunas which are of the element
earth, water, fire, wind and ether. 25+20+15+
10+5 = 75.

On the whole there seems to be very little

philosophical significance in this classification

;

besides, the process of arriving at the number 75
from 25 substances or things is not clear.

Perhaps the idea at the bottom of it may be
similar to that which is found in the classification

of phenomena in Buddhism. 158 The classification

in the Theravada is based on the doctrine of five

aggregates, like that of the Vlrasaivas on five

Mahabhutas. But we must remember that there

is no similarity between Mahabhutas and
aggregates (Skandhas) except the number. Some
schools of Buddhism, mainly Sautrantika and
Sarvastivadins, are said to have a theory main-

taining the word “as the product of the

unstable combinations of 75 stable elements.” 155

If these 75 stable elements are the same as those

enumerated by Dr. Keith, then surely there is

not much resemblance between these and the

Virasaiva Gunas or Tattvas except the number.

However, these 75 Gunas or Tattvas in the eyes
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of the VlraiSaivas are as important as the 75
stable elements in Buddhism.

Besides these 75 Gunas or Tattvas, there are

25 Tattvas which constitute a physical body,
and which are products of the five Mahabhutas.
The following is the scheme:

—

1. The evolution of KarmendriyaSy organs of

action .

(a) Prthvi mixed with Prthvi gives rise to Guda,
the organ of excretion.

(b) Prthvi mixed with Appu gives rise to Guhya,
the organ of sensual enjoyment.

(c) Prthvi mixed with Tejas gives rise to Pada,

the organ of moving.

(d) Prthvi mixed with Vayu gives rise to Pani,

the organ of handling.

(e) Prthvi mixed with Akasa gives rise to Vak,
the organ of speech.

2. The evolution of Jnanendriyas, sense

organs.

(a) Agni mixed with Prthvi gives rise to Nasika,

the organ of smelling.

(b) Agni mixed with Appu gives rise to Jihva,

the organ of tasting.

(c) Agni mixed with Tejas gives rise to Nayana
the organ of seeing.

(d) Agni mixed with Vayu gives rise to Tvak
the organ of feeling or touch.
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(e) Agni mixed with Akasa gives rise to Srotra

the organ of hearing.

3. The evolution of sense objects .

(a) Appu mixed with Prthvi gives rise to

Gandha, smell.

(b) Appu mixed with Appu gives rise to Rasa,

taste.

(c) Appu mixed with Tejas gives rise to Rupa,
form.

(d) Appu mixed with Vayu gives rise to Sparsa,

touch.

(e) Appu mixed with Akasa gives rise to Sabda,

sound.

These are mentioned as Tanmatras in the

book; but I am unable to trace in these the

generally accepted conception of Tanmatras,

i.e., that the Gandha-tanmatras have Sabda,

Sparsa, Rupa, Rasa and Gandha, and so on.

I do not find this meaning in the Gandha etc.

of the Karana-hasuge.

4. The evolution of five vital breaths
y

Prdnavayus .

(a) Vayu mixed with Prthvi gives rise to Prana.

(b) Vayu mixed with Appu gives rise to Apana.

(c) Vayu mixed with Tejas gives rise to Vyana.
(d) Vayu mixed with Vayu gives rise to Udana.
(e) Vayu mixed with Akasa gives rise to

Samana.
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5 . The evolution of internal organs
,

Antahkarana.

(a) Akaia mixed with Prthvi gives rise to Citta.

(b) Akasa mixed with Appu gives rise to

Buddhi.

(c) Akasa mixed with Tejas gives rise to

Ahankara.

(d) Aka^a mixed with Vayu gives rise to Manas.

(e) AkaSa mixed with Aka£a gives rise to Jnana.

This is undoubtedly a scheme which is not

found in any of the known systems. The
Sankhya and Yoga resemble one another; the

Saiva Siddhanta and the Trika also, from the

Purusatattva downwards, on the whole agree

with the Sankhya and Yoga. But this scheme

outlined by Cennabasava not only disagrees with

all these systems but also has an entirely

different process of evolution.

The Jnana and Karma-indriyas are not pro-

ducts of Ahankara, individuation, but of

intermixture of the Mahabhutas with predomi-

nance of the elements, Agni and Prthvi. Each
Tanmatra, if what appear to be sense-objects can

be so called, seems to possess only one Guna.

Jnana is mentioned as an internal organ, and

is produced, together with other four internal

organs, by the intermixture of Mahabhutas with

predominance of Aka^a. The Nyaya and
Vai£esika systems maintain that Jnana and
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Karma-indriyas are products of elements

(Bhutas), but admit the mind (Manas) as one of

the Dravyas. m
A nearer approach to the scheme of Cenna-

basava is found in the Advaita Vedanta. There
the Mahabhutas are evolved exactly in the same
way, i.e., from Brahman comes Akaia, from
Akasa Vayu, and so on.

“In this process the subsequent element is brought

forth each time not by means of the elements them-

selves but by Brahman in the form of elements.”

“The elements however as they occur are not the

pure original elements but a mixture of them, each

with a preponderance of one or the other.” “The
body is the complex of organs of activity built up

of names and forms. It is then a complex of

elements ; the soul is the lord (Svamin) of this

complex. The growth of the body arises from the

elements of which three parts, gross, middle and

subtle, are distinguished. In correspondence with

this tripartite division, faeces and flesh and manas
come from earth; urine and blood and Prana come
from water; bones and marrow and speech come
from fire. Since, however, according to this system,

the soul has already brought its psychical organs

with it, and among them Manas and Prana and

speech, we must either admit an inconsistency, or

else assume that the growing Manas, Prana, and

speech bear the same relation to the innate physical
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organs of like name that the gross body does to

the subtle one”. 161

But we are to notice here a difference regarding

psychical organs, which are brought by the soul

with it, and those which, according to Vlra-

saivism, are the products of the elements. But
according to Madhavacarya alias Vidyaranya

and Sadananda Yogi
,

162 the internal organs, the

intellect (Buddhi) and mind (Manas), which are

the only internal organs, (Citta and Ahankara
being included in these), are products of the

intermixture of the Satvika portions of the

elements (Mahabhutas).

Though Jnana and Karma-in driyas, according

to the Advaita-Vedanta, are products of ele-

ments, the process of evolving them differs in

some respects from that in the scheme of Cenna-

basava. In the Vedanta, Jndnendriyas arise from
the Satvika portions of elements

,
i.e.,

From the Satvika portion of Akasa arise Srotra,

the organ of hearing.

From the Satvika portion of Vayu arise Tvak,

the organ of touch.

From the Satvika portion of Tejas arise Aksi,

the organ of sight.

From the Satvika portion of Ap arise Rasana,

the organ of taste.

From the Satvika portion of Prthvi arise

Ghrana, the organ of smell.
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From the Rajasa portions of elements are pro-

duced Karmendriyas i.e

From the Rajasa portion of Akasa arise Vak,
the organ of speech.

From the Rajasa portion of Vayu arise Pani,

the organ of handling.

From the Rajasa portion of Tejas arise Pada,

the organ of moving.
From the ’Rajasa portion of Ap arise Payu,

the organ of excretion.

From the Rajasa portion of Prthvi arise

Upastha, the organ of sexual enjoyment.

Though there is much resemblance in the

process between the Vedanta scheme and that

of Cennabasava, the former does not take into

account either the intermixture of elements or

the predominance of one element over the

remaining in the composition. Further, in

Cennabasava’s scheme the reference to the

Satvika and Rajasa portions is absent. These
divergences perhaps indicate that Cennabasava’s

scheme might not have been derived from that

of the Vedanta, although they appear to be near

to one another.

In the Mahabhdrata XII, 314.4 and 14 there

is a scheme, ascribed to the Sankhyas, which
appears to be much nearer to that of Cenna-
basava, though still there are differences.

According to it, the Buddhi comes from Prthvi,
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Ahankara from Tejas, and Manas from Akasa;
all these, therefore/ are products of elements*

The organs of sense and sense-objects come from
the same elements, in the same order as in

Cennabasava’s scheme. Regarding the evolution

of Karmendriyas, the sources and order differ.

Feet come from Akasa, the Payu from Vayu, the

Upastha from Tejas, hands from Ap, and Vak
from Prthvi.

This passage from the Mahabharata indicates

the existence of a philosophical school which was
probably wrongly believed to be Sankhva and
which admitted the evolution of internal organs

(Antahkaranas), sense-organs (Jnanendriyas),

and organs of action (Karmendriyas) from

elements. These ideas are very similar to

those in the scheme of Cennabasava, though

there are some divergences in evolving them.

Perhaps we may trace the theory of evolution

of Cennabasava to some school such as that

depicted in the passage from the Mahabha-

rata . Moreover, Cennabasava does not claim

any originality for his scheme
;
on the contrary,

he declares that this is the ancient scheme
directly handed down by Siva. He further clearly

and explicitly mentions the source of this

scheme. It is the Tattva-patala of the Vijaya-

bhairavi, a sub-Agama of the Parame^vara. In

many places he quotes Sanskrit verses which,
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he says, are from the Vijayabhairavi, in support

of the statements in his book. Perhaps this

clear statement may lead us to admit the

existence of an ancient Saiva School which had

Advaita-Vedantic tendencies.

Basava, Cennabasava and their colleagues

vigorously carried on propaganda to convert

men of other systems. Many learned men of

Brahman, Jaina and other orders joined Vlra-

3aivism during the life-time of Basava, and even

centuries after his death. It is not improbable

that after some time these men tried to introduce

some ideas on all branches of religion from
their old systems into the new. The attempt of

later Vlra^aiva teachers to mix the evolution

theory of other systems, notably of the Saiva

Siddhanta, with the above scheme of Cenna-
basava is perhaps due to this. The Virasaiva-

mrta-Mahd-purana of Mallanarya and the

Smataltva-Ratnakara of Basavaraja of Keladi

confirm this view.

In one passage ascribed to Prabhudeva. viz.

Srstiya Vacana, it is stated that the 25 Tattvas

occurring in the scheme are of the Anga, the

body or soul. Besides these, there are eleven

more Tattvas belonging to the Linga. These are

five Saktis, five Sadakhyas, and the Mahalinga.

These eleven, if added to the 25 Anga-Tattvas,

make 36, the exact number of the Saiva-
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Siddhanta, but the names are different and their

meaning too is not the same.

The Dissolution of the Universe

According to Cennabasava, the process of

dissolving the universe is as follows:—
It is already mentioned above that five ele-

ments issued from five Saktis or Kalas which are

connected with the five faces of Sadaiiva. Five

organs of action,—the Vak uttering the name of

Siva, hands adhering firmly to Sivacara, feet

walking on the path carved out by the Guru, the

Payu excreting dirt that causes bondage, the

Guhya, the organ of pleasure, giving rise to the

pleasure derived from the lectures of great

teachers on Tattvas—acting through the in-

fluence of Kriya-Sakti, reach Nivrtti-Kala and

thus attain to Acara-linga. Then the Prthvi-

tattva is dissolved. Similarly five sense-objects

(Sabda, Sparsa, etc.), five vital airs, (Prana,

Apana, etc.), and five sense-organs (Srotra,,

Jihva, etc.) in the service of Siva, acting through

the influences of Jnana, Iccha and Adi Saktis,

reach Pratistha, Vidya and Santi Kalas, and
attain to Guru-linga,, Siva-linga and Jangama-
linga respectively. Then Ap, Tejas and Vayu are

dissolved. The five internal organs—Manas
meditating on Siva, Buddhi, sincerity in deal-

ings with others, Ahankara, intentness on con-
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quering egoism, Citta, eagerness to serve others

(Dasoham), Jnana, intentness on attaining the

Reality (Sat)—acting through the influence of

Parasakti, reach the Santyatlta-Kala and attain

to Prasada-linga. Then Akasa is dissolved. The
25 Tattvas of the Anga are dissolved in this way.

Then, eleven Linga-tattvas are dissolved in the

reverse order to that in which they were

evolved i.e., Kriya Sakti or Nivrtti is dissolved

in Jnana. Jnana Sakti or Pratistha is dissolved in

Iccha. Iccha Sakti or Vidya is dissolved in Adi.

Adi Sakti or Santi is dissolved in Para.

Para Sakti or Santyatlta is dissolved in Cit.

Then all these Saktis become one, viz.,

Cicchakti.

Acara-linga of the nature of Karma Sadakhya
merges in Gurulinga.

Gurulinga of the nature of Kartr Sadakhya
merges in Siva-linga.

Siva-linga of the nature of Murti Sadakhya
merges in Jangamalinga.

Jangamalinga of the ntaure of Amurti Sadakhya
merges in Prasadalinga.

Prasada-linga of the nature of Siva Sadakhya
merges in Mahalinga.

Then that Mahalinga, which had been reduced

to solidity by the combination of Cinnada, Cid-

bindu and Cit-Kala, is melted into its formless
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form, which is Nirguna or Sunya or Bayalu, like

melting ice or burning camphor.
Though this process is highly technical and

sectarian, the underlying principle is the same
as that found in the Sankhya and allied systems.

The order in which the elements are evolved is

reversed while dissolving.

In addition to all this, Cennabasava has
devoted in the major portion of his book special

attention to physiology, which may be due to

his inclination towards Yoga. He has mentioned
the number, formation and description of bones,

nerves, dhatus etc., the essential factors in the

physical body of beings, in great detail. It may
be interesting historically to a physiologist to

verify the results in the Karana-hasuge . The
book also describes in detail the process of

controlling breath and other Yogic practices.

Vlra£aivism appears to have developed Yoga to

a considerable extent. It has added one more
step, namely Sivayoga, to those current in the

Yoga, namely Mantra, Laya, Hatha, and Raja.

It boldly asserts that Siva-Yoga is superior to

all these. Cenna-Sada^iva-Yogin has written a

treatise on Siva-Yoga in Sanskrit, to which a

Kannada commentary has been added by one

Basava-raja, probably belonging to the Keladi

dynasty. This book very clearly explains Siva-

poga and its relation to other forms of Yoga.
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Jzvas

According to the Saiva Siddhanta, souls are

infinite, and are grouped in three classes, namely
Sakala, Pralayakala and Vijnana-Kala, accord-

ing to the influence of three, two and one Kalas

respectively .
m They are eternal entities and

different from God. In the Trika, Parama-Siva

is the soul under limitations, and becomes many
according to the Abhasa theory, i.e., multiplying

to any number, while the original source re-

mains unaffected. 164 Vlrasaivism appears to be

much nearer to the Trika than to Saiva

Siddhanta in this respect.

Like the Trika, Vlrasaivism traces the origin

of the Soul to the Supreme Being. In the Trika,

however, the Supreme Being, Parama-Siva,

being engrossed in the ideal Universe, forgets

himself and is allowed to be clothed by five

Kancukas, like a baby enveloped in swaddling

clothes, 165 which completely transforms him into

Purusa or soul, which again, by the Abhasa,,

becomes innumerable. In Vlrasaivism no trace

of this is to be found. There the soul seems to

be indentical with the Atman, which is produced
directly from Sada&va-Murti, with five great

elements, Maha-bhutas, and the Sun and the

moon. There, the technical name for the soul is

Anga, which becomes Jlva when reflected in
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Avidya. It is one of the two aspects of the

Para-Brahman, the Supreme Brahman, of the

nature of Saccidananda, the other aspect being

the Linga.
4 ‘The soul is of the nature of light. The spark

(Sphurana, throbbing) emitted, in the graceful

division of that completely empty object, which,

having no name, is beyond the power of speech, is

the great glorious light. What embodies that light

is the soul in truth. . . There is no distinction

between the soul and the Paratpara-Brahman. They

are like the light arid the lamp, the lustre and the

jewelled ornaments, and the reflection and the

sun.” 167

From this passage, it is clear that in Virasaivism

the soul is not born with original impurity, as is

the case with souls in the Saiva Siddhanta.

“The Para-Brahma, though one, becomes many,

being reflected in Avidya like the Moon reflected in

water. These manifold reflections of Para-Brahma

are souls, each one residing in an individual body.

Souls undergo various changes and modifications due

to Avidya, and forget their real nature completely.

Being eclipsed thus, they identify themselves with

surrounding objects
*

’

.

1C8

This explanation of how the soul becomes in-

finite and forgets its real nature is fairly in

accordance with the Advaita Vedanta.

Virasaivism, like the Advaita, holds Avidya
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to be the cause of entanglement in the Samsara;
but it differs from the Advaita in the idea of

attaining release. It maintains that strict

observance of the Virasaiva doctrines leads the

soul, step by step, to complete liberation from
Avidya. The soul, when it has completely for-

gotten its real nature owing to Avidya, is quite

incapable of realising its real nature in one
stage

;
therefore there should be different stages,

one above the other, by rising through which,

step by step, it is possible for the soul to attain

realization
; therefore Virasaivism has devised

six stages, the first of which is called the Bhakta-

sthala, where there is complete duality; in the

initial stage the soul understands duality better

than unity with God. By means of Bhakti

or devotion, the soul attempts to get over this

feeling of duality. In this way duality gradually

vanishes and unity is achieved.

Mayideva mentions that souls are known as

Visva, Taijasa and Prajna
;

169 but this does not

imply a classification of souls like that of the

Saiva Siddhanta, but denotes the three condi-

tions of one and the same soul. The soul in the

waking condition is known as Visva, that in the

dreaming condition as Taijasa, and that in the

condition of deep sleep as Prajna. In Susupti,

deep sleep, the soul is full of Prajnana, complete

bliss; in Svapna, dream, it is of Tejas, light;
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and in Jagrat, waking state, it is of the Visva,

universal form. The soul as Prajna resides in

the causal body, Karana-tanu
; as Taijasa in the

subtle body, Suksma-Tanu; and as Visva, in

the gross or physical body, Sthula-tanu. Mayi-
deva again identified these with Jivatma,

Antaratma and Paramatma of the Vedanta. 170

These terms' do not originate with Mayideva
since they are met in the works of Cennabasava
and in many passages of the Vacana Sasitra. In

fact, these words are not the sole property of the

Vlra^aivas, since they are used in the same sense

by Madhavacarya, the author of Pancadasi
,
and

Suresvaracarya, the author of Pranava-Varttika
,

and are fairly common in the Advaita Vedanta.

They are undoubtedly very ancient terms, as

they are found in the Mandukyopanisad 3-5 with

reference to souls in the same sense.
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CHAPTER XI

THE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS :

SATSTHALA
(Sthala in Viralaiva terminology has special

connotation—Sthala as a stage in the soul’s spiritual

journey—each stage a stepping-stone to the next

higher stage—satsthalas and the gunasthanas of the

Jainas compared—Bhaktasthala indicated by a desire

to know, feel and attain the Supreme Being

—

meditations during the Bhaktasthala—Mahe£vara-

sthala—vrata or niyama—Prasadlsthala—these three

stages preserve the distinctness between Jiva and

God, but the three later stages obliterate the

differences—Pranalingisthala—Saranasthala or the

stage of self-surrender—Aikyasthala leading to the

unity that is bayalu—tendency of Vacana Sastra is

monistic—main features of the six Sthalas).

Among the many technical terms which are

the sole property of Virasaivism, Sthala is very

important. Sthala—a Sanskrit word meaning
“place”, “ground”—is very common in the

Virasaiva philosophy, and has its own connota-

tion. According to Mayideva and Sivayogi-

Sivacarya, Sthala is the Brahman, the source of

all. m Again, Sthala is that from which the

whole universe, with its movable and immovable
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objects, has emerged, by which it is supported,

and in which it is submerged. 17* It is the

support of all Saktis, of all luminaries, of all

beings, of all worlds. It is Aksara, indestruct-

ible, Tattva, essence, and the highest place for

those who achieve Nirvana, complete release or

realization. It is Sivatattva which is none other

than the Para-Brahman, having characteristics

of Sat, Cit, and Ananda. 178 From this it

appears that the Virasaiva teachers had in their

mind the cosmic principle from which the

universe starts and in which it is absorbed, and
which they styled Sthala. Mayideva clearly

states that the creation starts with Sthala. It is

therefore probable that the word indicates the

Sadasiva stage, because the Mahabhutas, the

primal factors, which according to Virasaivism

are the source of the universe, emanate from
Sadaiiva, the form assumed by that inexplicable

Being that is none other than the Void (Sunya

or Bayalu).

Sthala is very commonly used in the sense of

"“stage”, “step” or halting place for the soul

on its spiritual journey; and each Sthala is a

preparation for a further rise. In the Vacana-

Sastra it is frequently found in this sense. 17* As
already mentioned, Virasaivism has devised six

such steps, Sat-sthalas, which the soul must

climb to achieve realization. Bhakta-Sthala
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means a stage in which the soul remains as
Bhakta or devotee. From that stage it rises to

Mahesvara-Sthala, and so on, till it reaches

Aikya-sthaia, at the end of which it achieves

unity with Siva. The Sthala of the Virasaivas

has been compared to the Tattva of the Saiva
Siddhanta. It has been pointed out that in the

philosophy of the Saiva Siddhanta the Tattva

means more or less a stage. In this respect

we notice a striking similarity to the Jaina

philosophy. The Guna-sthanas of the Jainas have

the same significance as Sat-sthalas. Moreover,
the words ‘ ‘Sthala” and “Sthana” are synony-
mous. Vxra^aivism has six stages, while Jainism

has fourteen stages through which the soul has

to pass before it reaches perfection. The under-

lying principle in both seems to be the same.

The spiritual life of a Virasaiva is thus arrang-

ed in six stages, one above the other, like the

life of ancient Hindus, which was divided into

four stages (Asramas), those of the Brahmacarin,

Grhastha, Vanaprastha, and Sannyasi. The
Asramas, besides being associated with the

religious and secular life of an ancient Hindu,

correspond to something like boyhood, youth,

middle age, and old age. The Viraiaiva Sth'alas

have no such distinctions. They are solely of

spiritual significance meant for purifying the

self (Atma) by removing the adjuncts which raise
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a big and impenetrable wall between Jiva and
Siva. They can be begun at any time in the life

of a man. The starting-point is indicated by the

appearance of a desire to know, to feel, and to

attain to the Supreme Being.

The soul, owing to the thick veil of Avidya,

possesses unbounded ignorance. It perceives

only material objects, presented for its Bhoga,

and takes them to be all in all. It struggles hard

to secure more and more of the things the

acquirement of which, it believes, enhances its

pleasure. But sometimes miraculously there

dawns an idea that material objects are not all

in all. It perceives that there is some purpose

in, and mysterious power behind, them all. This

idea gradually increases its faith in the Supreme
Power and its desire to know about it. This is

the starting-point in the investigation, and
corresponds to the beginning of the Bhakta-

Sthala, a stage in the spiritual life of a man in

which he comes to believe in the existence of

the Supreme and offers his devotion to Him.
During the Bhakta stage the soul’s medita-

tions yield conclusions like these : There is

some power or spirit inside the body. What is

indicated by “I” refers not to the physical

body, as was believed before the investigation

started, but to this spirit inside the body which
cbntrols and directs the functions of the organs.
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Similarly, there is some power or spirit in the

Universe, which like the spirit in the body,
controls and directs the phenomena of the

Universe. Since the spirit in the body is in-

capable of replacing* any lost limb, the body is

not the creation of the spirit inside the body,

but is the creation of the spirit in the Universe;

the spirit in the body is thus surely dependent

on the universal spirit, which is the maker of

all things visible and invisible. The universal

spirit is known as God, Siva, while the

body-spirit is known as the soul, Jiva. The Jiva

makes use of all things in the Universe. The
investigation started in this way leads the Jiva

into wonder at the marvellous power of Siva,

which culminates in admiration, deep reverence

and devotion to Siva, and discloses the useful-

ness of subjects, for supplying which the Jiva

feels grateful. Again, the realization of the

mutual good of all beings leads to the observance

of moral codes such as
4 'adhering to truth”,

"looking on all as equals”, "honouring those

that deserve honour”, "living the calm and
contented life”, etc., self-sacrifice and service

to fellow creatures.

Again, the soul, by observing miseries which

it has to suffer occasionally and which it

witnesses fellow-creatures suffering, comes to

the conclusion that all is not always pleasant.
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Meditation on this subject leads the soul to

perceive the horrible aspects of wordly existence,

from which it then desires to be saved. This
desire grows stronger and stronger. Then
through the grace of the Guru it realizes that the

key to liberation is Bhakti or firm devotion to

Siva. So it clings to Bhakti by means of which
it rises step by step towards the ultimate goal.

In Virasaivism, therefore, Bhakti is an im-

portant factor for the realization of the self. This
stage is called the Bhakta-sthala.

The special features of the Bhakta-sthala

are :

—

(1) Firm belief in, and devotion to the one and
only God who is the Supreme Siva. No
other Gods are to be worshipped.

(2) Viewing the Ista-linga offered by Guru as

the symbol of the Supreme Siva. It is the

object to which devotion is to be offered.

(3) Strict observance of all moral codes and
dogmas of the Vlrasaiva creed. All these

are compressed in the Sanskrit word
Acara. This seems to be the reason for

connecting the Acaralinga with the

Bhakta-sthala. This leads to a pure and
chaste life.

* (4) Belief in the distinctness of Siva from

Jiva. In this stage, since the soul is m
devotee, the object of devotion must be
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other than and far superior to it. Both
cannot be one and equal, because in that

case the devotion fails. Siva is the highest,

worthy of being worshipped or adored,,

while Jiva is the meanest servant or

worshipper.

The devotion to Siva in this stage purifies the

soul and raises it to a higher stage, in which
the Jiva conquers egoism, the five afflictions

(Kle^as), passions and emotions. Then it is

always in a joyful mood and is intent on doing
good to all. This stage is called the Mahesvara-
sthala. Bhakti or devotion in this stage remains

a dominant factor, with a greater degree of

purity, on account of which the desire in the

soul to attain happiness or higher status, etc.,

passes away. All features of the Bhakta-sthala

continue. Perhaps the Jiva now is in a position

to guide those that are in the lower stage. On
account of this function, probably, the Linga

connected with this stage is named “Guru-

linga.” It is mentioned that all the features of

the previous stage are to be observed more

minutely and strictly. In addition to these,

emphasis is laid on the observance of vows

(Vrata), regulations (Niyama), and moral

precepts (Slla). In Vlra^aivism, Silas are

enumerated as 64 in number. The following

passages supply us with some ideas as to what
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is meant by Vrata, Niyama and Sila in the

Vacana Sastra.

“To accept whatever is offered, i.e., to be in-

different to pleasure and pain, is Niyama. To deceive

none is Niyama. Flawless conduct is Niyama.

Never to tell a lie is Niyama. When Saranas of

Kudala-sangama arrive, to offer them—masters—all

is Niyama”. 175

“Not to touch the property of others is a Vrata.

Not to cherish desire for others’ women is a Sila.

Not to injure any being is a Niyama. This is the

true Vrata in the opinion of I^anya-murti-mallik-

arjuna-linga”. 176

The Vlrasaiva saints laugh at those who
undertake the severe vows of fasting, penance
and living on scanty food. The words of

Prabhudeva, are typical of the attitude of

Vacana-Sastrakaras towards such a life :

“Those who take a vow of living on milk will be

born as cats; those living on grams, will be reborn

as horses; those living on flowers, will become bees;

those living on water, will re-appear as frogs. These

shall never have the knowledge of Sat-Sthala

:

Guhesvara does not like those wanting in firm

devotion (Bhakti-nistha) 177

Vrata or Niyama, moral conduct, pure

devotion and freedom from desire enhance the

soul’s purity and facilitate its elevation to a

higher stage. In this stage Bhakti is still purer.
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Moral precepts and all that is demanded in the

previous stages are to be observed zealously.

Duties to himself, to God and to beings must
not be violated. The Virasaiva does not preach

cessation of actions, and does not believe in

the doctrine of Karma. Actions must be per-

formed with a pure intention without the desire

for rewards (Niskama-Karma). In this stage, it is

mentioned that the Jiva is active in all its duties

that are pure and free from the taint of desire

for rewards
;

therefore they are free from
producing results which bind the Jiva. It is

Niskami, free from desires. The favour (Prasada)

of Siva is bestowed on it. It looks upon all

objects as Siva’s prasada. It is now Prasadin,

one that has attained favour or grace
;
therefore

this stage is called Prasadl-sthala. The Sivalinga

is connected with this stage.

These three stages are known as Kriyatmaka,

i.e., the stages where actions in the form of

worship, etc., form the prominent feature .
178 It

does not mean that Kriya is absent in the later

stages, nor Jnana in the preceding ones. They
are blended together from the beginning to the

end. In the first three stages Kriya gets the

upper hand, and in the last three Jnana. Again,

the duality or distinctness of the Deity from the

soul is preserved in these stages. From the next

stage onwards the distinction decreases gradual-
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1y till it ceases to exist in the last stage. In its

place the idea of identity of the soul with the

Deity is emerging and becoming brighter. The
soul is approaching nearer the Deity. Before

gaining Prasada, it was away from the Deity
; so

it was unab.le to perceive Him. When the soul

gained Prasada, the Deity came into sight
; but

He is still dim and distant. In the next stage

the soul is gradually developing the idea of

identifying Siva with the soul (Prana=Atma,

and not vital breath). It feels sure about the

identity, but on account of the presence of

waning impressions of duality, the identity is

not completed. As the self is looked upon as the

Linga, the Jlva is known as Prana-lingin, and
this stage is known as the Prana-lingT-sthala.

It is also described as a stage in which the

realisation of Prana=Atma, the internal illumi-

nating light, is achieved by means of Siva-

Yoga. 179 This stage is presided over by the

Jangama-linga.

In the next stage there is complete surrender

to Siva. Bhakti here assumes another form,

namely self-surrender (Sarana), which is a higher

form of devotion. In Vaisnava philosophy we
find that Vaisnava teachers like Lokacarya

Pillai declare the inadequacy of Bhakti to secure

MxtktiL They therefore preach self-surrender

(Prapatti) as a means to attain Mukti.wo Here
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is a similarity in ideas between Vaisnavism and
Virasaivism. It may be said that the sou! is in

communion with the Deity in this stage. The
description of a Siva-yogi approaching the end
of the Saranasthala resembles that of the Sthita-

prajna of the Bhagavadgita. 181 It appears that

in the beginning of the Saxana-sthala, duality is

still existing, though it is very dim. It has pro-

bably not vanished till the end of this stage.

In the next stage there is complete unity, and
the soul ceases to exist as distinct from the Deity.

The description of the Aikyasthala, the last

stage, leaves a clear impression on us that there

is complete and unqualified identity of the soul

with the Deity. The Vacana-Sastra is not only

very explicit in asserting unity, but also declares

in terms as clear as possible that this identity

leading to unity is nothing else than the void

(Bayalu). This is a distinct feature of Vira-

saivism. Even Advaita-Vedanta, which gives us

Nirguna-Brahman, which is almost a void,

interprets it as the semblance of Nothingness or

Non-Being. Yet the Virasaiva is not agnostic.

Again, in the description of the Aikyasthala

we meet many times the word “Nirvana” used

in the sense of “Moksa” or “Kaivalya”, signi-

fying final end. In Virasaivism the Nirvana is

attained during the life-time and before the
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bodily death of a saint, as sometimes in

Buddhism. 182

Nirvana does not mean in the least the

annihilation of the self. In Buddhism, too,

originally it did not mean annihilation, but

cessation and return to the original source. The
Suttanipata (1074) tells us : “As the flame blown

down by the vehemence of the wind goes out,

and can be named no more, even so the sage,

liberated from individuality, goes out and can

be named no more.” 183 Dr. Keith comments:

“The comparison is indeed significant, for there is

no doubt that the Indian idea of extinction of fire

was not that which occurs to us of utter annihilation,

but rather that the flame returns to the primitive,

pure invisible state of fire in which it existed prior

to its manifestation in the form of visible fire.

In all likelihood the term Nirvana as indicating the

final end was taken over by the Buddhists from

existing speculations .... Buddhism, like every

new belief, was largely compelled to put its wine

into old bottles”. 184

From all this it is clear that the tendency of

the Vacana-Sastra literature is Advaita
(monism) in the end

;
therefore there is no

support from it for the views of Dr. Bhandarkar,

who holds that

“the goal thus pointed out does not involve a per-

fect identity between the Supreme and individual
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souls, or the shaking off of individuality and be-

coming a simple soul unconscious of itself, which is

the doctrine of great non-dualistic school of

Sankara”. *85

He adds further: “The Lingayat school, there-

fore, is a school of qualified spiritual monism
(Visistadvaita)”. Dr. Bhandarkar in maintain-

ing this view follows Nilakantha-Sivacarya, the

author of the Kriyasdra
,
who represents the

views of Sirkantha-Sivacarya in a Virasaiva

garb. Nilakantha understands the Aikyasthala
as resulting, not in complete union, but in

Samarasya, interpreted as “Union in blissful

experience”. The term Samarasa is used by
Mayideva and other Virasaiva teachers in the

sense of blissful union where individuality and
consciousness cease to exist, as for example in

the case of a man when he is in the arms of his

beloved. It seems that Samarasya does not

indicate the final stage, but that preceding the

final one.

The passages describing the Bhakta-Sthala

greatly emphasise the devotional and ethical

side; those on the Mahesa-sthala, in addition

to this, lay stress on firmness, courage, and

staunch adherence to the dogmas ; those on the

Prasadisthala, including these, give prominence

to Kriya; those on the Pranalingisthala deal

prominently with the procedure of the Yoga;
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those on the Sarana-sthala discuss the relation

between Jnana and Kriya ; and, lastly, those of

the Aikya-sthala are mainly concerned with

quietism, Nivrttipara. These aspects may be

regarded as the main features of these stages.

It is insisted that in all these stages there must

be the worship of the Ista-linga, and that it

should always serve as the basis of contempla-

tion.



CHAPTER XII

THE QUINTESSENCE OF VTRASAIVISM

(All religions tripartite, made up of dogmas,

rituals, and a philosophical background—the core of

Virasaiva faith—Virasaiva rites—the Satsthala

philosophy—Vlra^aivism, a significant chapter in the

story of Indian culture—notwithstanding its affilia-

tions to other schools, Virasaivism has its special and

unique characteristics—its puritan fervour and

democratic spirit—conclusion).

Broadly speaking, every religion is tripartite,

having its own dogma, its own ritual, and its

own philosophical back-ground. The dogmas
constitute the core of faith, involving a parti-

cular approach to ultimate reality. The intuitions

and mystical ecstasies of the originators of the

religion abide in these dogmas. Presently,

ritual gains an important place in the frame-

work of the religion. It is, as it were, the dogma
exemplified in practice or reflected in the daily

behaviour of the adherents. On the other hand,

intellectual interpretations of religious intuitions

and dogmas duly develop into a system. Thus
the philosophical back-ground of the religion is

only an intellectual formulation of the mystic

truths on which the fabric of the religion is

raised. These three elements of every religion

—
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the dogmas, the rituals, and the philosophical

back-ground—are inter-dependent and are in-

deed but three aspects of a harmonious whole.

To the Virasaiva, Siva is the Supreme God
and He is to be worshipped as the Linga, worn
on the body at the time of initiation, and worn
henceforth throughout life. He is one, He is

the Linga; and the aim of man’s spiritual

endeavour is to realize Him in himself in this

very life. This is the core of Virasaiva faith. To
facilitate this final absorption into and union

with the Deity, the Virasaiva has recourse to

Astavaranas, the
4

‘eight aids to faith”. These
stand the devotee in good stead in his spiritual

life. To the extent he believes in them and acts

up to his faith, his progress towards his goal

is accelerated. Obedience to a qualified Guru
r

worship of the Linga, reverence for the

Jangama, the wearing of Rudraksa, the use- of

Vibhuti, the participation of the Guru’s Prasada,

purification through the holy Tirtha with which

the Guru’s feet have been washed and the

reiteration of the Pancaksara—these “aids”, like

so many catalytic agents, quicken the pulse of

his spiritual life and march him towards his

goal.

Even when the devotee is concerned mainly

in achieving his personal salvation, he continues

to be a member of society, willingly bearing
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the burdens that society may impose upon him.

The Virasaiva does not run away from life, its

joys and responsibilities. Some of the Virasaiva

rituals are intended to regulate the current

business of life. The Dlksa projects the devotee

into living the life of a Virasaiva. The marriage

ceremony, funeral ceremonies, and the other

rites are all intended to make the Virasaiva live

in society an ordered, purposive and fruitful

life.

As for the philosophy of the Vlrasaivas, its

essence is the acceptance of the Sat-sthalas or

six stages as the best means of achieving union

with God and becoming one with the bayalu

nirbayalu, the final ineffable void. Thus Vira-

saiva philosophy poses gradualism in effecting

the prime aim of spiritual life. Beginning with

the acute realization of separation from God, the

devotee passes through the stages of Bhakta,

Mahesa, Prasadin, Pranalingin, Sarana, sur-

rendering himself at last to God and presently

achieving Aikya, the fact of identity and union

with Him. Some Virasaiva writers, as we have

seen, further subdivide the six stages into thirty-

six or more sub-sthalas. But the principle under-

lying this is the same viz., gradualism in

bridging the gulf between separation from God
and final union with Him.
The Virasaiva religion as professed and
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practised in Karnatak during the past several

centuries forms a significant chapter in the story

of Indian culture. No doubt it has revived and
preserved several elements from the Trika, the

Saiva Siddhanta and other Indian Schools. But
the fusion of these elements into the entity that

is Vlrasaivism is in itself an original achieve-

ment. The Astavaranas, the Sat-sthalas, the

worship of the Linga, the various Virasaiva

rites, all these in some form or other may be

found, perhaps, in the practices of other Hindu
religious sects, but never quite in the same way,

and the emphasis too varies. Similarly, it is

possible to look upon the Sat-sthala philosophy

as a via-media between Advaita and Visista-

dvaita; but here again it will not be the whole

truth. For, while not denying its affiliations to

some other schools, notably the Saiva Siddhanta,

Vlrasaivism did not hesitate to strike, when
necessary, a path of its own. Its puritan fervour

is duly marked; so is its essentially democratic

spirit. Caste and sex differentiations are

obliterated and thus spiritual progress is not

hindered in the least by accidents of caste or

sex. Mysticism itself is brought within the

purview of every day life; and Realization is

interpreted as a process, as a becoming, and
the fact of union, Aikya, is to be achieved here

and now. Religious life is not necessarily to be

iSo
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divorced from the commitments of family and
society,* to labour and to serve is also an aspect

of religious life; and, in fact, the business of

life and spiritual endeavour are harmonized into

the pilgrim’s progress towards realization.

Democratic in spirit, puritanic in fervour, with

service for its watchword and the sat-sthala for

its signposts, Vlra^aivism firmly blends together

man’s spiritual and social lives and thus teaches

all the art of right living.
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THE MINOR VIRASAIVA WRITERS

1. SANKARA DASIMAYYA (1040 A.D.) : He was
a noted Vira^aiva saint. He was a tailor by

profession. The Sankara Dasimayya Carite

relates his life and adventures. He is said

to have been a contemporary of Jedara

or Devara Dasimayya. The Basavar-purdna

narrates his life and makes him as important

as Jedara Dasimayya. We do not know
whether he composed any Vacanas.

2. MERE-MINDAYYA (1100 A. D.) : He was an

author of Vacanas. The Basava-purana gives

an account of a certain Mere-mindanar, a

Tamil Saiva saint and a contemporary of

Sundara-murti (800 A.D.). R. Narasimha-

charya thinks the Vacana writer is different

from the Tamil Saint and assigns him to

xioo A.D.

3* BIBBI BACAYYA (115° A.D.); He was an

author of Vacanas. He was a native of

Gobburu, and is said to have established the

sanctity of Prasada, sanctified food, in a dis-

putation with Brahmans.

4. ADAYYA (1150 A.D.): Author of Vacanas.

Raghavanka (1165 A.D.), in his Somandtha-

carite, says that Adayya was a native of
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Saurastra and that he emigrated to Puligere

(modern Laksmeshwar in Dharwar District).

5 * HAVINA-HALA KALLAYYA (1150 A.D.):

He was a writer of Vacanas and a native of

Havina-hala. He is said to have worked
miracles. The Basava-purana narrates his

story.

6 . MYADARA DHOLAYYA (H 5° A.D.) : He was

an author of Vacanas, and was a basket-

maker by profession.

7 * BAHURU BOMMANNA (1150 A.D.): He was

an author of Vacanas and was a native of

Bahuru and he was a miracle-worker. The
Basava-purana narrates his life.

8. GANGAMBIKE (1160 A.D.) : According to the

Basava-purana she was the daughter of

Baladeva, the maternal uncle of Basava and

one of the ministers of Bijjala, and was
married to Basava. She was an author of

Vacanas.

9. NlLAMMA {1160 A.D.): According to tradi-

tion, she was the daughter of Siddhanna-

mantri who, according to some, was the

brother of Baladeva, and according to others,

a relative of Bijjala. Inscriptions in the

temple of Amrtesvara at Annigeri supply us

with the accounts of Srldhara or Sindhugl or

Siddugi, a Dandanayaka of Bijjala. Perhaps

he may be identical with our Siddhanna-
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mantri. She was the beloved wife of Basava,

and the author of

(1) (
Nilammana

)
Vacanas

,

(2) Prasada sampadane
, and

(3) Kalajnana .

10. AKKA NAGAMMA (n6o A.D.) : According- to

the Basava-purana and other Vlra^aiva books,

she was the sister of Basava and mother of

Cennabasava. She was apparently held in

great honour by all contemporary writers, as

is evident from the honorific term “AkkaM
,

sister, applied to her name. She was an author

of Vacanas.

11- MADIVALA MACAYYA (1160 A.D.): He is

commonly known as madivalayya. He was a

native of Hippalige or Hipparige, and lived

in Kalyana. Many Vfra^aiva books narrate his

life. Special books are also written on him.

He was one of the great personalities of his

time. According to Basava-purana
,
he com-

manded great respect from all including

Basava and Cennabasava. He earned his

livelihood by cleansing the clothes of Saranas.

He is the author of Vacanas and a Kalajnana .

12. KE&RAJA of Kondaguli (1160 A.D.): Vlra-

£aiva tradition identifies him with one of the

ministers of Bijjala named Ke&raja

Dannayaka, (Kelimayya, Kasapayya, etc., of

inscriptions, who administered the 12,000
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Banavase country etc.) who was the son

of Holalamarasa and Durgadevi of Bharad-

vaja Gotra. The tradition also states that he

went to Kappadi Sangama with Basava; but

inscriptions show that the minister Ke&raja

was in the service of Bijjala’s son Raya-

murari Soyideva. Therefore the Vacana writer

Ke^iraja seems to be different from the

minister Kesiraja. On account of the similarity

of names, tradition perhaps wrongly identi-

fied him with the minister. He was an author

of Vacanas and also wrote the Sadaksara

Kahda.

13- SODDALA BACARASA (1160 A.D.) : Tradi-

tion states that he was a secretary in the

Government Department of Accountancy. He
was the author of Vacanas and a Kdlajnana.

14 * MOLIGE MARAYYA (1160 A.D.) : Tradition

states that he was the ruling Chief of

Mandavya-pura in the Bandaru country some-

where on the western coast. He abandoned

the life of a ruling Chief and joined Basava in

Kalyana. He lived a simple life by earning

his own maintenance by supplying faggots to

the Vlrasaivas of Kalyana. He was an author

of Vacanas.

15. MAHADEVI (1160 A.D.) : The wife of the

above saint. She is an author of Vacanas in

which she has solved her husband’s riddles-
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16. AYDAKKIYA MARAYYA (1160A.D.): He is

said to have lived by gleaning rice in the fields

after the crops had been collected by the

farmers. He was an author of Vacanas.

17. AMB1GARA CAUDAYYA (1160 A.D.) : He was

by profession a ferryman. He is an author of

Vacanas which, in the most severe language,

condemn the social, religious and moral evils

of the time.

18. NULIYA CANDAYYA (n6o A.D.) : He lived

in Kalyana and earned his livelihood by

preparing ropes out of a kind of grass (Medi).

He also wrote Vacanas.

19. AJAGANNA (1160 A.D.) ; He had a sister

named Muktayi. The Prabhulihga-Ule states

that Prabhudeva visited and consoled Muktayi

who was greatly distressed on account of her

brother’s death. The extract from a Vacana

attributed to Ajaganna by R. Narasimha-

charya seems to belong to Muktayi rather

than to Ajaganna, for the Mudrike
4 ‘Ajaganna tande” is of Muktayi.

30 . MANUMUNI GOMMATADEVA (1160 A.D.)

:

Tradition says that he was formerly a Jaina

guru of Bijjala, and was converted to Vira-

^aivisim. He is an author of Vacanas.

31. HADAPADA APPANNA (1160 A.D.): He was
a barber by profession, and was an influential

member of the Vira^aiva religious assembly,
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the president of which was Prabhudeva. He
wrote Vacanas and a Kdlajnana .

22. MAIDUNA RAMAYYA (u6o A.D.) : He was a

native of Bhlmavati-pura in the Andhra
country. Special poems on his life have been

written by Vira^aiva poets. He is the author

of Kannada songs on the doctrines of

Virasaivism.

23. SILAVANTAYYA (1160 A.D.}: The Keladinrpa

Vijaya mentions that he founded a matha in

Benares. He was the author of the Atma-

linga-prariava-samyoga-sthalada, Trividi.

24. MARULU DEVA (1160 A.D.) : He is also

known as Marulu Sankara-deva and Ujjeniya

Marulu Deva. He is said to have emigrated

from the Kalinga country to Kalyana, where
he lived for 12 years. He is the author of

the Marulu Devara Kanda and some Vacanas.

25. KALYANADA BHANDARI SANTARASA (1160

A.D.) : He seems to have been an Officer of

the King’s Treasury, as his name indicates.

He also wrote Vacanas.

26. DAKKEYA BOMMANNA (1160 A.D.) : He was
more likely to have been an ordinary low-

caste paraiyar drummer, as his name indicates.

Perhaps he was one of those whose hereditary

profession was to beat drums in military

excursions. He was an author of Vacanas.
27 * TURUGAHI RAMANNA (1160 A.D.) : He was
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a cowherd by profession, and was an author of

Vacanas.

28 . SUNKADA BANKANNA (1160 A.D.) : He was
apparently a toll-collector or tax-collector as

his name indicates and was an author of

Vacanas.

29. BAHURUP1 CAUDAYYA (1160 A.D.) : He
earned his livelihood by dressing himself

fantastically (Bahurupin) in order to amuse
people. He was an author of Vacanas.

30* KINNARI BRAHMAYYA (1160 A. D.) : He
was a goldsmith by profession, and lived at

Kalyana in the temple of Tripurantaka. He
is said to have worked miracles. He was the

author of Vacanas.

31- OKKALU MUDDAYYA (1160 A.D.) : He was
a farmer, and was an author of Vacanas.

32 . GOGGAVVE (1160 A. D.) : She was an author

of Vacanas.

33* JEDARA MAYANNA (1160 A.D.) : He was a

soldier, and an author of Vacanas.

34* DOHARA KAKKAYYA (1160 A.D.) : He was
a tanner by profession, and an author of

Vacanas.

35. BACI-KiYAKADA BASAVAPPA (1160 A.D.):

He was a carpenter, and an author of

Vacanas.

36. KALAVVE (1160 A.D.): She was the wife

of the above saint, and composed Vacanas.
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37 • DASARAYYA (1160 A.D.): An author of

Vacanas .

38. VIRAMMA {1160 A. D.) : Wife of the above

Saint, and an author of Vacanas.

39- TALAV&RA KAMIDEVA (1160 A.D.): He
seems to have been a village police-officer as

his name indicates. He was an author of

Vacanas.

40. VAIDYA SANGANNA (1160 A.D.) : He was
a physician and an author of Vacanas.

41. KALAVVE (1160 A.D.) : Wife of Siddha

Buddhayya, and an author of Vacanas.

42. BOMTAL.ADEVI (1160 A.D.): She was an

author of Vacanas.

43- KADIRE KAYAKADA REMMAVVE (1160

A.D.): She maintained herself by spinning as

is indicated by her name. She was also an

author of Vacanas.

44- RECAWE (1160 A.D.) : Wife of Kata-

Kutayya, and an author of Vacanas.

45* REMMAVVE (1160 A.D.) : Author of Vacanas.

46. KOTTANADA SOMAWE (1160 A.D.) : Author

of Vacanas.

47. LINGAMMA (1160 A.D.) : Wife of Hadapada
Appanna and an author of Vacanas.

48. LAKSMAMMA (1160 A.D.) : She was the wife

of Kondeya Maficanna, who is said to have

been an officer of Bijjala, often carrying tales

of Basava to Bijjala. He at last repented and
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was reconciled to Basava; thenceforward he

became Basava ’s adherent. Both husband and

wife were authors of Vacanas.

49. KIRATA SANGAYYA (1160 A.D.) : He seems

to have belonged to a class of hunters who> led

a very low life. He was an author of Vacanas.

50. HENpADA MARAYYA (1160 A.D.) : He
seems to have belonged to a class whose pro-

fession was to deal in toddy. He was an

author of Vacanas.

51. GANADASI VlRANNA (1160 A.D.) : He
appears to have been a contemporary of

Basava, or he might have flourished a little

later, for his name is found in the Gana-

sahasra-nama
,

the authorship of which is

ascribed to Palkurike Soma (1195 A.D.). He
was an author of Vacanas.

All the above authors, besides many others, took

part in the discourses conducted under the presidency

of Prabhudeva. The Virasaiva hagiologies, such

as the Basava-purana and others, mention all these.

Moreover, in the Vacanas composed by these authors

we meet with references to many of them. Therefore

there seems to be no doubt as to their being

contemporaries of Basava. The many names of

women and men of all professions remove the

slightest shadow of doubt regarding the social re-

form brought about at that time. All these
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occasionally dined together in the ever hospitable

home of Basava.

52. URILINGA DEVA (1170 A.D.) : From the

Aradhya^carite of Nilakantha (1485 A.D.) y

we learn that he was the son of Siva-lenka

Mancanna (1160 A.D.). From the quotations

in his Vacanas, he seems to have been well

versed in _ Sanskrit, especially in the Agama
literature. He was an author of Vacanas.

53- URILINGA PEDDI (1180 A.D.): Tradition

says that he was a dull disciple of the above

saint, but by his keen desire to learn and by

his firm devotion to his guru he acquired the

knowledge of the sacred lore. He was an

author of Vacanas.

54- KUMARA BANKANATHA (1430 A.D.) : As
noticed above, he was the disciple of Maha-

linga-deva and the guru of Jakkanarya. He
is the author of the Sat-sthalopadesa and the

Prabhu-devara tikina Vacana.

55* KALLU-MATHADA PRABHUDEVA (143°’

A.D.) : He was contemporary with Jakka-

narya and Camarasa, and was one of the 101

Viraktas. He is the author of the Lihga-lila-

vilasa^caritra and the Prabhu-devara Mantra-

gofyada tike.

56. KARASTHALADA NAGIDEVA (1430 A.D.):

He is said to have been a goldsmith in his

early life. He was a disciple of Virannodeya,
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one of the ioi Viraktas. He is the author of

Trivi^is.

57. GURU-BASAVA (1430 A.D.) : He is the

author of

(1) Siva-yoganga-bhusana>

(2) Sad-guru-rahasya
,

(3) Kalyanetvara ,

(4) Svamip&mrta
,

(5)
Avadhutar-gite

,

(6) Vrsabha-gtte,

(7) Manovijaya Kavya,

The above seven books are known as the

Sapta-Kavyas. He was apparently a great

teacher of Vira£aivism and contemporary

with Jakkanna. He seems to have written also

a Vacana-^astra.

58. GUDDAWE (1430 A.D.) : Wife of Batta-

le^vara. Nothing more about her or her

husband is known. She was an author of

Vacanas.

59 - GUBBIYA MALLANNA (1475 A.D.) : He was
a resident of Gubbi. His genealogy is:—

(1) Amara-gunqlada Mallikarjuna, whose
disciple was

(2) Gurubhakta, who ascended the cross

(Sulavanerida Mahatvavulla Guru-

bhakta), whose son was

(3) Saundarya Mallikarjuna-pandita, whose

son was
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(4) Naganatharya, whose son was

(5) Amaragfundad&rya, whose descendant

was

(6) Gubbiya Mallanna (the poet). He wrote

(1) Ganabhasya Ratnamdle and (2)

Vatula-tantra-tike .

60. KALYANADA SVAMI (1500 A.D.) : Author

of the Kannada rendering of the Karan-

dgama< in Satpadi metre.

61. SURANGA (1500 A.D.) : From his book we
learn that he was the son of Sangama-vibhu

and Mahadevi. His titular deity was Soma-
natha of Puligere. He had the title

*
‘ Karnataka-Kavi-Cakravarti ’

’
,

the Emperor

of Kanarese Poets. His poetry is very good.

Sadaksaradeva (1655 A.D.) seems to have

imitated him. His date is uncertain, but

R. Narasimhacharya provisionally assigns to

him 1500 A.D. He is the author of Trisasti-

puratanara Vilasam
y

which narrates the

legendary lives of the 63 Saiva Saints, like

the Periya Purdna of Sekkilar. He has not

mentioned Sekkilar, and does not admit any

indebtedness to the Periya Purdna . Instead he

says that he has taken these stories as they

were communicated to Kanada by Upamanyu
in the Laingya-Purdna. He begins his work
with the life of Sundara-murti, the last of the

Saiva Saints.
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62. MASANAMMA (1500 A.D.): She was the wife

of Ede-mathada Nagideva. Nothing more is

known of her. She is an author of Vacanas.

63. SAMPADANEYA SIDDHAVlRA (1600 A.D.)

:

He is the compiler of :
—

(1) Acaraneya Sambandhada Vacana,

(2) Lihga-stotrada Vacana.

,

(3) Miira-stotra
,

(4) Sarvajna^miirtiya trividi,

(5) Pada-stotra,

(6) Anadi-Vlra-Saiva-sara-sangraha
,

which

is referred to many times in this book.

Nothing more is known about the author.

64. SOSALE REVANACARYA (1623 A.D.) : He
seems to have been a voluminous writer and

an influential teacher. He is the author of:—
(1) Sarvraka-prakaiike

,

(2) Aniahkarana-prakafike
,

(3) Sva-svarupa-prakafike,

(4) Param&tma-praJzaHke
,

(5) Nijadlpti-prakasike,

(6) A commentary on the Mahimnahstava
,

(7) A commentary on the Vlrasaiva-

Siddhanta-Sikhdmani
,

(8) A commentary on the Sivadhikya.

-

Sikhdmani
,

(9) A commentary on the Sadguru Ragale.

65. NIRALAMBA Parana (1700 A.D.): He is

the author of Akhandei'vara Vacanas.
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R. Narasimhacharya assigns to him the above

date, but in all probability he lived consider-

ably earlier.

66. KADASIDDHA (1725 A.D.): He is the author

of the Kada-Siddhe£vara Vacana. He also

appears to have lived earlier than the above

date assigned to him by R. Narasimhacharya.

67. NITTURA NANJANACARYA (17*5 A.D.)

:

He was a native of Nittura, and author of

the Vedanta-sara-vlrafaiva-cintamani and the

£abda-mani-darpana-tike . He was apparently

well versed in Sanskrit and Kannada. He has

quoted a number of Saivagamas in his book.

From his many quotations there seems to be

no doubt that he had a great command over

Vedic as well as Agamic literature.
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THE CONSTITUENTS OF MAYA
According to Vfrabhadradeva, the following are

the constituents of Maya:—
1. Six instruments (Satkaranani) : mind (Manas),

intellect (Buddhi), thought (Citta), egoism

(Ahankara), knowledge (Jnana); and Bhava,

which is described as the power of objects

(Visaya-Saktir eva Bhdvah).

2. The group of six enemies (Ari~Sa<Jvarga) •*

lust (Kama), anger (Krodha), avarice (Lobha),

delusion (Moha), haughtiness (Mada) and

envy (Matsara).

3. Six sources of misconceptions (Sad-bhrama)

:

Jati, Varna, Asrama, Kula, Gotra and Nama.

4. Six changes (Sad-bhava-vikara) : Is (Asti), is

born (Jayate), is modified (Viparinamate),

increases (Vard'hate), decreases (Ksiyate) and

perishes (Nasyati).

5. Six waves (Sad Urmayah) : hunger (Ksudha),

thirst (Trasna), sorrow (Soka), delusion

(Moha), old-age (Jara), and death (Marana).

6. Ten objects: sound, touch, form, humidity

(Rasa), scent (Gandha), speaking, giving,

walking, excreting, and enjoying (Ananda).

7. Eight conceits : due to family, due to beauty,

due to youth, due to haughtiness (Chala), due
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to penance (Tapas), due to wealth, due to

royal estate (Rajya), and due to learning

(Vidya).

8. Seven sources of attractions or evil habits

(Vyasana)
:

gambling, drinking, eating for-

bidden food such as mutton, adultery

(Paradaragamana), and harlotry (Vesya-

gamana).

9. Five sources of pain (Panca-Klesa) : ignorance

(Avidya), egoism (Asmita), attachment to

sense objects (Abhinivesa), passion and

hatred.

10. Five sheaths: formed of food, breath, mind,

knowledge and bliss.

11. Eight bonds (Asta-pasa) : fear, doubt, Sila,

family (Kula), vow (Vrata), compassion,

(Karuna), shame (Lajja) and loathing

(Jugupsa).

12. Three distresses: caused by gods, by one’s

own self, and by elements or beings.
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THE SAT-STHALAS AND THEIR SUB-
SECTIONS

In the Vacana-Sastra, each of these Sthalas is

divided into six Sthalas, namely, the Bhakta-sthala

in the Bhakta-Sthala
;

the Mahesa-Sthala in the

Bhakta-Sthala, and so on. Altogether there are 36

Sthalas. But Cennabasava mentions that these 36

Sthalas are again divided into 216 Sthalas, the

principle of division being the same. Sivayogi-

Sivacarya divides the main six Sthalas into 101

Sthalas, the names of which are not found in the

divisions of Cennabasava or of the Vacana-Sastra.

Moreover, the principle of division is not so- simple

as in that of 36 or 216 Sthalas.

Maggeyya Mayideva, as we have already seen,

interprets Sthala as the cosmic principle or Para-

Brahman. From this cosmic principle he derives six

Sthalas. According to him, the Sthala is the Para-

Brahman which, through the agitation (Sphurana)

of the highest power (Parasakti) hidden in it,

divides itself into two, namely—Lingasthala, or

Siva, the worshipful or that which is to be

worshipped or adored, and Ahgasthala or Jiva, the

worshipper or adorer. This distinction in the

Sthala—Para Brahman—does not affect it like the
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division in the sky into Ghatakala and Mahaka£a.

This is the Abhasa theory, which is met with in the

Trika. In the same way Sakti, the innate power,

becomes two by her own independent will (Sva-

Svdtantrya-balena tu), one resorting to Siva and

being named Kala, the other resorting to Jiva and

being named Bhakti. We know already that Kala-

sakti brings entanglements to the soul and that

Bhakti-Sakti liberates it from them.

Then the Lingasthala is divided into three:—
1. Bhavalinga, which has no parts, is to be

perceived by Bhava (faith) ; it is only Sat un-

conditioned by time or space, and is higher

than the highest, being embodied in Nada.

2. Prana-linga, which has parts and no parts,

is to be perceived by Prana, i.e., mind (here

it does not mean either vital breath or the

self); it is Cit, intelligence, is subtle and is

embodied in Bindu.

3. Istalinga, which has parts (Sakala), is to be

apprehended by the eye; it is Ananda or joy,

is gross, and is embodied in Kala.

Each of these Lingas becomes divided into two.

From the first came (1) Mahalinga, which is Simya,

pure, perfect, subtle, higher than the highest, un-

fathomable, and capable of being apprehended by

faith and love, and (2) Prasadalinga, which is light

(Jyotirmaya), eternal, indivisible, imperceptible to the

sense, indestructible, and Sadakhya. From the
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second came (3) Caralinga which is infinite,

pervading the internal and external, full of light,

Purusa, higher than Aksara and to be contemplated

by mind alone, and (4) Sivalinga which is finite,

possessed of Vidya and Kala, and has celestial lustre

and one face. From the third come (5) Gurulinga

which is endowed with agency, “presides over every

system or science that instructs (Sarvopade^a-

viditam Prakrtipratisthitam), is full of light a

boundless ocean of joy and dwells in human
intelligence, ” and (6) Acaralinga, which “in the

shape of action serves as the support for the existence

of all things, which is conceivable by the mind, and

leads to a life of renunciation”. Corresponding to

these Lingas there arise from the Kala-Sakti six

Saktis, namely, Cicchakti, Para^akti, Adisakti,

Iccha-Sakti, Jnana-Sakti, and Kriya-Sakti, which

become united to six Lingas in their respective

order.

The Angasthala is also divided into three:—
1. Yoganga, which leads to the happiness of

Sivayoga, and which corresponds to the

resident of the Causal (Karana) body present

in deep sleep, known as Prajna.

2. Bhoganga, which leads to enjoyment along

with Siva, and which corresponds to the

resident of the subtle body present in dreams

known as Taijasa.

3. Tyaganga, which leads to the abandonment
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of Samsara, and which corresponds to the

gross body present in the wakeful condition,

known as Visva.

Each of these Angasthalas becomes divided into

two:

From Yoganga come Aikya and Sarana; from

Bhoganga, Pranalihgin and Prasadin; from

Tyaganga, Mahesa and Bhakta. Corresponding to

these, the Rhakti-Sakti gives rise to six Saktis,

namely Samarasa, Ananda, Anubhava, Avadhana,

Naisthiki and Sadbhakti, which become united to

six Angasthalas in their respective order. The six

Angasthalas united with six Bhakti-Saktis worship

six Lingasthalas united to six Kala-Saktis. Such

is the account of the evolution of Sat-Sthalas.

Maggeya Mayideva has not rejected the inter-

pretation of Sthala as a stage. He believes in it

and adheres to it in his book. He closely follows

the explanation of the authors of Vacana£astra

sketched above. He also admits the superiority of

one Sthala over the other as a higher stage for the

soul to rise. So far there is no difference of opinion

between him and the authors of VacanaSastra, but

we mark in him a tendency to attribute cosmic

sense to Sthalas. All Vira^aiva teachers who came

after him follow this method. Tontada Siddhe^vara

explains Sthala in the same way; therefore we are

not sure when and by whom such an explanation

was offered. But it seems very probable that
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the interpretation put on Sthala by Mayideva, if

not unknown, at least was not current in the days

of Basava and Cennabasava, for there is no hint

in their books of such an interpretation.

It is already mentioned that there is a striking

resemblance between the Vlrasaiva Sthala and the

Jaina Gunasthana. The similarity is so exact in

ideas as to give rise to the presumption of borrow-

ing; yet it is not without differences. The Jaina

Gunasthanas are 14 in number, while the Virasaiva

Sthalas are 6 only. Although we may neglect this

minor point, we notice another very important

difference. In Jainisim, the soul, while rising Guna
after Guna, is liable to fall, whereas in Viragaivism,

when the ascent is once started, there is neither fall

nor hindrance in climbing. It is very difficult to

mount the Jaina Gunasthanas, for the slightest

violation of observance in the process hurls down
the soul. Besides, no one knows how many births

or Yugas it takes for an individual to climb. Since

the appearance of the universe, only 24 persons have

reached the height. In Vlra£aivism every member
is assured of reaching the goal in this very birth.

There is a possibility that the Virasaivas, after

borrowing the idea from Jainism, later on

simplified it. It is not however probable ;
for,

we find more striking resemblances in Buddhism.

“More abstruse are the positions of Mastery

(Abhibhayatanani) which are essentially modes of
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contemplating external forms, finite or boundless,

and coloured blue, yellow, red, white, and appreciat-

ing their true impermanence and thus presumably

rendering vacant the mind. Akin to these exercises

are the first three of the stages of deliverance

(Vimokkha), which seem to be, first, the contempla-

tion by a man of his own material form, then of

external form, and then the attainment of intentness.

Then by passing beyond any conception of matter or

idea of sensation and suppressing the idea of multi-

formity, he attains the stage of mind in which the

only idea present is the infinity of space (Akasa-

nanca). On this follows a stage in which the infinity

or unboundedness of intellect (Vinnanananca) is alone

present. The next stage is reached when there is

nothing at all present to the mind (Akincanjhayatana).

Then is achieved the stage when neither the presence

of ideas nor the absence of ideas is specifically

present (Nevasannasafinayatana). Finally is attained

the stage where there is supression of both sensation

and idea (Sannavedayita-nirodha)” (Dr. A. B.

Keith, Buddhist Philosophy in India and Ceylon
,

pp. 1 23-1 24). The object and the process described

in this passage are remarkably like those of the

Satsthalas, and their substance generally appears

to be similar. Moreover, if we put the first three

stages of Buddhism in one group, as they taken

together seem to contain the sentiment found

in the Bhakta-Sthala, the number of stages in
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this passage will then be six, the exact number
of the Virasaiva Sthalas. The first stage in

Buddhism begins with the contemplation by a

man of his own material form. The first stage

in Virasaivism begins with the worship of Istalinga.

Again, if we observe very closely the rules for

modelling Istalinga, we find some light on this

topic. The substance of these rules is that the- Ista~

lihga should be true to Panca-sutra (five threads),

i.e., true to these five measurements: (i) the

circumference of the lower Pitha, (2) the circum-

ference of the upper Pitha, (3) the circumference of

the Pindika, (4) the height from the bottom of the

lower Pitha to the top of the Pindika, and (5) the

height of the Pindika from the upper surface of the

upper Pitha ;
these should be respectively in the same

proportion of (1) the circumference of the seat with

both legs folded and crossed (the posture named
Padmasana), (2) the circumference of the breast,

including shoulders and left hand extended in front

to hold on the palm the Lihga, (3) the circumference

of head, (4) the height from the bottom of the spinal

cord, well straightened, to- the top of the head, and

(5) the height from the shoulders to the top of the

head of a Saint, while undergoing the process of

Sivayoga or of Lihgapuja. This measurement

suggests that in all probability, at the bottom of

the conception of Istalinga, there is the idea of the

material form of man, corresponding to “the
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contemplation by a man of his own material form”
of Buddhism. Besides, the essential feature of the

Lingapuja in Virasaivism is the contemplation of

the Reality, Siva, looking intently at the Istalihga

on the palm and penetrating within. Perhaps there

is another significant resemblance between the con-

templation of external forms coloured blue, yellow,

red and white in Buddhism and the plastering of

the Istalihga with a blue or black substance called

Kanthe. The last stage in the above passage exactly

coincides with the description of the Aikyasthala.

These striking similarities tempt us to admit

borrowing on the part of the Vlrasaivas. We should

be very careful, for Dr. Keith holds that “from

Yoga Buddhism borrowed the conception of a

carefully planned regulation of psychical life in order

to attain the desired end” (Buddhist Philosophy in

India and Ceylon
, p. 145). These stages and

practices of Buddhism, therefore, as Dr. Keith

opines, might owe their origin to the Yoga, which

was also a Saiva sect. In each and every step in the

philosophical and religious aspects of the Vlrasaivas

we find traces of Yoga.

Moreover, the idea of grades in the spiritual life

seems to be common to all religions; therefore it

is also not improbable that the Vlrasaivas might

have evolved independently the doctrines of Sat-

sthalas.
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EKOTTARASATA-STHALA : ioi STHALAS
The six main Sthalas, as is already mentioned,,

are divided into a number of sub-sthalas which are

216 according to Cennabasava and 101 according to

Sivayogi Sivacarya. The principle of division in the

case of Cennabasava is very simple. Each one of

the six Sthalas is divided into six stages; each one

of these is again divided into six; therefore each

main Sthala contains 36 sub-Sthalas. Sivayogi

Sivacarya seems to be arbitrary in his division;

yet, by observing very carefully all the minor

Sthalas, we find some principle by which he is

guided throughout. He divides each one of the main

Sthalas into two ;
Angasthala and Lingasthala. Each

one of these is further divided into a number of

Sthalas. All these appear to indicate the degrees

of spiritual elevation of the soul. Altogether there

are 44 Anga-Sthalas and 57 Linga-Sthalas. Sivayogi

Sivacarya collected and handed down the doctrines

of 1 01 Sthalas said to have been formerly communi-

cated to the sage Agastya by Renukacarya, one

of the five traditional founders of Vlrasaivism

;

therefore the 101 Sthalas are said to be as ancient

as Agastya, the mythical sage who is believed

to be the first Aryan teacher to come to the South.

He is a very popular figure in Tamil literature, and
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is believed to have written the first Tamil grammar.

We are not certain which Agastya was the pupil of

Renukacarya. Sivayogi Sivacarya mentions that

Renukacarya was a contemporary of Vibhisana, the

brother of Ravana, the villain of the Rdmayana
,
the

great epic of India. Then Agastya is the same sage in

whose A^rama Rama lived. In spite of this supposed

antiquity of the ioi Sthalas, there seems to be no

trace of this division in the books of Basava or

Cennabasava or their colleagues. For lack of authen-

tic proof of antiquity, the development of these ioi

Sthalas may be taken to be later than the 12th

century. However, the division into the ioi Sthalas

is very popular among modern Vlra^aivas. The
following is a brief summary- of these Sthalas:—

Sivayogi Sivacarya seems to advocate three stages

in achieving the goal. The first is knowing or under-

standing, a mere understanding caused by the

spiritual instruction of the Guru. The second is

experiencing or realizing what is imparted by the

Guru, through the process of Kriya or Puja, the

principal feature of which is deep thinking or fixing

one’s attention on the Linga. The third is the

achievement of what is realized. The process of

achievement is the continuance of the method of

what is called Linganusandhana, the internal

penetration through the Linga. These are reflected

in the ioi Sthalas.

In the Bhakta-sthala the individual is offered the
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Istalinga by his Guru, who also instructs him as

to the goal and the method of attaining it. Through

his Guru he knows that the goal is unity with the

Deity, which implies that he is also akin to the

Deity. This is mere knowledge and does not bring

unity, or the goal, nearer. This comes under the

first stage. Then, through devotion to the Istalinga

and chaste living according to the direction of his

Guru, he starts on his journey towards the goal.

When he approaches the Pranalingisthala, the

realization of his goal dawns on him slowly. He
realizes it completely at the end of the Sarana-

sthala. In the Aikyasthala, there is complete

achievement of the goal. If we neglect this feature

of Sivayogi Sivacarya, his book, the Siddhanta-

Sikhdmaniy becomes a mass of contradiction.

THE BHAKTA-STHALA contains 24 sub-sthalas,

15 Angasthalas and 9 Linga-sthalas.

The 15 Anga-sthalas are as follows:—
1. The embodied soul, after exhausting the

accumulated impurities, becomes pure and

• turns its devotion towards God. Such a soul

is known as Pinda or purified individual,

This stage is called the Pindasthcda (1).
*

2. In the next stage, it comes to the conclusion

that it is different from the body and God

*The serial numbers of the 10 x Sthalas are thus indicated

at the end of the various paragraphs describing them.
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who is its master. This is Pindajnana-

sthala (2).

3. In the next stage, it realizes the non-eternal

nature of material objects. It concludes that

the Samsara and material objects are a source

of misery ; therefore it feels a kind of disgust

towards them.

This is the Samsard heya-sthala (3).

4. Next, the individual desires to be relieved of

worldly entanglements, and therefore searches

for a Guru, who accepts him by initiation.

This is the Guru-Karunya-Sthala , a stage in

which the compassion of the Guru is

gained (4).

5. Then the Guru performs three kinds of

Diksas—Vedha, Mantra and Kriya—sim-

ultaneously to three bodies and joins three

Lihgas, Bhava, Prana and Ista, to these

bodies respectively. This is the Lihga-
dharana-sthala (5).

6-8. The wearing of the Linga is necessarily

followed by applying the Vibhuti, sacred

ashes, to the parts of his body; by wearing

Rudraksa ; and by the repetition of the sacred

Mantra. These three represent three Sthalas

(6-8).

9. Then the individual has firm devotion. This

forms the Bhakti-marga-Kriya-sthala
, observ-

ing the process of devotion (9).
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10. The devotion of the individual should be

equally directed towards his Guru and Siva.

The Guru is the visible Siva. He should not

make any distinction between Siva and Guru.

This is Ubhaya-sthala (io).

11. Together with Siva and the Guru, the Linga

is also an object of veneration. This is

Trividha-Sampatti-Sthala ( 1 1 )

.

12. The same veneration is to be extended to

Padodaka, sacred water, and objects offered

to Siva. This is Caturvidha-Sarciya>-Sthala

(12).

13. Such an individual gives alms according to

his powers with a desire to attain merit. This

is Upadhi-mata-Sthala (13).

14. Then he feels the futility of acquiring merit,

but continues to give alms without a desire

for merit. This is Nirupadhi-mata-Sthala (14).

15. In the next, the individual does good deeds

for the sake of being serviceable to» beings,

either by offering what he can afford or by

any other means, without being conscious of

the fact that it is his duty to do so. This is

Sahaja-mdtarsthala (15)*

The distinction between these three stages is as

follows :

—

In the Upadhi-m&ta-sthala, the individual feels it

his duty to be serviceable to beings, but it is tainted

with a desire to attain merit or happiness. In the
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Nirupadhi-mata-sthala, there is no taint of seeking

merit or happiness, but he is conscious that it is

his duty to do good. In the Sahaja-mata-sthala, the

individual is unconscious that he is doing something

good, and automatically does it.

In these the spirit of the teachings of the

Bhagavedglta, namely 4 4doing action without a

desire for reward”, seems to be reflected.

The nine Lihga^sthalas are as follows :

—

1. The Guru initiates the individual who wants

to be relieved from bondage. This is the

Dihsa-Guru-Sthala (16).

2. After initiation the individual is under the

spiritual guidance of his Guru, who prepares

his mind to receive Jnana. This is the Siksa-

Guru-Sthala (17).

3. After some time the individual becomes

capable of following discourses on topics of

Jnana. The Guru, after enlightening him

slowly about the goal, puts him on the right

path, by following which he secures right

knowledge (Sarnyoga-jnana). This is the

Jnana-guru-sthala (18).

4. In the last stage, the individual is taught to

believe in the Ista-linga as the highest lustre,

namely Para-Brahma, by the worship of

which alone he achieves the goal. In this

stage he discards all forms of the Supreme
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and attaches himself intently to his Ista-

Linga. This is the Kriyd-LingOrSthala (19).

5. Side by side with the worship of the Ista-

linga, he tries to penetrate within. He makes
a search in the innermost heart, where he
finds the Bhavalinga, the subtlest form of
Linga of faith, and begins to worship it there.

The worship of the Ista-linga purifies him
externally and that of Bhava-linga internally.

This is the Bhdvalinga-sthala, (20).

6. Internal and external purity leads to the

Jnana, the realization of the Supreme, higher
than the highest (Paratpara). As a preliminary

step to Jnana, there dawns the great bliss

(Paramananda) . This is the JficLficL-lifigci-

sthala (21).

7. The great bliss that has dawned on him in

the previous stage banishes his individuation

(Ahamkara) and five afflictions (Panca-

kle£as). He is content with the proceeds of

begging. In his eyes the King and the beggar

are equal. He is pleased with whatever he

obtains, (Yadrccha-labha-santustah) ; is self-

controlled and engrossed in that great bliss.

This is the Svayam-lihga-sthala (22).

8. Then he undertakes the wandering life, being

full of peace (Santi), self-restraint (Danti)

and balance of mind (Sama-buddhi). He is
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indifferent to honour or dishonour. This is the

CaraMhga-sthala (23).

9, Then he looks on this world as of no use and

on worldly objects as being worthless like a

blade of grass. He wanders in the world

according to his will, and is free from attach-

ments of any kind. This is the Paralinga-

sthala (24).

The description of the four stages from the 5th to

9th contains verses which are similar to those

describing the condition of the Sthiraprajna in the

BhagavadgitH .

These nine Linga-sthalas come under the Bhakta-

sthala. It is not made clear in the text when the

soul reaches these stages. The author groups all

the Anga-sthalas, 44 in number, in one place, and the

57 Linga-sthalas in another place. It is more pro-

bable that the ascent of the soul is simultaneous^in

the Anga and Linga-sthalas. The Gurukarunya-

sthala, the 4th in the Anga-sthalas* seems to be

simultaneous with the Dlksaguru-sthala, the 1st in

the Lihga-sthala. By the time the soul ascends the

last Anga-sthala in the Bhakta-sthala, it is probable

that it also reaches the last Lihga-sthala of the

Bhakta-sthala.

In the next main Sthala, Bhakti and duality,

namely the relation of the soul to God as servant

to master, remain intact. Here the principal feature
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is that the individual rejects with disgust the pros-

pect of attaining the offices of Brahma, and Visnu.

THE MAHESVARA-STHALA consists of 18 sub-

sthalas, 9 Anga and 9 Linga-sthalas.

The Nine Anga-sthalas are as follows :

—

1. The individual firmly believes in the superi-

ority of Rudra-Siva over all Gods
; Siva

alone can secure Mukti to souls. Strict

observance of moral and ethical rules is

enjoined. Egoism (Ahamkara) and the six

enemies (Sadripu), such as lust, passion, etc.,

are completely mastered. The individual is

always joyful, and is bent on doing good to

all beings
(
Sarva-prani-hite ratah), but he

does not tolerate any aspersions cast on Siva

or his followers. This is the Maheivara-

prafamJd-sthala (25).

2. He then looks on his Ista-linga as the emblem

of the great Rudra-Siva and becomes so much
convinced of the purifying nature of the Linga

that he never parts with it, even at the risk

of his life. This is the Linga-NisthcL-

Sthala (26).

3. He naturally discards the distinctions of

castes, stages, etc. One who has undergone

the Saiva rites (Siva-Samskara) has no caste-

distinction just as there is no form in the

wood burnt by fire. This is Purvairayo

mtag&na-sthala (27).
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4. He must believe in the distinctness of Siva

and Jlva, their relation being: that of master

and servant. For, in unity (Advaita) there is

no possibility of distinction between the wor-

shipper and the object of worship, (Pujya-

Pujakabhava). This is the Advaita-nirasana-

sthala (28).

5. In the Hindu rituals there are some Mantras

called Ahvana-mantra, the Mantra for inviting

Gods to accept worship, and Visarjana-

mantra, the Mantra allowing Gods to leave

after the completion of Puja. Vlrasaivism

refuses to observe these Mantras, because it

believes in the presence of God always in

the individual in the form of the Istalinga.

In this stage this is emphasised. It is the

Ahuana-Nirasana-Sthala (29).

6. In this stage earth, water, etc., which are

the eight forms of Siva, are to be considered

as eight objects presided over by Siva. Siva

moulds and controls all these as the potter

(Kulala) the lump of earth. This is the

Astamurti-nirasana^sthala (30).

7. All Srutis declare that God is existent in all.

But, in this stage, the individual is to believe

in the existence of Siva predominantly in the

Istalinga, like fire in the Sami-garbha. The
plausible argument is that the belief in the

existence of Siva in all objects leads to the
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worship of all objects, and not only the

Linga. The Linga is the all-existing and all-

pervading Para-Brahman reduced to shape by
the Guru; hence the predominant existence

of Siva in the Istalinga. This is the Sarva

*

gata-nirasana-sthala (31).

8. Though Siva is to be sought in the Linga,

which alone is to be worshipped, he is really

in all. The universe is nothing but his own
transformation just as foam and bubbles are

of the water. This is the Siva-Jaganmaya~

Sthala (32).

9. Yet Siva is residing in the heart of his de-

votees more than in anything else. This is the

Bhakta-dehika-sthala (33).

The nine Lihga-sthalas are as follows:—
1. Siva is inside the heart of all beings; without

worship (Kriya), knowledge of him is not

possible, just as fire, though existing in the

fire-stick (Arani), is not manifested without

rubbing; therefore one should worship Siva

according to rites and rules prescribed in the

Saivagamas. This is the Kriyagama-
sthala (34).

2. Together with external worship, internal

worship is also essential. This is the

Bhavagama-sthala (35).

3. Mere mechanical worship alone is of no use.

It must be united to Jn&na. JnSna and Kriya,
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when united to one another, like the united

efforts of a lame man sitting on the shoulders

of a blind man, lead to realization. Without

Jnana, the deluding effects of Citta do not

vanish, like the darkness in the absence of

' the lamp. This is the Jnanagama-sihala (36).

4. The body is useful to serve God and to gain

Jnana; therefore the Sivayogin should be in

possession of the body, i.e., should be

conscious of the necessity of his body. This

is the Sakaya-Sthcda {37).

5. In the next stage, the Sivayogin being

absorbed in the great bliss of his Para-linga,

becomes unconscious of his body. This is the

Akaya-sthala (38).

6. Then the Sivayogin feels that his entire body

is pervaded by the Para-Brahma. This is the

Parakaya-sthala (39).

7. The life of a Sivayogin is full of righteous-

ness, as he practises harmlessness to beings,

truthfulness, etc., and is very serviceable to

the world. This is the Dharmacara-
sthala (40).

8. The Sivayogin performs all his actions

occasionally or constantly with Siva-bhava,

i.e., their results are not enjoyed solely by

him but are offered to Siva. This is the

Bhavacara-sthala. This appears to echo the

sentiment of the BhagavadgUa
, ur.30 (41).
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9. The Sivayogin, though doing actions, is

engrossed in Siva-jnana, which reveals the

Paratattva, the great and perfect light. This

is the Jncin&ceLra-sthala (42).

THE PRASADISTHALA consists of 16 sub-

sthalas, 7 Anga-sthalas and 9 Lihga-sthalas.

The Seven Anga-sthalas are as follows :

—

1. The Mahe^vara, the individual or Sivayogin

of the last main Sthala, achieves purity of

mind and enters into the next stage. The
achievement of a higher degree of purity is

hastened by the favour of Siva. Prasada

means favour. The favour is shown when one

gives something with love to another. The

object that indicates favour is also called

Prasada. The Mahe^vara offers whatever he

has, even food, drink, etc., to Siva, and

receives it back as Siva-prasada. Partaking

of such articles, received back as Siva-

Prasada, hastens the purity of mind. Such

a Mahe&vara is called the Prasadin. This stage

is called the Prasadi-sthala (43).

2. The purity of mind leads to veneration of the

Guru, who appears identical with Siva, though

he looks like an ordinary man. This is the

Gum-MaJiatmya-S'thala (44)

.

3. Then the veneration is extended to the Linga.

This rs the LihganMahatmyOrSthala (45).

4. The same devotion is extended to holy men
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called Jangamas or Sivayogis. They are so

called because they see Siva in their own
form. They are Sivayogis who, by means of

Sivayoga, find Cit or Caitanya (Cidrupa) in

the obscurities of this world, who have cast

away Maias, and who are the Masters of the

Sivajnana which disperses the darkness of this

horrible Samsara. This is the Jangama-

Mahatmya^Sthala (46).

5-7. The same veneration is extended to the

Bhakta, Sarana, and Prasadin, and belief in

their greatness and purifying nature becomes

firmly fixed. These form three sthalas, viz.,

Bhakta-Sarana-Prasada - Mahatmya - Sthalas

(47-49)-

All these look more or less like repetitions. Their

importance is already mentioned in the Bhakta-

sthala; therefore there appears to be no necessity to

mention them again. The author, in repeating

these, appears to be under the impression that their

importance is merely known in the |5hakta-sthala

while here it is realized .

€

The Nine Lihga-sthalas are as follows:—
1-2. The Prasadin is now in the position of

bestowing favour (Anugraha) on all by means

of his presence. This stage is the Kayanu-

graha-sthala. He has under control all the

sense-organs; yet their outward functions are

apparent. In one moment he fixes his gaze
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within and in another moment he looks at

wordly objects. Though he is in possession of

sense-organs, he is as if without them. His
mind is fixed on Siva. This is the Indriya-

nugraharsthala (50-5 1
)

.

3. All his sense-organs are retracted in the next

stage; his vital breaths (Pranas) become

pacified or steadied
(
S&ntatvat Pranas

Vrttlndm), his mind calm and fixed on the

internal vision of Siva. Now the Sivayogin

looks like a post (Sthanuvadbhati), This is

the Prandnugraha-sthala (52).

4-6. Then all the adjuncts of body, sense-organs

and Bhava of the Sivayogi vanish. These are

three sthalas, namely the Kaydrpita
,
Karanar-

pita
,
and Bhavdrpita sthalas (53-55).

7. Such a Sivayogin can guide those who seek

his help. This is called the Sisyasthala (56).

8. Those who place themselves under the

guidance of such a Sivayogin, devote them-

selves to his services. This is the Sufrusci-

sthala (57).

9. Those who serve a Sivayogin and become

adepts in and follow strictly the lessons

received, from him, attain to the stage of

being served by others. This is the Sevya-

sthala (58).

The Prastdin, being purified on account of his

concentration' on Siva, gains Jnana. The object of
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Jnana is the Caitanyatmaka-linga, the Linga

whose essence is Caitanya. The Sivayogin who

realises this Linga is called the Pranalingin.

THE PRANA-LINGlSTHALA has 14 sub-sthalas,

5 Anga-sthalas and 9 Linga-sthalas.

The 5 Ahga-sthalas are as follows :

—

1. Sivayogins, adepts in Sivayoga, call that

light produced by the collision of Prana and

Apana the Pranalinga. They also call that in

which Prana, the mind, is absorbed like the

frost (Tuhina) in the sun, the Pranalinga.

He who realises this is the Pranalingin. They
also call him a Pranalingin who pursues the

internal illuminating light called the Para-

Brahma-lihga. In short, the stage in which

there is realization of the internal illuminating

light through the process of Sivayoga is

known as the Pranalihgl-sthala (59).

2. The internal worship of such a Linga is the

Prdna-lihgdrcana-sthala (60).

3. Such worship leads to Samadhi, trance due

to concentration. It is described as follows:

—

There are six wheels (Cakra) in six parts of

the body i.e., Adhara, Svadhisthana,

Manipuraka, Anahata, Viiuddhi and Ajna, in

the Guda, Guhya, navel, heart, neck, and the

place between the eye-brows (Bhrumadhya)

respectively. These Cakras have lotuses con-

sisting of 4, 6, 10, 12, 16 and 32 petals
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respectively. Over Bhrumadhya there is a lotus

with a thousand petals. There is a light

similar to the pure digit of the Moon. Above

it there is a place called Kailasa. If the Yogi

rises to this height, he achieves Samadhi.

This stage is known as $ivayoga-Samadhi-

sthala (61).

4. The stage of experience of the internal Linga

by such Sivayogins is the Lihga~nija*~

sthala (62).

5. Then the realization of the unity of the soul

with the Deity dawns. Anga means the soul,

and Linga means Siva. The Linga is in union

with the Anga. This is the AngaAihga-

sthala (63).

The Nine Lihgasthalas are as follows:—
1. The Sivayogin who has thus progressed, then

ceases to make a distinction between soul and

Para-Brahman. This is the Atma-sthala (64).

2. The next stage is explained in three ways:

—

(1) The Sivayogin, though still residing in

the body, is unattached to the body and

thinks himself to- be the Paramatman.

(2) The soul at the time of receiving instruc-

tion from the Guru is united with the

qualities of the Jiva. After strictly acting

according to instructions, it abandons

the qualities of the Jiva and gains those

of Siva. It has gained only the qualities
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of Siva, and not Sivahood. As it is above

the stage of Jlva and below Siva, it is

known as existing in the middle

(Antarala).

(3) The knowledge realized in this stage

dispels all ideas of identification of the

soul with man, beast, etc. This stage

is known as the Antaratma-sthala. The
Antaratma, though residing in the body,

is not subject to Its effects, such as

pleasure, pain, etc. They leave no
impressions on the soul, like water on
a lotus-leaf. (65).

3. The stage in which the Sivayogin gains

Sivadvaitajnana is known as the Paramatma-
sthala (66).

4. Then the Sivayogin remains completely aloof

from the body and its effects. This is the

Nirdehagama-sthala (67).

5. In the next stage, the Bhava of the Siva-

yogin is free from the activities of the sense

organs. This is the Nirbhavdgama-stkala (68).

6. In the next the Sivayogin ceases to distinguish

between objects and objects. He sees Siva

in all things. This is the Nast&gama-sthala

(69)-

7. Then the Sivayogin receives the Prasada of

Siva. This is the Adiprasada-sthala (70).
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8. Then he obtains the vision of Siva. This is

the Antya-prasada-sthala (71).

9. The Sivayogin then becomes worthy of the

same reverence as is due to Siva. This is the

Sevya^prasdda-sthala (72).

The next Sthala is that of Sarana, one who has

surrendered himself completely.

THE SaRANASTHALA consists of 16 sub-sthalas,

4 Anga-sthalas and 12 Linga-sthalas.

The Four Anga-sthalas are as follows:—
1. Complete self-surrender and pure attachment

to Siva, like that of a chaste wife to her

husband, form the principal feature of this

stage. In the last stage of the Prasadl-sthala,

it is mentioned that the identity of the soul

with the Deity is realized and confirmed; but

the simile used in this stage, viz., the

comparison of Sarana to a chaste and devoted

wife (Pativrata-nari) and Siva to a good and

responsive husband, leads us to believe that

there still lingers a duality, however dim it

may be. Such a husband and such a wife,

though they are one in mind, thought, etc.,

are two beings in body at any rate. This is the

Sarana-sthcda (73).

2. Firm, chaste, and unswerving devotion to

Siva removes the darkness. This is the

T&masa-nirasana-sthala (74).
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3. Then the true understanding becomes

brighter. This is the Nirdeia-sthala (75).

4. Then the Sivayogin, being enlightened by

this magnificent light, proceeds to achieve the

Siva-tattva. This is the Silasampadana-
sthala (76).

The twelve Lihgasthalas are as follows:—
i- Now the distinction between the Guru and the

pupil ceases to exist. They both become equal

and almost one. This Is the Dlksa-Padodaka~

sthala (77).

2. Then the consciousness of the equality of the

Guru and his Sisya arises. This is the Siksd-

Padodakasthala (78).

3. Then the consciousness of bliss due to the

knowledge of the equality of the Guru and
Sisya becomes manifest. This is the Jndna-

padodakasthala (79).

4. In the next stage the Sivayogin, though

active, is unattached to the results of what
he does. His activities, though beneficial to

other beings, are not of any use to him. His

living is only apparent, like the serpent in the

rope (Rajju-sarpa). He appears to the people

like an ordinary man doing this or that, but

realty he is above everything. This is the

Kriya-nispaiti-sthala (80).

5. The Sivayogin withdraws his Bhava from
external things and fixes it on Siva alone.
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This is the Bhava-nispatti-sthala (81).

6. Then he becomes unconscious of all external

objects. Therefore the function of apprehend-

ing objects around him ceases, on account of

want of operation. This is the Jnana-nispatti-

sthala (82).

These three stages appear to be repetitions of

Linga-sthalas 1-3 of Prasadi-sthala, which echo, the

sentiment of the Bhagavadgitti. Those stages come

before, and these after realization.

7. Then the Sivayogin realizes his Atma, though

confined to the body, to be Siva, like the

ether confined in the jar. This is the

Pindakafa-sthala (83).

8. Then he realizes that the souls of all beings

are Siva, but they appear different, as the

ether confined in different objects appears

different. This is the Bindvakasa-sthala (84).

9. Then dawns the realization that his Atma and

the Atmas of all beings are one and the same

Siva, the Paramatma. This is the Mahtikaia-

sthala (85).

10.

The Sivayogin, though he is unconscious of

external objects and has almost ceased to

exist for the external world, has his internal

functions still working, i.e., he still performs

the M&nasa-puja, the internal worship which

connects the soul with the Linga. This is the

*Knyd-Prakdia-sthala (8£).
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i i-i 2. This internal Anusandhana throws a flood

of light on his Bhava which results in dis-

pelling all upadhis, the curtain that separates

Jiva and Siva. These are two Sthalas, namely

Bh&va-Praka£a-stJiala and Jti&naprakada-

sthala
(87-88).

THE AIKYA-STHALA consist of 13 sub-sthalas,

4 Anga-sthalas and 9 Linga-sthalas.

The Four Anga-sthalas are as follows:—
1. The realization of unity (Aikya) results in

a great bliss of Siva (Sivanahda). Now the

Sivayogin is completely plunged in it. To him

this world, the creation of Maya, does not

exist. He sees nothing but Siva. This is the

Aikya-sthala (89).

2. Even now the Sivayogin is in possession of

the body, the functions of which still continue,

in spite of his complete unconsciousness of

them. There is neither gain nor loss to him by

the presence of his body. He is Siva. The
appropriate simile to denote this stage is a

burnt piece of cloth (Sutta batte) ; such a

cloth has retained its appearance, but a slight

touch reduces it to ashes. This is the Sarva-

cara-sampatti-sthala (90).

3. The Sivayogin makes no distinction between

himself, Siva, and the world. This leads to

the oneness of the Prasada, i.e., his Prasada

is Siva-prasada and so also the Prasada of the
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Linga, Jangama, Bhaktas etc. This is the

Ekabhajana-sthala (91).

4. In this the achievement of the unity is at

its height. Here there is neither Guru nor

Siva. All is one and it is he. This is the

Sahabhojana-sthala or Visva-homa-sthala (92).

The Nine Eihga-sthalas are as follows :
—

1. The Sivayogin is now Cin-maya, and has

banished all distinctions which were perceived

formerly. He is now unconscious of other

objects. He is perfectly one with Siva. To
him the whole world appears in the form of

Siva, just as the objects put in fire look like

fire. Such a Sivayogin is in the bliss of Siva

and accepts all objects as Siva. This is the

Svtkrta-prasddi-sthala (93).

2. There being no distinction between him and

the objects, the Sivayogin accepts them

as the lamp its light. Maya, which is

metaphorically called the food, is swallowed

up by Cillinga, the Sivayogin himself. He has

attained perfect peace by withdrawing from

all objects as the Sun retracts his rays while

setting. This is the Sistodana-sthala (94). *

3. Then, together with Maya, he withdraws him-

self from all objects. To him they cease to

exist. The objects seen in dreams no longer

exist in the waking stage; similarly the world

which existed formerly ceases to exist now
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for him, as he is fully awakened. This is the

Caracara-laya-sthala (95).

4. The absorption becomes complete in this ;
it is

called the Bhanda-sthala (96).

5. The Sivayogin who has become almost

Brahman, and has attained the firmly

established Siva Sakti, has become of the form

of the universe. This is the Bh&janasthala (97).

6. Such a Sivayogin is above all and beyond the

influence of Dik, Kala, etc. He is of the form

of Cidananda. He has become the soul of the

universe and is unaffected by all, as the sky

by dust. This is the Anga-lepa-sthala (98).

7. Then the Sivayogin merged in Brahman knows
neither of his own self nor of anything else.

This is a stage beyond the pair of opposites

(Dvandvatita). This is called the Suprajna-
sthala (99).

8. Then comes the stage which is almost void

(Sunyakalpa), and where there is neither this

nor that; neither Bhava nor Abhava. This is

the Bha-vabhava sthala (ioo).

9. In the last stage there is complete void.

Knowledge itself passes away. Like water

mixed with water, fire with fire, the Atma is

merged in Para-Brahman, which has no
change, no form, and is eternal, without limit,

and without parts like the sky. There are

neither elements such as Prthvi, etc., nor
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divine luminaries, nor Gods, nor men, nor

lower beings, nor anything. It is Sanya in

the beginning, Sunya in the middle and

Sunya in the end, a complete and perfect

Sunya (101).

In this abstract of the ioi Sthalas of Sivayogin

Sivac&rya, we see that there is no departure on the

whole from the Vacanasastras, the spirit of which

is preserved in a new garb. The main Sthalas are

the same and their explanation too is almost the

same. In the Vacanasastras, the Yogic aspect is

prominent in the Pranalingi-sthala. We find the

same thing here. The division of each Sthala into

two main groups, namely, Anga and Linga, is also

not uncommon in the Vacanasastra; but the names

of all sub-sthalas, their number, and the method of

their division are features not to be met with in the

Vacanasastras. While reading the accounts of these

Sthalas, we cannot help stumbling on many

inconsistencies and repetitions here and there which

are very difficult to reconcile. A good critical edition

of Sivayogin Sivac^rya’s book might have minimised

many of these difficulties.
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R. E. Enthoven

:

Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics
,

Vol. VIII, p. 69 under Lingayats.

2. Hopkins :

Great Epic of India

,

p. 88.

Mahabharata
,
XII: 18, 32; Vide notes

65 and 66 below.

3. Vide Chapter X.

4. There appears to be some resemblance in theo-
logical and philosophical ideas between Vlra-
saivism and Tantric cults. Some extracts from
the Tantric works such as Maha nirvana tantra
and Malirii vijaya in the Catalogue of Palm-leaf
and selected paper manuscripts belonging to the

Darbar Library, Nepal, Vol. I and II, by
Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasada Sastri, con-
tain some ideas found in the Kannada works
on Vlrasaivism. Dr. Dasgupta’s Monograph
entitled “ General Introduction to Tantra Philo-
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Volume III, Pt. 1, pages 253-275) contains
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fined to some philosophical ideas only.

5. Basava Purana Sandhis, 1 and 2.

6. The Basavefvara Vaca7ias contain many
Sanskrit quotations. The same is the case with
the Vacanas of Urilingadeva and Urilinga
Peddi. The Ganabhdsyaratna-male of Gubbiya
Mallanarya is perhaps the best book, for it cites

authorities for Kannada Vacanas. It quotes a

number of Sanskrit slokas said to have been
extracted from the Saiv&gamas and other

authoritative works on Vlrasaivism.
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7. Vaishnavism, Shaivism and Minor Religious

Systems
, p. 199.

8. The Philosophy of the Lakuli^a sect as sum-
marised by Madhava in the Sarva-dariana

Sangraha does not agree with that of the

Vlrasaiva sect found in the Vacana Sastras

and other works.
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(1) The superiority of Nirabhara Vlrasaiva over

the Samanya and Visesa Vira^aivas. This
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10. The Srlbhdsya
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Shaivism and Minor Religious Systems >

pp. 181-183.

11. Epigraphia Carnatica
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Vol. VII, p. 107.
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Vol. I, p. 271.
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15. The references to the teachers of this matha
are found in the inscriptions of Huli.

The Nesargi inscription, edited by Dr. Fleet,

and published in the Journal of the Bombay
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Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. X,
pp. 240-259 mentions a teacher belonging to

the Hulimatha line on p. 246 (text).

16. Some contributions of South India to Indian
Culture

, p. 247, Calcutta, 1923.

17. Epigraphia Indica
,
Vol. V, p. 15.

Bombay Gazetteer
,
Vol. I, part II, p. 427.

18. The word “ Bengal Saivism” refers to that

Saivism, the philosophy of which was preached
by the teachers of the Golakimatha, and which
seems to be akin to the Saiva Siddhanta
preached by the Sivacaryas such as Aghora£iva,
Sadyojyoti and Bhoja and by Santanacaryas
such as Arulnandi, Meykandadeva, and
Umapati.

19. Annual Report of Epigraphy, 1916-17, p.121,
para 30.

20. Rao Bahadur P. G. Halkatti: The Vacana
Sastra Sara (1st edition) pp. 28-33; 181-194;
and 281-296.

21. The Vacana Sastra Sara (1st edition), pp. 284-

287.

22. These traditional accounts are gathered from
Suprabhedagama, Puiupatagama

, Viraiaiva-

dharma Sindhu, Virataiv&cara Kaustubha and
some other books. All of these are printed

except the Pd&upatdgama which is in manu-
script. The Vira^aiva traditions say that five

mathas or pithas were established in different

parts of India by these Acaryas. The old

Tantrika School, as represented in the Kubp-
kdmata, has a striking parallel in this respect.

It also mentions the establishment of five
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Sakta pithas in five different places of India.

The places of the Sakta pithas differ from those

of the Vlra^aivas except Srlsaila, which is

common to both ; but the names of the mathas
differ. The Sakta idea of five pithas is very

old, as a manuscript of the Kubjikamata which
contain the enumeration of these pithas is

written in Gupta characters. Vide A Catalogue

of PalmAeaf and selected paper manuscripts

belonging to the Darbar Library ,
Nepal,

Vol. I, pp. LXXVIII-LXXXII.

23. Chaudampur inscriptions, Inscription No. 1

belonging- to the reign of the Devagiri King
Mahadeva, Inscription No. 15 from W. Elliot.

Karnatak Desa Inscriptions
,
MSS. Vol. II.

24. Some contributions of South India to Indian
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, p. 254.

25. The miracle attributed to Ekantada Ramayya
in the Ablur inscription (EpL hid., Vols. V
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work such a miracle. There were many who
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he been the founder, he would not have been
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hundred years. Even now Ekorama is believed

to be one of the founders while Ekantada
Ramayya has almost faded out of the memory
of ordinary Vlrasaivas.

26. The Karnataka Kavicharite
,
Vol. I, p. 215.

27. According to tradition, recorded in the Vlrar

3aiva books, Panditaradhya undertook a

journey to Kalyana where Basava was staying

;

but on his way he learnt that Basava had left
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Kalyana and gone to Kappadi Sangama where
he had become absorbed in his deity. Pandita-
radhya then turned back and composed songs
in honour of Basava.

28. The Vacana writers were men of all classes,

viz., Brahmans like, Basava and Ekantada
Ramayya, Non-Brahmans like Kinnuri Brah-
mayya and Madivala Machayya; Jains like

Madhuvarasa and Manumuni Gommatadeva

;

and untouchables like Dohara Kakkayya and
Madara Cennayya.

29. Vaishnavism
,

Saivism and Minor Religious
Systems

, p. 199.

30. The Vacana Sastra Sara
}
(1st edition), pp. 107-

110; 115-166; 118.

31. The Vaccrna Sastra Sara
,
(1st edition), pp. 523-

544.

32. Bombay Gazetteer
,

Vol. I, Part II, p. 437.
F.N. 5.

33. Epigraphia Carnatica
,

Vol. V, Pt. 2.

pp. 233-236.
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This verse proves that King Jayasimha of
the Calukya dynasty had a wife named
Suggaladevi.

34. Epigraphia Indica, Vol. V, p. 345.
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35. The Bascma Purana Sandhi
, 47.

36. Epigraphia Indica , VoL V, pp. ion.
37. Sivanubhava

y
Vol. V, ill.

38. (1) Basava of the Managoli Inscription.

Epigraphia Indica
y Vol. V, p. 15.

(2) Sahani Basavayya. Epigraphia Carnatica,
Vol. V. Inscription No. 11, dated Saka 1061.

(3) Basavayya Dandan&yaka, the ruler of

Belvola 300. His titles are:—

e)fio d3"a^rd

O

rids^d^f^sraFcso c^dcsS^a^cSo

do© TlF«>dJe)^do ro £3r2 ^rOodo
CO —9 £0

3^0/\ e)d^"e)do didcJ«>d3> odo S?Oe>0 e)^<>je>dE3

^tradras^doddoisarfdo arai&o&Fd&irac^o

j&so3^^y^d^sn>,5e>do so^^y&srairedo

Sf0d^oddod<5oJjSdOd&ijdodo 'ddddjSdodo os^
^o&J^d^dod^odd^ocrado d^ortD^do

doglEgd̂ ^dodcrajj^^s^^^djagjo riOF&iod

d^qidoFDTxad^o erte^.

^,,0^0 djt5'e)d'B<il cieJfitrijSS^Tjr^S^oC^O?

xf c)t5" o o^addoa^d^ ^\ir «?d^ o dood^ard
<0 ul\ <9

addd 0^0 aqfcradao^od^o ©aaddoadaJjadJS#

d^d^dodo l^doS^d

eo^^^dojr^ddja^c&^oa^d&cedo stsO$

riotji^do $o&jw«;$?doo riorrajdoae>dj<5 =5dSo?i?

dowo&wqJdve^draqid^o sido^^TacdJ^
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Sodor.*

Inscription No. u of the reign of Ballala-

deva found in the temple of Amrteshwar at

Annigeii. Dated 12th year of Ballala’s

reign, i.e. Saka 1136.

W. Elliot : Karnatak Desa Inscriptions

MSS. Vol. II.

(4) Heggade Basavayya. No-. 11 of the reign
of Simhana. Dated Saka 1x32.

W. Elliot : Karnatak Deia Inscriptions

MSS. Vol. II.

(5) Basavagamunda. No. 2 of' the reign of

Tailap. Dated Calukya Vikrama Samvat 40.

W. Elliot : Karnatak Deia Inscriptions

Vol. I.

(6) Taddavadi Sasirada Sunkadhikari Basava.
Inscription No. 7 of the reign of Mahadeva.
W. Elliot: Karnatak De§a Inscriptions

MSS. Vol. II.

39. Dr. Venkata Subbayya: Kelavu Kannada
Kavigala Jivanak&la

,
under Harihara. First

published in the issues of Prabuddha Karnataka
and afterwards issued as a separate volume
under the above title.

40. Dr. A. A. Macdonell: History of Sanskrit
Literature

, p. 35.

41. Ibid., p. 244.

42. Ibid., p. 244. The learned Doctor thinks that
ritualism in the Brahmanas was simplified in

order to oppose the rising spirit of Buddhism.
But this does not appear to be conclusive; for
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when the religion is in danger, not only its-

ideals require simplification, but the explanation

also, so as to suit the new sentiment of the

people. We find in the Sutras the simplification

but not the explanation. Perhaps this is an
indication of the fact that the Sutras (the

Vaidika ritual books) were composed in a

period when the people did not thoroughly
understand the exposition of these and were in

need of clear, simple and up-to-date manuals.
Therefore it seems likely that the Sutras
were composed, not to meet the challenge of
Vaidika ritualism from Buddhism, but perhaps
were composed at a time when the Vaidika
religion was at its height.

43. The Sivajna?ia bodha-Vacanalatikkara-dlpam of
Kasivasi Santinathier contains a number of
such passages. Vide the introduction to

Umapati’s Pauskara Bhasya
, pp. 53-54, and

also Dr. V. V. Ramana Sastrin’s translation

of the Siv&rkamanidipika, p. 52.

44. This feature is common to the Agamas of all

sects. The Vaisnava and Sakta Agamas share

this feature in common. Vide P. T. Shrinivasa

Iyengar: Outlines of Indian Philosophy, p. 130.

45. R. D. Ranade: A Constructive Survey of
Upanisadic Philosophy

, pp. 45-46.

46. The Vacant Sdstra Sara
,
(1st edition), p. 390.

“0^ ridrio Jrtdo Sri-

0o rl riov©3Fa& ris^S

4^ riodo. e 0oriri ^sjsrri?? c&0c&Je> ssoriri

tikhj erteersridorio £dj

4

? rtodo*

e?oriri 0orls^ ££>03srsq$Friri£>-
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dd add odo £doB&rod<foS3^, ^5
rtodo. 's,c3o:3rsdes ©odd d&jo^ ©ortdcirtoersrt-

doft"^,, doaoa©ori r!odo£dAid ?^d d$od.M

The Sa.nga.na Basavesvara Vacana, p. 28.

“eaJ3^ oif^ ^cdo^^rad^orte* &©d<do© dtf

rtod ddo&ra^ dojs^r ^vu."

The Vacana Sastra Sara, pp. 284-293.

The Ganabhasya-ratna-m&le, pp. 194-197.

“esorid do?«3 dd^dSoriddor at® ddSorts*

ddsidrsrfdo.”
‘ *

“s^d^dd do®d, docfok do®&, es =5^=5^

do?© ^ddd, d^dd^ 3oJ3?dd.©?? ©ori d^doio

dosdoddd (Tsoii^fid^ 3d do rtoaS?doe>.”
<0 *3

“d?dd? d?rioe)53e>ddeoo, d?d do]^ d?rioeo-

d^oira^? S3^c®d? ©orts3®Adeoo, d?d do^
©orid^o&r®,? d^®eo, rioaS^dar®,

*0 co 00 <jj

^ersdd, ^sjS^ddcdTSg?”

“’dodo,® add do ,
dodd^S, =&©odcdo zrsf\h,

*o &> r© q
’ff’sodo Sj&odjj esddodosdos, G^adooseodjsdodo

3c^ 3dd eodofid eod© sg> d sej^ocdod, d?d ©ori

<rooi3o, ^3?d $^3, enooko »oodo aoeod) ©ori^

adodo adoto®dod -d? dos^ri doy.ddad riodoDe>_
gj OO

ctsA ©orideo
,
woridod©

,
d.Arsddw

,
doo3\.

CO CO '*~s CO

dowodo dodrU) 's^, s's)^ doaos©ort. riodo-

Ad ro?3?^d djSjJod?.”
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“ddjd ©orid c&a^, sSBjd ©ori^

aojs^aoirsri £>?dad sSja^dajadjS tfocfcl,

dad.d oadsrodd^ 0& driasozla, eadealid a§ja&
ti« “Ji

•aocred fSsi^ esoartd zd®do&».”

dda^da ddaeS^jay^ ^d^s'deaod-

©orid dddoFfeiTsddja^AOA) &tBrP p^ zjSja^rirf

ddo&)eaQo&>d, riadadasmrtffsd^ ai/adn^,

zarid zaddeaa daesa dad *dozda ^d lodtfaW $© ©
8o^ dda 3§> srsd d’jd, gdara d esdaeCTs;^ dod-

arao&arte «aoda sgfsts^ dasdaddd

\
48. The Sangana BasaveSva-ra Vacana, pp. 29-30.

“eo&r^ zaoridadodzt zrao&o6^3?? zaorida-

dodd tfosre^dd?? zaoridadodd^da Ao^-

«>odt3d?? ds rtasss^dd z&kaortdadodfS?

«ic|da. dt ssaddd c^oSoda ^c&jarida. zaorida

dodddodaad ^«5?rd, ^dasra^, pz2&zr$, pu&-

3,d, ^ss^dca, ^Fodli. zaorida d» ddae®$ed-

<ysdzf zaoridadodriaS^? <aod^d ysdwzrsft

djSjio d^dd? ddflodo zada^d? zarides? 'ad

z*ada^ddaaoda e?da zada'&dda •Pcjc^ «?.

<aoda djdaqJrit® drariFd© d^z&^aori £od

dadod ddesori ?rsda £?ria, riadas^i, Sdg, $^i»

zaorida, riSd&, dod daridoza zro^cda dza wood?

$js?&3 dorid zadd?^oe)?M
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49. The Anadi Vlrasaiva Sara Sangraha
, (1905-6.

Sholapur), Part II, p. 4, Chapter XVI,
Verse 20.

“
rv *vr » ,pv ,c'• rs

.
-

.

*

FRI TO t^T

50. According to- Dr. A. B. Keith, Dhamma means
(1) Truth (2) the essence of things (3) some-
thing equivalent to Brahman, and (4) the norm
as the motive force.

Vide his Buddhist philosophy in India and
Ceylon

, p. 71.

“In keeping with the Brahmanic tradition is

the frequent use of Dhamma in the sense of
truth or reality, though Dhamma actually

appears along side of truth (Sacca) in which
case it denotes something superior to ordinary
accuracy. In this sense we may best take the
common phrase ‘he sees the Dhamma’ and the
term ‘insight into Dhamma’. (Dhamma-
Vipassana), and the eye of the Dhamma
(Dhamma Cakkhu)’. But of course such
passages admit of the interpretation of Dhamma
as denoting more than mere truth, as signifying

the essence of things. That Dhamma has this

sense appears clearly enough from its obvious
substitution for the idea of Brahman, or its use
along side of the older expression; thus the

way of the Dhamma replaces the path of the

Brahman, though that also occurs; he who
thinks of the Tath&gata dwells with the

Brahman or Brahma ; the eightfold path which
leads to Nirvana is styled indifferently either

the Brahmayana or Dhammayana; the follow-
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ers of the Buddha are sons and heirs of the
Dhamma, even as the Brahmins claim to be
born of and heirs of the Brahman; the

Tathagata is said to have the Dhamma as his

body, the Brahman as his body, to be one with
the Dhamma, one with the Brahman/’

We meet many passages in Vxraiaiva Litera-

ture which interpret the Lihga as the Brahman.
Vide The Vedanta Sara Vtraiaiva Cintamani>
Chapter IV, pp. 90-96 (Pt. a, 1908). Therefore
the resemblance between the Lihga and
Dhamma may not be improbable.

51. The Prasada is interpreted by non-Lingayat
writers on the sect as Bhukta-Sesa, the re-

mainder of which has been eaten. Vide
E. P. Rice: History of Kannada Literature

,

p. 51. The Virasaivas never agree to the senti-

ment underlying this interpretation.

52. The Sangana Basavesvara Vacana
7 p. 36.

“esofcrsg cteOqS 0oriori#r5

hFk 7* 1 $ie-
£) — CO CO

^o23ciajj^. esrid £>^-

£>od<§d
)
£0d&®<sirt

& e),C3©Or( dofi ridOoOF"ft) ^^5©

dOersdod© es<?ra& wortsi>

©wdi d,ejku®o&5

^csdd^dffoSood

dijs^d^d ©ort^ dJ®3i^dJ3d;ysd
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SSSrWdd^ d?dotf ddo&Fk jS^^S^&od
dSTSFd?3 0& $>tf"feOOzS, SS^aidES^^^doJS-SF

*io«3 ^js?rse) ?3oritf soddes^.”

53. Ibid., p. 35.

“riododi s&o^do gj?ue)c353ot3cS? ©d?_

fio sradradodcl «crea©or1 &©?de>©o&c3
-

aA.

©ortrfooWjd^ d^ddodfS? eso^. esd?<io

s'sdradodd ©d^qse^F^ dJS?d&J^de«rad#,

a^rreoaos^A. toorido dooi^do d^ddodjS?
wo. esd?tfo ^redrsdodd v$ w&od&fcjtfrre-

o3ose> A. do;i o^ooWo? riodo©ori tsoridodjrad—£> —fi O
es?se)a©ortd^o^o ed.3dod? ssd^qrsrfFfSoiraft

djejdjscdjsj-sdcradosid £odzl rlodo©ori-

fciorido. eJs do dooi3.de> dos5 e>d,?red
j] O NflW

fSsJ^^CTe).”

54. Mr C. P. Brown says in his “Essay on the

Creed, Customs and Literature of Jangamas”

:

“Indeed, the imputations made against them
(Jangamas) are very similar to the infamous
stories circulated among ourselves in older days
against the Puritans, Quakers and Moravians,
and investigations have shown them equally

false. ” Journal of Literature and Science

(Madras), Vol. XI, p. 160.

55. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics ,
Vol.

VIII, p. 69, under Lingayats.

56. “Innumerable Vedic passages prove that Agni
coalesced with Siva”. Outline of Indian
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Philosophy
, p. 124. The Linga is Siva’s

emblem; therefore, it is natural to trace the

Linga to the Vedic passages which are in

glorification of Agni. There are many efforts

made on the part of the Vlragaiva scholars to

prove etymologically, though fanciful in some
cases, that the Linga is Agni.

57. The Virasaivas have their own gotras called

Bage in Kannada. The principal gotras of the

Virasaivas are five, each one being connected

with one Aradhya, the traditional founder of

Vlrasaivism. Each principal gotra is divided

into Upagotras which are 16 in number. Alto-

gether, there are 85 gotras current among the

Virasaivas. Though the names of the gotras

of the Virasaivas differ from those found in the

Suprabhedagama
y pp. 70-71, the number and

principle of dividing them are exactly the

same. For the Virasaiva gotras see The Vlra-

saiva-dharma-sindhu, pp. 70-74.

58. The Sangana Basaveivam Vacana, pp. 2-17.

The Vtra£aiva-dharina-sindhu
y p. 94.

59. The Dlksd Vidhi, Edited by Karibasavasastrin

,

(Mysore, 1897), p. 81. Also compare the
following passage:

“2o$=cr S do^ ^ddo, doricS?!

5^ rtodo S dddo
drioado srs>c3; ato^o^ddn)

2Te)^S; r5j^^Otp^d?So3Je)^0

detfod ^dJSd £)orio£do 3i>r3. £Do
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s^d^ddo c^fcraft ^odddjdao qSario, dwado

efc&rdo, ©orre&rdaod V^Ddado.

7$&l> ej^rtdJs^orWo ^raoddodo dowo.

ddr ado. ^ do^oirsrlo.”

The Virasaiva-dharma-sindhu, p. 90.

60. Dr. A. A. Macdonell: History of Sanskrit

Literature, p. 251.

61. Journal of Literature and Science (Madras),

Vol. XI, p. 148-

62. The Funeral Hymn.

ad&o^aodexe) dddocSdjfia&do I

add dodtsdo dodgF&jfdo I

DdOdod dd^doo dotys^pcdo dosrsd&i*-

dworWdo doodao II

ddSSdo eedod ;ro|ŝ d\J3sd8dodd?o I

ads^dd sgjado^ ddoddsrad waders I

add a^o, $d3, ^s?criod?z3odo draFS^d-

?^ddJ8 li

dtadftdc&e^Ad^ a'3fcsqSddd
}

sic&> I

^taadAid^>sd ^aaacradD*: I

«jfc3dodad ^rlr e^doddaritf £tsdj«>^rW<£>

^J3d05e>ll

a,tirtdoad?Tsa t ^doeod I

wKdeddFr^^doadd srsddoo I

$&K3 «>r\ srsS dod rd woiodtS?dodo dwd

sg)d dd^dJ3 H
oJ
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^0^£3F ^^rfoCd^5TOAoi3c>^07i)3^) I

£$cSo sTs>3jrt^ suo&Tood ^drasjje>r{r

zSjs^o II

7iodo0o?i^o?idod rb^^sSo^o I

do^d^dprsart^e^ I

^6dddo^ja^6do%±^rdo eocdo?o23^clodo ddr
w

II

And above all the funeral hymn mentions a
point which is historically important. It clearly
states that the deceased in his mundane
existence observed the worship of Guru, Lingua
and Jangama secretly; in other words, the
cardinal doctrines of Virasaivism were not
openly observed. Perhaps, it alludes to the
persecution which the Vlra£aivas had to face
at the hands of other sects, to avoid which in
the past the members probably observed their
tenets secretly. We have ample evidence re-
garding* the persecution meted out to the
members in the Basava Parana, which glori-
fies such martyrs. One Parana, named Sankhya-
tonda, lived among Jainas outwardly as a
Jaina, but inwardly strictly observing the
worship of Siva in his own way; but when he
was discovered he met probably the fate of a
martyr, which the PurUna describes minutely,
and concludes by saying that he was relieved
by Siva, who took him to Kailasa. A lady who
married a Jain husband, but secretly observed
her own faith, when discovered, was ordered
by the king, in consultation with her husband
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and members of the community, to be whipped
in the principal streets of the town. It is said

that Siva answered her prayers and saved her.

Before the birth of Basava, this appears to

have been the condition of the devotees of Siva.

The pre-Basavan period is graphically describ-

ed by the poet Bhlma (1369 A.D.), the author
of the Basava^purana. He mentions the

existence of followers of Vira^aivism, who, on
account of unbearable persecutions, were hiding
themselves in obscure places. Basava’

s

assumption of a high office in the prosperous
reign of the Kalacurya King saved the com-
munity from persecution, for which act the
Vlra^aivas gratefully regard Basava as a
saviour who preserved their faith from extinc-

tion.

63. The Vira£aiva-dharma~sindhu
y p. 184.

rioao&ia?^r wodrfs&j.

=5^>tfK) Wo&dO&g?

so?r^rari<3octa ?&ao±> &

&>o3o 5^). &>o3o ds sirodo ssridoS^.

5e>desrfoi3g?

ia©od)rido 8«c&

t5$c&<S
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cSo&rasjtffrafV ^ «3o, cisSo, ^dcS, jootSfi s&rt

j3e)rfoi, sjrarigSj wocSoi, aStfrfort trsew

wocSoi, ^£00 worioi,

ssorirfo ;4SciowocSoi, rtarisSo?^ ddead OTrisS

a§js>ofcdrie>fi o^sdoc^^rte* a!Us$o&)0c5

2o^do. t»o&^ &oo3o e^dcfoo ero^

tfosjj3? traorto zjfod? tOocSo o^do ^o^do.*

64. Bhavabhuti’s Uttara-Rdma^Carita
y
Act II.

6$. Great Epic of India
, p. 88. Mahabharata

,
XII,

18, 32 and XII, 160.

Dr. Hopkins admits that in many places there

is confusion regarding the Saivas and
Bauddhas.

66. Great Epic of India
, p. 114. Nisthura

Nanjanacarya calls the Vfrasaivas the Maha-

paSupatas. Vide

WP%%R*T:” The Vedanta Sara Viraiaiva

Cintamarii
, p. 398. The Vfrasaivas are describ-

ed in some as “Ativarna-Sada^raminah*',
meaning: “they are above the Caturvarnya
system and follow six stages' \ Here the word
Asrama seems to have been used in the sense
of “Sthala”, a technical term of the Vfrasaivas.

67. Chatterji: Kashmira Saivism, p, 43.

68. Sivanjn&nabodha
, I, p. 54.

69. “3n*r q^ncflT

ifftQfiaW: ^ 3TRT: I”
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The Vlraiaiva Siddhanta Dlpika, p. 74.

70. The Vacana Sastra Sara, p. 496; pp. 497-501.

“tfesua <ciddo^,d dte>d *ooioo drfw d,
re V o n >

tfc&te «oddote^n ZuoBwdddo cited-

«io& eoOa&dozooi, zse> fid3o^^«>A •3\o3oc&c3do,

dosadd^, ado dd?i (irSakoi. ^yxfcre

dSa^rsPi 23~© ^aJysdd^rio, ©do ‘S'eiSwddctf adc-

?ioi. ^riodj sj^o^, ?od©ort^d?$ ^wd dado-

dzI, Z3"s d^ia -S-.cSocdote iddte d^o.”
<Sp w

Also Vide Ibid., pp. 494-501.

71. Ibid., pp. 570-575.

“tsawtf ^do, ‘ddoio dtedddo. ^O^dozo-

dd dd itedddo- a^&te?? a^?
doood zookSori zoodowo d^dte^do^d.

3ooBw
,
doooBw

, doi^dte 'aw
,
z&tfjOS^ d^od

?od €>ori ifradte aw^, 'aw.”

72. SivajnUnabodha, IX, 4 (p. 92).

73. Ahka-Mahadeviya Vacana, p. x.

74. The Vacana Sastra Sara, p. 26.

“aE^do dxteddo d^ddodo enoz^ doss^dd^d,

d?ddjazo^ ^szMte?. azo^Bozoodo do?

0

^te?crs. ^jsdw Soddo d^d&tezo^ a<y d azo^

ew doss^cre d?d^|.”

75. Ibid., pp. 23-24.

“3o?ocdi ^syswd©^ trobzojSodozodo. «dodo?o-

0S0?! dooaod© vooixpsrs. a?orW itetSjd-
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tSodowdo, »do doAicSo?! ded?raft.

t&Sord 2&J30 Bo^ojSoJodo, ©do soOnicSo?! e#^-

d©^ dcre ^^So^jreA^traA. aodocraft doasei-

©ort ^didig dotfoado ddsrao&djd^-

sraAdodo.”

Also Vide Ibid.
y pp. 22-26.

76. Ibid., p. 6.

“e>?3odd . &^Je>e>zfe&dortoe> . is&~
CO w CO C'

^srsoOo. ^dj^desd©- do&ok dori&ari-

^tjsrdd©. adriod roo^radd ^odoSo©

3>dae>;&3oddo£)ri E^doJ^.”

77. Ibid., p. 2.

“zo-So^uddeo ciodo, ado dracdo tart-
O' eO <2/ co 9

co

dsaoSocfioo dodo, d&.odo d& <ae)dodo,

Belfort "dtftfodOe) dodo, «rodoo& ^era^rsao

£^qc3o, cy e),d^Te) cloc^o, d rfoc^^icjc^
u co

§0 doC^Oj
,

Oo7trJ £),
CO g) <|)

taoridodeo, dTTsOd ©aw dodo, eroO©ori da -

&,o£> d^f^ce> £do^ ^wd^rsdo a© do?”

78. Ibid., p. 13.

“adoUojdo&SjOtoodo £d^©©. ^a^od £?d?

^ojjo^dod^. %or3adaj^, 's.o^aadodg,

^doffsddcd^. ad^ doas^pdo to© 0.

^lartado ^#S)Orid do® ?ra^cxS^.”
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79. Dr. A. B. Keith : Buddhist Philosophy in India
and Ceylon

, pp. 252-256.

80. The Vacana Sastra Sara
, p. 13.

“wdo^dd«B &®?dodo#odd ado^cra^ <a0d>,

adofe^zrad zo^, dsbd?d

d^d'S'tf 3o0^23e)^ £>3Sta , <razjKTaZsi dod03e>d?dfi

ado^cra^ zsdoad, 's.dzta do o3ja?$zoSofciido tart.

dw zoe> do. wd-S. to 3 d^odo#, agjadrred

ddo^ ^jado dorido d^dori doasaSArWood?

s§^de?”
^

81. Ibid., p. 16.

“dod&ffi^rto doocrafydo eroQo&tioSQkd.

^ostfoaeie^d ^od^d ^o&odoeO^d. do^d-

dja^/ra^ sacadoSQ&d. ^ dsdod zj^d^

ddrrad?^ oadoiraqra.”

82. Ibid., p. 9.

“AOrW rioaSrttf 'dodddQ (SosSjawd© <ad,w 00 ©0

d?s3e>. .i® c?js?add© 's.d
,
d^sra. dod^-

rido, e?rla?ddFraPi, w^© <o©odoja £?<5? 'ad

odoodo^, ^do^drte^ adodQdo =dod <?rado.”

83. Ibid., p. 20.

“ddrs&ad^od zrod^&ddodd, « erod^dkd-

dw Sd<J?? *$tsd z^o„d?do a/zr^ridodoszt,

d<? 3«)^J3^©rS^? dod^odo tfoctod doariod-

dodjsd, a dod^ ws ^ooiod&? ^zoo^d =rfd^d
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dO®dod{3odJSd W 3e> =Srd^d^? d? dD
oil© d'tfo zorSdo ddaeiz^dddo Sddo dosdod

CO _£

cSodosd, « doeidddo 2>d$e? 'ado
CO

trades dd.^ derated© dr<$o, wcdod ddr-

s&> SdcSodjsd $J3^df3e>o3j^ dd^ tfosdo

doriaSOg.”

84. Ibid., p. 18.

“zaodostfrta) dJSo3oFdo3dFdaS^ Sddo. «3js?-

tFaados^ort&s^ftdFd^do, zortd sg^ srsri

^rir zooqS ^©^rrecra^dt? eso.

edoiodad, zoodjatfrira S^rWo zoo^-

o d doao&Fono ^®A, ele^d & ^ rte si©^^,.

«d, ad^ftosseia, w<3od&«?8 ^aoe^odrreb

3d. Zod&©^fi wdftddodd, 3© a&JSdrreh odd
®v

od »odooi3o? ado^e)dcs efoO©ori da
&,oi> aidoatfd so©d a&© aoJSddd-
s-/ d d d o «
zoo , a^.SdSaiyario© zoo .”

CO CO

85. Ibid., p. 9.

“dcfcSo £>?d?, dddjatfriea d?d3dodo d?d?.
CO CO

^tfoadJa^Trariod do^rido $?de, dc^do©57)-

zooFd ddFSfS03dsA <od^ dooajd©?d.”

86. Ibid., p. 8.

“oi^ daeadz&X ??d? d^;rs, d3o dsra,

dd djsaoo £?d? d?sra, Ci^i©? z33o^ £ede

dess®, dooso d?^ra, £^3©?
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23e>ado c3?£ra, srsd

=5\©d<y doridod?;3«>.”

87. Ibid., p. 6.

“£d^ J§zdd ^J3?de3odo aSdsrao cS^do^dexi

skaa&Fdo dojsadoi 'adodafc^.

Dooz&d u^aii dodd tfotid OfiAdo ?5jSf|t3rt-

3e»oa^. rtoso^ira, «§J!^A©Fortsradii,

eroded fSjapdeow do&> .»
v m en A

88. Ibid., p. 7.

“eododd ©eo&sraddo ^oea®. s^d

3^d? c3J3?OD. e£<^do© ST3&30Fdd £F3FO±>£)Wi3

89 . Ibid., p. 6 .

“dfSoC3^©W ,
do&do 30?^©$^, ^tdd©dF

ddrio ^odoao esO^jd?? esdo

ddodd®ex d ex&cLW es© dddJS »dd©y . <a&-

0<y . 3ii^y. sS^aS^, ?od©ori <ao ,
'ao.”

90. Ibid., p. 570 .

“Eoafc&w wakexo ddd©, doedo&uofeSe »aJ^,?

S^d &?d =5\iaad©
,
dodi? dJS&A 3oaodJoooBf

«3oJ^? ^d&j&radddd $«^d ^ododo dod#

ijs^dewod? esoi^, «5sood?^ce>?”

91 . Ibid., p. 571 .

“eao&ow d wo&exi, escraao&oe) d wc&ew,
CO CO

dJS^S^d zxc&^o, d^JS^S^d jocdsew, dio^v*

£k> d wo&ew, acratfSe) d woiitu, Frsdo&ao d
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uo&ex), wo&oo, aajozS^d?Jots

zoa±>o0oi> wc&ao zo£ zoOoSi zjok&fl-

<oz£ &33A, c^cS^, soJ3?cS(Sodeo3o.”
ter

92. Buddhist Philosophy in India and Ceylon
f

pp. 237-241.

93. d Constructive Survey of Upanisadic Philoso-

phy, pp. 215-232.

94. Generally the scholars interpret Linga as

phallus or male generative organ. Gopinath
Rao has tried to trace the antiquity of Phallus
worship to 200 B.C. in his Elements of Hindu
Iconography, Vol. II, Pt. I, pp. 55-58. Some
scholars trace it to Rgveda period by quoting
Rgveda VII. 21-5 and X, 79-3 where the word
Si£na is found. Virasaivas do not accept this

interpretation. They believe the Linga to be
a column of light.

Compare the following extract from Hinduism
and Buddhism, Vol. II, pp. 142-144.
‘‘But though the outline of Siva is found in

Vedic writings, later centuries added new
features to his cult. Chief among these is the

worship of a column known as the Linga, the

emblem under which he is most commonly
adored. It is a phallic symbol though usually

decent in appearance. The Vedas do not
countenance this worship and it is not clear that
it was even known to them. It is not certain if

the Si^nadevah whom Indra is asked to- destroy
in Rgveda VII, 21-5 and X, 79-3 are priapic
demons or worshippers of the phallus. It is

first enjoined in the Mahabharata and there only
in two passages viz. VII. secs. 202, 203 and
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XIII. sec. 14 which appear to be late additions.

The inference seems to be that it was accepted
as part of Hinduism just about the time that
our edition of the Mahabharata was compiled.
The inscriptions of Camboja and Champa seem
to be the best proof of the antiquity of Linga
worship. A Cambojan inscription of about
550 A.D. records the dedication of a linga and
the worship must have taken some time to
reach Camboja from India. Some lingas dis-

covered in India are said to be anterior to the
Christian era. The old theory that it (linga)

was borrowed from aboriginal and especially

from Dravidian tribes is now discredited. In
the first place, the instances cited of phallic

worship among aboriginal tribes are not parti-

cularly numerous or striking. Secondly, linga

worship, though prevalent in the south, is not
confined to it, but flourishes in all parts of
India, even in Assam and Nepal. Thirdly, it

is not connected with low castes, with orgies,

with obscene or bloodthirsty rites or with any-

thing which can be called un-Aryan. It forms
part of the private devotions of the strictest

Brahmanas, and despite the significance of the

emblem, the worship offered to it is perfectly

decorous. The evidence thus suggests that this

cultus grew up among Brahmanical Hindus
in the early centuries of our era. The idea that
there was something divine in virility and
generation already existed. The choice of the
symbol—the stone pillar—may have been in-

fluenced by two circumstances. Firstly, the
Buddhist veneration of Stupas, especially

miniature stupas, must have made familiar the
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idea that a cone or column is a religious

emblem, and secondly the linga may be com-

pared to the carved pillars or stone standards

erected in honour of Vishnu. Some lingas are

carved and bear one or four faces, thus entirely

losing any phallic appearance. The wide exten-

sion of this cult, though its origin seems late,

is remarkable.”

95. Buddhism and Hinduism
y
Vol. II, p. 142.

96. Elements of Hindu Iconography
,
Vol. II, Pt. I,

p. 56.

97. The Veddnta Sara Vlraiaiva Cintdmani
y

Part II, p. 90.

u

“2RTT 3T srmt srRnftr

ci^r% 1 ^4 rrq^ fef-

I *r# =cRj-

TO. 1 f^ftcgrR ”
||

98.

“qt

sr^;” |

II fsnfc ^nrnTurr

The Veddnta Sara Vlrasai'va Cmtamani, p, 91.

99.

The Siddhanta Sikhdmani; edited by Kari-
basava Sastrin, p. 63.
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“# #sr
I

gq: gq: qjpgi% d!§f asrcrrn^” ii

“writ wr i

Vairocani, disciple of Isanasiva, explains Linga
in the same way.

“ ^ dsRP*. I

#t srral# wwi, l

## xn# ”
||

Quoted in A Descriptive Catalogue of
Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Government collec-

tions, under the care of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, by Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasada
Sastri, Vol. Ill, p. 525.

100.

Vedanta Sara Virasaiva Cintamani
, p. 96.

“ qqf|5W WFi# ft I

ft# if# # ft#n# if# ” n

101. “TOFTT %T ^ ^Tfisq^ I”

Ibid.., p. 97-98,

102. The Vacana Sastra Sara, p. 53.

“©oridouodo ddd^oftod dd^drf £>fcjd?3o.

©ortdowodo ddSdftf ©orteSo&wdo dd

§s$ ^d^dcrira^od doso^j. ©oridozoodo dd-

3dd dddosrs d. ©oridoujcii ddddoo&j &srt-
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dod.
QSp

s§j^?50rort

©oddozoodo eajo&i d?d, doz3-

©ortdo&wdo 3e> adoz^a^d cft&skc3dtf

• » . eioadoF’ ©odd dodiF’j

eniSSort da &jC& &^?^cre, ©ori&i&Sd 3i?o&-W OO-i 1qJ
wod*?? zo©?k.”

103. Ibid., p. 54.

“©oddozoodo ddraradra $>doF©. ©oddozoodo

dzSzradod ^dD^e®r. ©oddozoodo ddF

dja?^?^^ ^drs. ©oddozoodo ddr
^9Esr zS^dg. ©oddozoodo td^p-se^oii crsol3-

dod z^dj- ©oddozoodo sidead addo&d© dtf-

dod ^^?-Sdorodi ©orid> 'aol? ©odd dodoFd-

deddfS? ©eddfd ^sriodo ^dod, ?od ©cd?-

40
*-’

~ ’

104. Ibid., p. 56.

“do^3^d^35raraod$ocredd© ©odd?? &£?-

3o d$. 3e>do, dodrsrSocrsddej ©odd?? e©.
V 00 00

es© ?pe>07dd dodd &©$<& djajfoi) do?e3

deriod $zaz3js?zpdja;g) ©oddod, 'ad©

©odd?? 3$do $.®?d©o d^rlodo 7^0^, ?jd

©od?^ddo 3e»d? ©oridi*”

105. Ibid., p. 59.

“©odd dja©dozozb =£©do. ©od dja©d©.
<p 9 ev>

©odd dJ3^ ,dowdo =$©do. ©od djs^ id©.
vxJ^C' W

dJ3©dJ3B^d do?©cs zrsd&ssS ddp'sd dd-
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tj,3oj»3? ©oridodad ©a^ wsuoddja3g> ^stariodo-

7^o3, n)d ©ofl^d^ 3D$? d?eo.w

106. Ibid., p. 56.

“dj3<,<°3oi> d.©<*^o& ^d&3d 5^ouoi,

TSrcS^od ^c^&ok <!©?& ^dda ^Dozooi,

ri 3D <l©^a ^deododctfo. i^aofcdd
^rf^cS^wofSjs?? d^d =sgdo©

=#oaU ,. ^Dcsdod^, said dd&orl rad . tid >ad.

c50 J5 ^d. do^ en>0-

oiotfrta) ^rd, a^eo^js^rtes srsdtf, rodcdoood

.o?§ , ©tf;£o&oodp esairs,? ©ortd dooeS d esori^.

&srtd dofta). escort esl?^ do©
CO "O' co

'sd&soffi ©odd? 3?)^Dd ddssort.”

107. Ibid., p. 64.

“dod^^d© do dd^^d^acdod^o. «d=^

d^. ddodd djsd^odo© ^doddd ^6^jd^

dO(Sj3?3od snood?, esdo tp^_
*i
radcraA 'saayo

j

eroodo d? « idfSdad© , 6sad)d&©,odo Srododo
co CO u

dptfo. zo© d aedfSo&ad, wwf\^ djs^o&eo sod,
CO CO co

fcowdod?? rioDld doos^r ©ortddas^d^, <&a-

oWOj ^doSo&d^o.”

108. Ibid., p. 65.

“tj^ddeoD dod dy^D-iddos doosodjsdsd-
CO XT **

d?^o. ^©oiraddos doerto&omsDrido. $oa£>o-

0&o©d tooa c^a^d?? eori^ ©ortSw d, ^ori-
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sysdsrsd&o. ^j^dcddcd^dd© dod-

d »d,ofv <oodo c&ac&k3ood??»
CO fv

109. Ibid.y p. 65.

“dSok dortd.S doajs3od0ddc?&, rics?^^

0ireA D^yssosyaddci^d? ^eso ^otoododd,
°v ’U* £©

^ooiJ© TfeJowod? QfdSodd^d? dasc&F-

d d>?fe>s&od ^odo 3e>d? ^oddow tsrtd $e>£w-

aoi)o3-3oao^. esorid OfeJo^ t^docd?? d^oii

£13^ Sdc&ode? s.do^dra ^c^^cxSiSdwo, •adj,

srajEs, jpe>rfs3ow ©oridowo$ d?ddodz§,

edoax^ 3j
)
doqSriK>o7i&®!g) d*3? 'sdo^dra

^jades^dortc&g^© •a^Oort doiwoqSCfcjddd

doosud tSJ3?der3ridci^ d>$od?”

no. Ibid., p. 64.

“e?red£>&do esdrd^dak djsdos^jd^d,

Snxs^sdd FJouersrtdo. S^riodo ©odd)

©oriddo tfdde^atao&oi^&s&ij u##, vc&v.

dddewod? eruO©od da &,a& ^^cei?»
in. Ibid.

, p. 288.

“esdrio <lodo ^driod d^d, eroOoii “dodd dod

&>d z^d, oio^o do ooddo&>$? esddd wodd

siradod d^dd^o^o do ooddod^? eod^c&o

soodd duatfod d^dddo^o do oioddod^? ddta

zjrad, ?>^g, r) dd^djsd, ^Sra^d, ^do&sd *&&&&-

doddod?dtSj»?dF^ d?d ®e>rl&£?.”

Also Vide Vacanas on Ibid., pp. 287-292 .
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11 2. Saiva Siddhanta Dlpika
,
p. 60.

1 13. The Vaccina Sastra Sdra
, p. 54.

dooAd^od, dyoioonad

©isaod&©?yrW ©odd?, a&jdy =drao

_

oJ f>3

dod tfdde^ uodo d^&faad. dod^eoa^,

dodtpKrssgj ©odd?, d zs6?rao d z^^d^Sjod

©odd?, SNd^ r*3 ©0&>^ 3oJ3d7T5)d^aJ^

doofcS.d sacra, enio©od da &,oi> 3&?d,oa.”
ej ct'~' ^3

1 14. A Constructive Survey of Upanisadic Philo-

sophy, pp. 141-143.

1x3. The Vacana Sastra Sara, p. 47.

“©oira^ <0^ a^doAod© d^saAd dddo^
tfd? so^doda* dooi®?daod soodorU>& dossa

dtfddos&adsra . ©oArs, cod, dod„=d&®tfdj3odo-

riJS&d doasa dtfd dodo qrsd&atfrt a.ofty^

dera. ©oAja^ ejrsddoa^ri ^jsad doasa dtfd

dodo dod?cd^d r3o'de3 deoa. ©oAra* *od,

dod^d^d ^jsdd doaaa dtfd dodo ’tfod'&stf-

Aossy.doa . ©oAra, dd ort&stfrt ^os&d doaaa-
eo co «d

dtfri dodo tfdd ©djatfrt aio&y.deja . ©otoa<.
cp W cv> O

od^ ^dd ©a q&qteft d^A sSos^ ©sood-

d?tidd? a.d^oddoeo d^d i,£?e £d oAod

gja^d© d^adsoa . ©oAoa^, aija^d©

j^tSkd doodj&stfd” d?^ ?>odo doads^d

dodoAadoa. • ©oArs^ ©oaq^ ^osd©-
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dorido ^Oo^dd 4t docdog s’seso

1 aFdsjsi .»
-fi CO

16. Ibid.
} p. 49.

“riododi dodd© doo^djifc^ dcd£>d® ©ori

ddJ^ tts bns ‘Srdo^dddddcdoew, ts dood,d)

tSc^oii^o^oOoj doeddcrsdodeoo, «

d'gdo doo3,d? dO?dsrao&o%. ©odd) d^dwo'do-

Srj dodd^sddro, dodddo^dd JoseoAro, «
dods3? ©od^rao5o%. dood d? dc&srsA, dodd?

©ortsysd© ^redo dot^d© ^dod^droi, doo^-

doqSgd© ©ortdos^Fdo daotajyso&oaio,. ddo-

dodos? doqLd©dF sy^raSodd) dood,a© ©?d

sraoaodo . doodd© ©odd© dodod, d«3d©odo,

djdoddw djd^&eddcreA, dood,d© ts^d^,

©odd© ts^odd), ds oddd dorid^ ^d), d«sd?

^s?raA, d^od^d^d® <aiw dod$ 3?deo

ds^d?odod)do *ir cJTOe), dooo® cdd d®d^ d^S-

=ff®a$0F dododjE^od?.”

17. Ibid., p. 60.

“^©i® sdcs £do zoosao&oe) adododsdodo,, ood
« to CO <0 <

©oridjs^n. rre^rtoddd&jdo^Odcd^ <0^ ©ort.

djs^d. 5?^ra djOijfysAjre^ra ddo^ cteOjSjw*-

rte® 5)«dj d-©g?oo±i d^Ad-ra^ddAd i^ydo^O-

dodo^ oO?^ ©oridos^d.”

18. Siva.jnSnoNbod.ha, I, 3 (p. 55).

19. Kashmira Saivism, p. 43.
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120. Introduction to Pctficaratra

,

pp. 30-31.

121. The Vacana Sdstra Sara, p. 4.

“tocdo dja^A do$ e toode>o« dotfcd-

clodrioa d^ds^raeriersA gjs&cioi,

^3o? S^rl d^ad-ado^ers. « ^Do^d
ddodSad? £dofi esuoddow cii>do7l©dc3ad'3od

doao'sSori £d^ wart 'ad?

d$doa-30&o^ers.”

122. TTie Anubhava Sutra, II, p. 19-33.

123. Ibid., Ill, pp. 23-33.

The Vacana Sdstra Sara, pp. 91-92.

124. The Anubhavasdra, IV, pp. 21-27.

125. The Vedanta Sdra Virasaiva Cintamani, p. 73.

W *TRT srirKWHcTT f^FTT H. 69.

126. The Anubhava Sutra
,

II, 31.

127. The Vacana Sdstra Sdra> p. 42.

“^aSrasS-^ 25^0^ 3ooA, 'strs^ £>3d Sort

S00A, dod.orS Soon, &.S wod-—* O' 7

o^“® $
dowod^ dc©ode)d?£> good? rL'SS’c^A zoo sow d-

dod dd© edAdod. esddd&rio deSadsA,

doddd&d dasOad^A doddostfd =&©odo zoo&

d^fS. dod^ dradodjssJo^ araod!^do zoucd.

z3?zdsra^d ^raoSo dod^o&raods!^. q^od
dzddd^ doodjS? ^erso^ t^do^d-

©ortdddoddf^e) .”

£|Q

128. Kashmira Saivism, p. 79.
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1^9. Siva Pirakdsam, translated with notes by the

Rev. H. R. Hoisington, p. 23.

130. Ibid., p. 158.

131. The Vaccma Sastra Sara, p. 41.

132. Ibid., p. 40.

133. Ibid., p. 40.

e3^£> zoocStfo rfJsoSo.

£>ori 3doft?oc5tfo e&5>o3o.

dod,ort erodoad^oirari ?od^jazio±)0 ^e>&d^o

dosoSo. o§,ri doo$,rl sl©F!c3Tsf\ coja£>ri

rlo^craA eddddorid© Soorid d^dossrsft

dodod ^sQzts $ dosoSo. d’&aio eroooaoo
co o '

-d

OOf^sSe «)<2Je)0^

^,d ©oriddooii too d.”
<3 00

134. Ibid., p. 40, Vacana 1.

135. A Constructive Survey of Upanisadic Philo-

sophy, Vol. II, p. 572.

136. Sivapirakdiam, 24, (p. 156).

137. Sivajndna bodha, VI, p. 79.

138. Kashmira Saivism, p. 55.

139. The Vacana Sdstra Sara, p. 3.

140. Ibid., p. 95.

141. Sivajndna bodha, IV, 5.

Ibid., V, 4.

142. Sdnkhya Kdrika, Verse 59,

143. Kashmira Saivism, p. 53.

144. The Vacana Sdstra Sara, p. 3.

145. 3rz/a PirakdSam, 51, (p. 196).
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46. Abhinavagupta explains Sadakhya as

“S^IWTT m ^ ^ STW”.
Prat. Vim. Ill, i. 2.

47. The Karana Hasuge y Chapter I.

The two different copies of Karana Hasuge in

my possession do not mention explicitly whether
five Sadakhyas and five Kalas issued simultane-
ously or one after another; but a passage,
ascribed to Prabhudeva, clearly mentions the
following order of evolution of these.

From the Mahalinga, first came the Prasada-
linga, which formed Siva Sadakhya, and then
the ISana-Mukha of the Sadaiivamurti

;

immediately after this came the letter Na,
which manifested the Santyatitakala, another
name for Para Sakti. Then, from the Prasada-
linga, came the Jangamalinga, which formed
the Amurta Sadakhya and then the Tatpurusa-
Mukha; then immediately issued the letter Ma
and the Adi Sakti, another name of the
Santikala. From the Jangamalinga came the
Sivalinga, which then formed the Murta
Sadakhya and then Aghora-Mukha

; then
immediately came the letter Si and the Iccha-
Sakti, and another name for the Vidyakala.
From the Sivalinga came the Gurulinga, which
formed the Kartr-Sadakhya and then Vama-
deva-Mukha; then immediately came the letter

Va and the Jnana-Sakti, another name for the
Pratisthakala. From the Gurulinga came the
Acaralinga, which formed the Karma Sadakhya
and then, the Sadyojata Mukha; then,
immediately, came the letter Ya and the Kriya
Sakti, another name for Nivrttikala.
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Cennabasava, being the disciple of Prabhudeva,
probably had in his mind the same process of

evolution, though he has not explicitly men-
tioned it. In another passage of the same book,
while explaining the dissolution, he has re-

sorted to this method; therefore he would not
have meant the simultaneous production of

these from the form of the Mahalinga.

148. Siva PirakaSam, 3, (p. 130); Kashmira
Saivism

,

p. 64.

149. In the Saiva Siddhanta, Saktis are different and
distinct from Kalas and are products of

Bindu.

150. The Anubhava Sutra
,
IV, 35-36.

15 1. Paul Deussen: Outlines of Indian Philosophy ,

P* 13 *

152. R. D. Ranade: A Constructive Survey of

Upanisadic Philosophy

,

p. 81.

153. Ibid., p. 8 1.

154. Ibid., p. 82.
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157. Lingodbhava lile of Siva, one of the 25 lilas.
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and Ceylon, pp. 200-202.

159. Ibid., p. 219.

160. M. M. Abhyankar Sastri : Sanskrit introduction

to the Sarvadar§ana~Sangraha
, pp. 98-101,
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, pp. 20-22.

162. The Paficadasi, I, 19-22 (Nirnayasagar edition,

Bombay, 1911).
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The Vedanta Sara
,
p. 16 (Nirnayasagar edition,

Bombay, 1911).

163. Sivajnana badha
,

II; Sivapirakasam
, 9,

(P- I 35)-

164. Kashmir Saivism
, pp. 53-61.
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Vlra^aivism, like the Advaita, holds Avidya to

be the cause of entanglement in the Samsara;
but it differs from the Advaita in the idea of

attaining release. It maintains that strict

observance of the VlraSaiva doctrines leads the

soul, step by step, to complete liberation from
Avidya. The soul, when it has completely for-

gotten its real nature owing to Avidya, is quite

incapable of realising its real nature in one
stage ; therefore there should be different
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